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THE MORNING STAR FOR 1883.

may

statement

gon

made

be

now

higher

than ever beforé,enabling us to obtain the
best work of the best available writers.
There are other facts which greatly eneourage effort and seem to insure gnccess.
contribu-

Ful-

“tors for 1883 will be Professor John

lonton, D. D., Professor J. J. Butler, D.D.,
the Rev. George H. Ball, 0. D,, the Rev.

W. H. Bowen, bu. p., Professor Ransom’
Dutn, ». D., lind Professor J. A. Howe,

p. p,
having

Othét able and
special

topics, ‘will

charge

also

writers,

alert
of

important

contribute

fepulazly

to the editorial columns.
It will be our constant sim to fill our
eolumns with such articles as people are
ealling for in these busy times and will
read, articles that shall be bright, generally brief, pungent, thoughtful and sug

=: gestive, but above all en the right side of
great moral questions and conceived in
the spirit and interests of evangelical
Christianity—and so, in the highest interests of all our readers, both old and

te
1
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The official board of editorial

. young.

to

, We shall faithfully endeavor

make the Correspondence of the Star all
that it should be. Dr. J. L. Phillips, our
widely known and indefatigable missionary in India, will send monthly letters.
President Thomas Goadby, ». D., of

of

Rév.

D.,

Miss

George

Richard

E.

Montague,

Rev. O. E. Baker, Rev. S: D. Bates, Rev.

A. A. Smith, Editor of the Pres Bapiss/,
Williams,

bp.

Editor of]

b.,

the
Nebraskan,
Theodore M. Banta,
Esq., Rev. George S. Ricker,Prof. George
McMillan,

Prof. J. M. Divis, Rev. A.

Salley, Rev. J. J. Hall, Rey. C.
ley, Mrs. J. A. Lowell,

D.

Dud-

Rev. A. Given, Rev. G. L.' White?
Goodwin;

A. Mm,

T.

* 1dy Hazelton,”

Prof.

J.

BE.

W.

J.

Mauck,

Prof.-F. L. Hayes, Rev. J. T. Ward, J.
W. Barker, A. m.,

Rev.

W.

H.

Hurlin,

Annie M: Libby, Rev. C. E. Brockway,
OliveE. Dana, etc.
Woe expect te secure ocoasional contri
butions from authors of various degrees
liberty to announce.

age rates to contributors are

| WAFRYE =i E3EVESRS Fir i141}

Foster, M. r.,

pb.

Prof.

may, indeed, reasonably be expected that

A similar

not

at

We do not wish

to

be judged by what/may be said in a brief
prospectus like this, nor in view of what

is left unsaid ; we ask that

the

Star

be

judged solely by what it shall actually be
from week to week, and we are willing to
abide the issue. This is not said in vain
confidence, but as a pledge of uniiring endeavor and through faith i in One by whose
grace and for whose glory. we do what
we do, and who is able to make all things

of

the Church is simply

the * developed” opinion of the Charehy
the tradition of the Church.
| Protestants will ask perplexing questions about this matter of ¢* development.”
What isit, any way? Is it more than the
growth of usage? The rise of custom?
The evolution of opinion? And do cuostoms of men grow into divine law witheut
inspired sanction? Do opinions of men
grow into ordinances of God? Were the
church Fathers authorized
to embody
*‘ the germs and the elements” of the
gospel in a positive rite? Had they authority to speak where Christ and his
apostles carefully kept sileat? Are we
sure that this ‘‘ development” was according to the will of Christ? Was it
really an ‘* outgrowth” of the *¢ elements

sion column wiftBe conducted by the editors, assisted by Mrs. M. M. H. Hills.
The Family Circle, for the first time, we
believe, in the history of the paper, will

be, as it surely ought

to be, under the

special charge of a lady,

well

and one

qualified to give it a superior character.
She will be assisted in this department by
occasional contributions from the Rev. E.
A. Rand, author of several excellent and

well-known books for the young, ‘* Mar-

garet Sidney,” a recent New England
writer whose popularity is rapidly growing, Mrs, E. 8. Burlingame, Mrs.

V.

G.

Ramsey, Mrs. Mary A. Denison, Mr. F.
M. Colby, Miss M. M. Bisbee, * Cecil
Barle,” ** Aunt Milly,” * Dora Sutton,”
etc. Careful attention is to be given to
the Book Table, and several competent

tional work.

The Temperance columos,

York.

This

Committee,

which

anything,

it means

Full-freighted days, with no returning wing.

wiorowed

Winter's

shadows

climb

and

cling;

unexpected issue, provokes reflection

Your charm all licgers in my heart’s recall,
O days so royal—rich in bounty blesti
On want ye woke , your largess sure would fall;
Hungry, unfed, ye leit me like the rest,—
The fruit I could not reach, sweete-t of all,
Still taunts my spirit at its stinted feast.
— Mary Clemmer.

ters, as uander-shepherds,

to bring
of the

BY

OUBRY ON
TISM.
THE

REV.

GEO.

INFANT
H.

BALL,

D.

BAPD.

ticle in the Independent, of

them in. * * * The
Church,

not simply
are really
grace that
This is
of what

Infant Baptism is a trite subject but
Dr. Curry makes it interesting. The arNov.

2,

im-

are

up-

reasons

for

it.

[lis

trend of modern speculation

ject.

views

on

accord

the

ordained

by

gub-

a Nation, in order to reach and subdue
itd religion, must be a man great in men-

tal force, full of resources in

forth

sacraments
Christ,

are

esteem the

confidence that infant baptism is to

firm-

its missions, the world will

study the figures in its Year
men mean splendid success.
Now,

‘‘ elements and

ly hold its position and prove of perpetual value to the saints, but to me they
convey the impression that it hus already

lost its prestige and must ere long fall
into general disuse.
He follows Neander, Knapp, Lange,
Meyer, Hagenbach, Schaff, Stanley, and
nearly all representative scholars of Gur
half of .this century, in not predicatiog
He
infant baptism on the written word.
considers a ¢* Thus saith the Lord” *‘of
small concern” as a basis for its observance. He says: ‘If the beginning of
the practice in the church is not specifically recorded, that is a matter of small
* Religious observances
concern. *
and institutions are usually growths and
creations
rather than
developments,

The gos-

that there is nv recortled authority

for

this practice in the Scriptures. It now
remains to be seen whether the people

specting

these

rise

successes, had he been,

the

mere

tion, or

of

fetichism”?

Book—such

hesitate,

is

some

great

a

re-

specu-

made

them

male

For this cause

and

female, and

shall a mam

said,

leave father

‘and mother and shall cleave to his wite:
and
they twain
shall
be one
flesh?
Wherefore they are no more twain, but

one

flesh.

joined

What

therefore

together let not

man

God

hath

put gsu,der

[aot even "if he lives in New Eogland and
nas Puritan blood in his veins]. They zay
unto him,

Why did Moses

then

command

to give a writing of dicorcement; and to
put. her away? He saith uosto thew,
Moses because of the: hardnéss of youc
hearts suffered you to put away jour
wives: but from the beginning it was not
80. And I say unto you, Whosoever shal
put away his wife, except it be for fornication, and shall marry another, committeth

adultery:
and whoso

which is put away doth
(Matt. 19: 3-9).
The question stands,
Which shall serve ss
our homes, the divorce
by Him

who

marrieth

commit

her

adultery.

as it seems.to me,
the safeguard of
laws as formulated:

instituted

marriage,

or

the

divorce laws as enacted by ‘‘the highly
civilized people of America” ? QOae of
our New England States, as I was informed by a legal gentleman a few years
since, will grant divorce for fifteen different offenses,

“Tepresen

ing hands with Texas; Western hearti-

ness and Southern warmth are actually
patting each other on the back, from Oregon to Florida; while Massachusetts and
South Caroling bave half lost their individ-

only one of

which

has

every eight

marriages

solem-

And this is called social purity !

The Word of God that wiped out the
curse of slavery from the South, and from
New England years before, is cutting out
the polygamous excrescence in the West,

and will either prune down the
laws

in the

East

to the

one

divorce
cause, as

licentiousness.

‘There is no security

a people unless

their

Living-

missionary successes of the
because they were extraorThe late Dr. Rufus Andera great statesman and a great
his mantle has fallen upon a

and, even at this time,

It is

neither Christ nor his apostles make
mention and to which men only have ats any of it over the waters !
I have taken up more space than 1
tached a *‘ meaning"?
The continuance, or ubandonment,of in- ought, yet write more because, I feel
| am an earnest heliever in the
fant baptism seems to hinge upon the au- ‘deeply.
thority of ** development,” or, which is work abroad, but unless we can send
exactly the same thing, the
ions of first-class men—the very flower of our
Christian men. It would greatly relieve young men—why, let us recall those. alIt
conscientious
Wseipits if all parties ready there and give up the mission.
would' discard infant.
baptism, which is quite time that the day of small ‘things
lacks both precept and example to justify and small men shpuld pass by!
I have already
in a gaveat, but reit, and substitute & public offering of ine,
fants to Christ without baptism, accor \t Peat it. Greet spiritual force and fervor
ing to the invitation of our Lord himself)Ll often make small men great. Oh, that
Wiiy not relegate baptism to beligvers,} our hearts might kindle with’ Hee PromePRD (0 To

si

or one week,

and there are indications

of an intention to work and make up for
the lost time of the previous session. One
appropriation bill, the Indian, has been already passed, it being $274 200 less than
the appropriations for the current year and
$1,616,776 less than the estimates.
The
ways and means committee, at its meeting
yesterday morning, unanimously adopted

a resolution to proceed at once to the consideration of the tariff commission

report;

and to frame a tariff bill.
the session in the Senate

The first bill of
looking to the

abolition of

revenue

the

internal

system

was introduced yesterday by Mr. Brown,
of Georgia.
It is the intention of Mr.
Brown to force his measure to an issue at
the earliest practicable time.

It is evident

from talks with members that those who are
in favor of tariff revision are generally well
pleased with the report of the tariff commission.
Southern members, as well as
Western snd Northwestern members, seem
to desire tariff revision in preference to
any other proposition'to reduce the reveuues of the Government.
It is more and

more apparent, after talks with members of
all parts of the country that the tariff question is
becoming
sectional rather than
political.
.
+

PRESS AND PLATFORM.
men in politics:
Let men of education, leisure, and means
20 into public life as public duty.
We
nave an increasing number of such men
among us,
We should get men in affairs

to whom the money is not an object,

who

will not stoop to low methods, and whose
mangers and ways will. command
the re.

spect of even such dignified
ested visitors ag my

Tord

and

disinter-

Duanbeg,

who,

according to ¢ Democracy,” gives a smart
girl the titls of countess in return fora fair
and much needed fortune.
The

following

timely and

wise

word

is.

uttered in the Christian Stundard :
See to your prayer-meetings.
See

to

prayerin your

in

family.

See

to

prayer

your church.
Qae of the first healthy «iodications of renewed spiritual life is found
in increased attention to, and delight in,
orayer.
When the priyer-meetings fill up
and are characterized by increased fervor
and spirituality, it is safe to say that ‘¢ the
time to favor Zion, yea, the set time fis
come.”
Increase of members, forced in a

prayerlefs church

by

artfil

manipulation

or sensational attractions, hinders, in place
of advancing, the growth of the kingdom
of heaven.
Ph

Eogland:
;
Oae thing is beyond
dispute, namely,
that where open communion has been
adepted,it has been like life from the dead

for

South Sea

Moffat and

made on the hustings and proclaimed in
platforms, andithe country will be happy.
. 9. Congress has now been in ses-

ed

plished by an extraordinary man? Such
‘mén as Williams and Patterson, in the
Islands,

the United States, amen!
perform
your promises

Mr. Spurgeon has spoken the following word relative to open comuiunion in.

will write Ichabod among the stars and
stripes.
More than one nation has been
blotted out in consequence of legalized

been

common country,
Now, gentlemen,

Bible authority. Recent statistics have
shown that in Maine one divorce is grant-

accom-

not

of

>

capable of being authority upon the sub-

ject of divoree.
The Pharisees also came unto him
(Christ), tempting him, and saying unto
hind, Is'it lawful for a man to pul away bis
wife for every cause? And he answered
and said unto them, Have ye not read
that he which made them at the beginning

society” is a valid plea for their laxity, or

worse than futile to appeal to the churches
for funds to support second or third-rate
men in India; it is a sjn! And, though
the little band over the sea are perishing
for want of help, still it is wiser to wait
than to send such as will further burden
the ¢ tired” toilers already in the field.
There is ** poor stuff ” enough among the
natives; for pity's sake, don’t let us send

impose, asan ordinance, a service of which

the fowls of the air have never been surpassed by man, however highly civilized,
and we may safely conclude that he is

neither

“ worth heeding;

Will Protes-

lilies of the field and for the feeding of

mis-

‘when such stress is upon our own foreign

tants continue. the practice of infant baptism witheut more specific knowledge of
its * meaning”? Is it not dangerous to

“Shall not the judge of all the earth do
right?” (Gen. 18: 25.) Let us read the
words of Him who spake as never man
spake. He is so radical that I fear ho
may be classed among the fanatics; but
as he instituted marriage he alone has an
inalienable right to give laws for its regulation. His laws for the clothing of the

Can

But it is needless to multiply examples.
The
suggestions of the 1ribune are

written law of God? In this confusion
of meanings is it ‘* a matter of small concern” that no law respecting this rite is

aland social. Which is it?”
As it is impossible to secure sn impar-‘tial jury in this country to decide the ques-

man?

worthy successor!

Which

able with a fearful mistake in matters mor-

notable

he]

\

quietly secured, Aor any ‘eause - that
would seem to
njake the matrimonial

nized.

force

intellectually,

« development" rises to the dignity of a ‘work, they should not be ignored.

« gpddifically recorded”?

and

we put our hands upon any

out the great
past century,
dinary men.
son was both
general, and

‘‘nof much less than a profanaa form

to

atone, in Africa, Martyn and Duff, in India, and others of that ilk, have wrought

lations of men? Has infant baptism any
‘‘meaning” that men have not imparted
to it? Has the ‘‘ meanieg” of any one
party pre-eminence over that of others?
Which ‘“m8aning” escapes the verdict of

being

“divorce, easily

gocond, third er foutth-rate
sionary work that has

‘‘developments.’y . Are

any of them more than

need

in these suggestions? Would Paul have
wrought out his marvelous missionary

of the infant to God.” Since the Secriptures.are silent asto baptism being used
queries

should

refuse to admit that there

ment” in other quarters is, that baptism
is merely a ‘¢ form of public consecration

perplexing

while we

not

of ua at least, to endorse every sentiment
in the foregoing quotation, who of us will

the germs? of the gospel. The Catholic
¢t development” is that baptism is ¢* really effective through the spiritual grace
that accompanies it” to the
extent
of actual regeneration, The Calvinistie
¢« development” is that infants of believ-

of infants,

in-

ever Methodism can point to men like
Bishop Simpson, who have sprung up in

empty ceremonies ; but rather
effective through the spiritual
accompanies them.”
the Methodist ‘“development”

they

himself,

domitable in spirit and capable of inspiring ardor in his associates.
* * Where-

inspire ‘for these, or any other purposes in behalf

To some minds, they may

completed from the beginning.

ing brain. It is doubtful if any successful Protestant
mission can
be found
whose success did not spring out of rare
personal force in a founder. * * * Whoever breaks his lance with the intellect: of

righty
be in

sent

#

we carry it to the final court of appzals.

yeliglon by the sheer force of his congquer-

his fold (the church) of which baptism is,
figuratively, the door, and Christ's minis-

all A Ale

DR.

men

and yet that they are reChrist.-* * * By the pur-

chase of his death all souls are, of
Christ's.
They should, therefore,

And emptied boughs wave under barred sky.

REV.

are unsaved
deemed by

Diyowes ‘an . EvilP* Ho stool

petent to solve the problem for us,suppose

mission before granting the desired appropriation. At the late meeting, some
oppesition to the continuance of the

not a

‘That by nature all

tion, “Is

tion and, of course,no other nation is com

makes all the appropriations for missionary work, sits with open doors and most
cargfully scrutinizes the details of each

ners into Christians? © Was not that a
neathen, rather than a Christian idea? ‘Bulgarian mission was developed and a
Is not * infant baptism the outgrowth”of spirited debate was aroused. The Methheathen *‘ elements and germs” that in- odists have. been struggling for many
vaded the church, rather than spiritual years to ‘substitute their robust and
‘* elements and germs” of the gospel ?
evangelical faith for the
lifelessness
| Such questions as these will be urged, and moral uselessness of the Greek
and must be answered. The people be- church ritual;" yet, according to the
lieve the gospel, but will be slow to ac- last ¢ Year Book,” twenty-five mem‘cept the opinions of mén as the law of bers and five native preachers conGod. It was sensible
for Christian schol- stitute the Bulgarian Methodist church!
ars to abandon the Scpiptural plea for
It is notto be wondered at that some
infant baptism for it could net be defend- members of the Committee should have
ed on any fair and safe principles of in- urged abandoning the field.
The hopes
terpretation. Can they make a better de- ful members, however, prevailed mainly
fenseé from the ¢‘ development” base? on the ground, that at last ¢‘a native
Will Protestants at last adopt a Papal leader. had been found whose genius
dogma they have always repudiated ?
would extricate the mission from all its
Dr. Curry magnifies the necessity of embarrassments.” And the Zi ioune prodefinite views as to the uses and benefits cégds to meralize:
‘of infant baptism. He says: ¢ If infant
An incident like this debate ,with its

says it means:

Bearing rich treasure fleet, they fly, they fly,

pel, in its inmost nature and in its practical designs, embodied the elements and
the germs of which the practice of infant
baptism is the outgrowth.”
This is a graceful retreat from the old
and experienced reviewers will assist the battle ground; the Scriptural argument
editors in this department of the paper. is abandoned, and Scriptural authority for
Sermons will occasionally appear. De- baptizing infants declared ** of small oonmain»
nominational gatherings will be properly cern.” Ordinary men can not long
best scholarthe
that
now
contest
the
tain
to
given
reported and renewed attention
‘ship in the Protestant ministry concedes
securing news items relating to ministers

and churches and all phases of denomina-

in New

that baptism had power to regenerate,
purge the soul from sin, and make sin-

favors. Letters from New York, Waushington, Harper's Ferry and the West will
duly appear. The Sunday-school department will be under the continued charge
The Mis
of the Rev. G. C. Waterman.

is

ing a recent Tribune editorial, called out
by the discussions of the Methodist Missionary Committee, at its late meeting

Does not early history make it perfectly

baptism. means

D.. Dudleyhad
the ground

ose

fifsy ir
of ae most progressive
peoole) in the world:
The House has Bot been
r the Star, Rev. c | called to order, and, for this reasom, perarticle upon the ques- haps, is in great disorder. Maipeis shak-

Hall of States. .We
union quite disagréeable;ds extensively ality in histicalnos
sections or bi-sections
yet;
Sasipus Christian conventions and associ.
regarded as a beneficent ‘institution of no
mov- oe oe of blue and gray. All are oy
8, as legitimate news demanded by
‘Christian’ civilization.” |' He coucluded ing, writing, talking, ldughing, and greetits readers, but that it should now and
each other with the abandon, of boys
by saying: ‘Aa: increasing wumber of ing
returned to the campus of their Atma Mater :
‘then. editorially discuss with large indivines, statesmen and philasthrop'sts are after a long separation. And what an
ellizence and noble spirit some of the
eventful separation it has been! The hand
de questions related to the advance of entering into a stron practical protest on the dial points to eleven, The sharp
against
divorce
as’
he
By
exists
among
|
taal
he Christian Church. Indeed, one will
rat-ta-tat of the gavel is heard.
To your
us and the situation as we see it is this: seats, legislators! Divide yourselves analmost forget, sometimes, that he is readEither those men and their sympathizers tagonistically, irreconcilably, politically;
ing whut is not Yisuretively a religious
dre funatics,or else the highly civilized peo- North South, East, West, tariff and antijournal.
tariff, Tepublican and democrat, while the
ple
of America have been and are chargepale chaplain intones a blessing on your
Sach thoughts were suggested by read-

clear that this rite grew out ofthe belief

with the ripest scholarship in the Protestant churches, and clearly indicate the

It

getting

‘upon the secular, that a great political
newspaper, like 20 Tribune, should not

conception of the uses and value of rites?

the

ant, scholarly and Christian mind.

what hold the religious world is

and germs” of the gospel, or of a false

Consul at Nice, France, will continue his

frequent expressions of his keenly observ-

N\

Now the decree

hoped that Mr. George F."Mosher, U. 8.

us

will give

i BY THE REV. GEORGE 8. RICKER.
ftis a most significant fact, as showing

rests solely on the authority of the Church; |

work together for good. Friends, everylile. If it is a ceremony meaning noth- on the enthusiasm which, even in religwhere and all, we ask you to subscribe ing, then it is not much less than a prof: ‘ion, a name—nuttered with the assurance
thdt there is a man behind Jiauslly
for the Morning Star and to help it by anation, or a form of fetichisin.” He adds: a fa)ens,
whatever kind words you muy see fit to “Among the things not well understoed is “ahs
‘bewever, suggests’ a broader
no doubt to be included a proper and ration- quis jon, and the editor continues:
speak.
:
LN
al conception of the nature and design of
Ean churches “hope ‘successfully to atinfant baptism, its obligation upon the task the religious systems of ancient and
Church and upon parents, and its value proud peoples with ordinary men leadFRUITAGE.
columns? Paul
I sce the heavy-fruited days go by:
to its recipients.” He goes on to say, iog their missionary
foxnded Gentile Christianity,
and. he
To-morrow, fair tosmorrow, thou wilt bring
that
Methodists
discard
the
doctrine
of
The chance I wantto pluck the sweetest thing,
towered far above all men of his time.
baptismal regeneration. But to them, he He broke the lines of Greek and Roman
The highest apple on the bough,” I cry.
Till

orce to be thm
OBSERVER.

Here are

formly asseifed that infant baptism is not
instituted by any recorded Scripture, but |* iz

pressed -me deeply. He put his case
tersely and in a way to be of practical
service. The three points made are the
unfitness of the rite: if it means nothing » | ing parents are baptized as ‘‘a sign and
the thing it does mean, and its genesis, seal of the covenant of grace and of his
He leaves no doubt as to his belief and ingrafting into Christ.” The *¢ develop-

Chilwell College, England,

| NETS. §c.

above,

of eminence whose names we are

cerning our special cootributors. The x.

by

Malcom,

Willard,

“but that

in

:

make and change laws in the name of
the Lord Jesus. Her teachers Have uni-

to the

FIFTY-EIGHTH VOLUME.
It is our determination to spare no
pains to make the new volume of the Star
It
superior to all previous volumes.

this will be accomplished. The aggregate editorial force, both in the office and
out of it, is larger now than ever before.

-

E.

Rev. A. D.

F. B.

church, Boston—Our Semi-Centennial,
what shall it be?—Y, P. 8. 14 G.—
Penobscot Yearly Mowing,
396,397
oT
tae
Ministers and Churches.
arterly Meetings.
To
Ten.
yer
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can be held tot the practios on this dhcory.
of development.. It is simply a new

attention’ than ever will be given

The Boring Stax.
o

a recently

‘ hardness

of heart” nor ‘‘ good

laws

run

for

pardlie!

with the nature of things.
> +o

NEW

YORK LETTER.

NEW YORK, Dec. 7.
Our cosmopolitan city is in an uproar,
Gotham is excited, terribly excited, from
center to circumference.
Good men are
pleased and bad men are furious, and all
on account of the newly codified Penal
Code.
Some time since, a commission
was appointed at the head of which was

David Dudley Field, an eminent lawyer of
this city, to codify the Reyised Statutes
The commission did its work and repor ted
to the Legislature, and this body without examination passed the revised code, and the
citizens of the ol
wake up to find
that all the old and stringent laws respect-

ing Sabbath observances have been revised
and

re-enacted.

Police

Superintendent

to many

old

and

decaying

in no ii has its adoption
growth¥of a church, except
brethretr have seceded and

selves

into

parties.

interests,

and

retarded the
where strict
made them-

Our- largest,

most

wealthy, most intelligent, and most growing churches everyw bere, except in Yorkshire, are all open communion: indeed,
strict communion is also extinct among
us, except in certain districts.
Tae asser-

tions which you alinde to are baseless and
the small show of statistics taken years
ago and in a certain limited area goes for
Ask any man who khows Eognothing.
land, and he will tell you that the practice of open communion has been the sign
of growih among us and has always followed at the heels of enlightenment.
An execution in “Eaglaud, the other day,
was 80 far removed ‘rom pubiic observation that not even the reporters were admitted, and no account whatever was given
of the scene on the §ciffHld by the offi ials
The.
who carried the sentence into effect.
sickening elaborateness of descriptions. of
hangings in this country might well give

placeito the privacy which characterized
the execution mentioned — Advertiser a
Seldom has a President's message .re-,
ceived such general approval, as that which... ..

President Arthur sent forth this week,
is 80 sharp in its condemnation

of

fulness in public expenditure, and

I

waste-

calls

so-

forcement of the law, and his police enforced it after a fashion, but the moral force

decisively for reduced taxation and revision
of the tariff, while it enunciates such sound
principles on civil-service reform, that the

of the statute was greater than all the
power and activity of the executive and
guardians of the law, and New: York has
rarely experienced so orderly and quiet

could rule

Walling gave orders last Sabbath for the en-

most argus-eyed opponent can with diffi
culty detect a flaw. If only we®could believe that patriotism and common sense
the

a Sabbath.
It is the purpose, however, of
our city.government and of the police au-

three months
confidently
should carry
of President

works of mttessity, thus

past, it requires

thorities to make the law odious by interference with what may be considered

securing an op-

position which will induce the coming session of the Legislature to repeal the code.
The boards of Aldermen and Common
Cotincil are largely
nigde up of rumsellers
and their friends, and
these officials are

moving for repeal,

and their constituents

in the slums, brothels, and gambling hells
are belching forth their hatred of . the law
and shouting their yells of deflance against

¢ Puritanism.”

Christians, and
are

rallying

law and

for

Meantime,

good

well-wishers of
the

its judicious

men,

humanity

maintenance

enforcement.

of

the

It is

present

Congress

for

ihe:

that remain®to it, we might
look for legislation which,
out the wise recommendation.
Arthur.
But, judging by the
a sanguine

faith

of the:

largest dimen ‘inna — Ran'iet Weekly.
Town

criers

are

an

ann, nsued

order,

but.

most ministers seem to have to discharge
the (unctions of these obsolete officials.
Certainly the notices often dis *sipate alk
the good influences which have ‘come
from a heaven lifting prayer. ‘And what
eed is there ofa pastor announcing thas

there

will

be evening

service,

or

the

‘prayer mec ting through the week, when
these are the uppointments of the chu ch

one year a‘ter another?— Bap.

Weekly.
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a
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THANKSGIVING.
1 bless thee, gracious Father, meekly

Before thee, while the daylight softly dies.
Ip #bis ¢alm hour mine inmost

-

soul rev paling

and must forever nourish this

"Fo thy most holy eyes

1 bless thee for the long day’s labor ended,
And for the strength that made my burdens
_ ght;
I praise thee for the tender hands extended

Over

my home to-night.

1 bless thee for the love that chastened kindly
* My wilfal spirit in the days of oN
When

I, thy wayward

My golden crown to win.
for his sake whose

Extend

thy

care

love all love excelleth,

through

all my

nights

and

days,

And from the place whereiff"tlifue honor dwelleth,
Hear and receive my praise.
—The

THANKSGIVING,
1 A sermon preached

Quiver.

competition will yield far better results.

organized

are debtors

wrong, was essential to success,

$

failed.
which

That
warms

must be a mighty
a continent of ice.

heat
The

old world was too stiff to be molded, too

1883.

by the Rev: G. H. Ball, p.

“It is a good thing to give

thanks unto the Lord.”
There are niany reasons for thanksgiving. Blessings abound and demand
recognition.
Giving thanks is a decent

to

liberty, equality and fraternity and make
it the base for blessing all the nations of
the earth. We hold it by a deed of trust.
Tle purpose of the Giver is well defined.
The duties. imposed: decide our line of

service.

We are bound to make the virt-

ues . Thanksgiving

involves

to keep

the

supreme,

sacred

trust,

hate
to

of
our

the exercise of thanking.
Children love care, If it is settled that Asiatics are bethe thankful; the aged are cheered by | yond oyr strength to change, and for no

their presence, and the sorrowful refreshred
by their sympathy,
for the love of

other cause, we may restrain their coming.
No proof, however, as yet appears

God permeates their natares, rendering
them gentle, and radiant with tenderness

to this effect, and untjl such hordes rush
to our fair heritage as to endanger the
purposes of this high trust, we must confessthe Chinese Law to be cowardly,selfish
and without-excuse.
3

Our rapid growth pnd vast prosperity
poral and spiritual, the finite and infinite, are cause for both gratitude and fear.
andr represents God and men in social fel- || There is a powerful trend towards falselowship.
Its sacred
writings both
exalt ness, selfishness and pride.
The root of
and Socialize God, and treat men as chil- strength is threatened
wii paratysiyy?
dren ‘of Jehovah, loving and beloved. the soul of freedom with chills from the
Laws and forces are set forth as instru- | po i3on of greed.
Thanksgiving subtilely
ments under divine control, arid second glides into boasti ing, sngyintegrity yields

causes

are treated

as connecting God

with men.
Life, sunlight, rain and dew,
harvests and health; every blessing is directly associated with the Lord, and thé

thoughts, words, and deeds of men, their
joys and sorrows, are treated as objects of
soligitude and care, of delight or grief

the

realms

above.

-~forth in strains

The

Psalms

of cheerful

in

break’

converse

chasm

between

A—

made them.
¢

P

x

¥
i

des

"i

A

3

¥

souls and

the God

who

Giving and tharking, serv-

ing and praising, mercy and gratitude,
fill the foreground, and conceal the ministry of law, force and machinery, by the
glow of personal action and warmth,
This gives a peculiar strength and cheer
to

Christian life,

and

imparts

dignity,

gaurage and«grophetic scope to Christian
plaus.
The Pilgrims wrought
wisely when
they ordered Thanksgiving.
Men of a
lower

grade

would

their

condition

their

departure

and
from

have

wrangled

cursed

the

native

in

day

of

land

and

friends. Bat they could not du ‘Otherwise ;
the life within them shaped their course;
they lived inthe realm of faith and large
endeaver where possibilities seemed like
accomplished facts and things hoped for
became substance to the eye of faith.

Though few in number, . poor, far from
friends and barely clinging to the ragged
edge of fortune, they were confident,
brave and grateful, and looked forward

with assurance to the sublime work of

devoting a continent to Christian civiliza-

tion, and hence poured forth a psalm of
praise whith" stifred the wilderness with
hartnonious echoes and caused

the sea to

clap its hands in joy. In that service a
Christian nation was born; the spirit
which demanded thanksgiving at such a
crisis contained a nation in which all
nations find a blessing.
The outcome was logical, the sequence
readily traced. The Pilgrims were thankful and therefore successful. The fruit was

in the bud. | That handful of worshipers
has grown to fifty millions, the Republie they founded stretches from sea to sea,
and the life they held and transmitted
contains the potency and promise of dominion over the hemisphere.
A truly

~ thankful people
pressible,

are of necessity

expansive, sharp

to

irre-

see,

and

skillful to execute. Gratitude never exists alone; it includes and represents a
family of sterling virtues which always
force the tide of fortune and direct the
lines of fate. It stands for faith in. God,
a sense of ‘his presence in the

men,

devotion

to

affairs

righteousness,

to craft.

of

un-

swerving integrity, aggressive honesty,
trinmphant hope, profound - convictions,

and courage that dreads no sacrifice and
fears no foe. A truly thankful people are
anchored in the throne of God, are unshaken by seeming loss, grasp eternal
truth, and risk results.
Their worship

_ means what their words declare; action

and

Barbarians,

ous work abroad ; using wealth to save

Unconsciously the whole moral

temper of a people may change.

Biguess

hand, to teach a Christian Ye

of

money.
‘The Christian family has been to us a
tower of strength. Itis a guarantee of
noble men, stable churches, and

a pros-

perous state. Steadily this sacred citadel
suffers the attrition of surging passion.
Marriige

is

esteemed

too

burdensome

and its restrictions loo exacting

for mod-

ern devotees of license.
1ts bonds, once
sacred, have become a standing joke, and
divorce an easy remedy for trifling frie-

tion. Lewdness is cheaply condoned and
the art of blguiling silly women has become

a

genteel

accomplishment.

A

seven for rest, reflaction and

communion

with the Lord. Growth in knewledge,
cheerfulness of spirit, refinement of taste,
respect for social amenities,us well as laws
of health depend upon it. . The toil ing

millions need it most of all.
always exacting and labor
Sweep away

Capital is
dependent.

the Sabbath, and seven duys

work for six days pay

will quickly fol-

petition sharper; wages smaller} wants
morerpressing ; the possibilities of Feacti

ing

indépendence

more

tendeney of the poor

diflicult,

to become

and

the®

poorer,

and the rich to become richer, largely iv*

principle an antiquated folly.
When this
occurs, management is taken for wisdom,

and against commudity generally, when
they desecrate the Sabbath, and laboring
men forge fetters for their own souls and

and smooth speech

bodies, and for their children after thom

used

to

than

godliness,

and

for justice; promises

deceive,

and

concealment

held equivalent to innocence ; riches
a substitute for character,

and

are

sensuons-

rations

Rich-men and powerful
war

against the poor

cotpo--

especially,

by abetting this cifense.
The old, old foe, intemperance,

= «

us at every turn.

+ a

Millions of cup

ness esteemed
the chief end of effort. invested and an army of shrewd, |
There are symptomsof such perversions ent men use it to enrich thems:
in both church and state.
adding to others’ woes. They Jave beA certain Pharisee wen ip to- pray, come a mighty host, organized, disciand thanking God in form, heartily praised plined, defiant, and boldly demand free
himself: It would be well if this delu- trafic ; trample law disdainfully beneath
sion were not now repeated, both in pul- their feet; steal away our sons and .turn
pits and in pews. The habit of mistaking them into samples of misery and shame;
form for substance seems
immortal. obstruct our work of saving souls; fill
Whited sepulchers, however, do
not our prisons, crowd. our poorhouses, and
change

the

aspect

of things

beneath.

The Pharisee appears in politics as” well
as in religion, and there takes still larger

license. “Trickery becomes his chief endowment, and spoils his coveted

reward.

Eloquently he‘offers to serve his nation,
eagerly he works to force the nation to
serve himself; pathetically he professes
to

love

the

people,

cunningly

he

con-

spires to use them for his own peculiar
gain; stoutly he promises to devote his
all to the public good, perfidiously he poisons the public morals and hastens his
Those old
| nation on the road to ruin.
Pharisees destroyed Jerusalem by dishonest greed, those who promise well and
then make politics a game of fraud are
doing the same for our Republic.
They
argue for fair elections and then cheat at
caucus and polls; they denounce bribery
+ ascnext to treason, and then buy votes by
thousands, by paying cash or pouring out

floods of beer.

:

Many are the foes we have to meet.
Through fearful conflicts God has brought
us, but still the Jebusites are in the land.

Riches may prove our ruin. It is amazing how fast they multiply. They roll
in upon us in bewildering millions. They
tempt to sensuality and pride;
they
breed arrogance and reckless passion;
they incite dishonesty and unsettle habits
of patient toil; they lead to dissipation
and desperate speculations; they create
monopolies and gender conspiracies to
oppress and defraud. There isa single
remedy ; thanks for riches and service of
God with riches. They bring both ability and duty. Can we handle the trust
like Christian men? The field is wide;
needs are abundant.
Five millions of
our own citizens above ten years of age,

can neither read nor write. Work must
be done for them. Peabody and Slater
bave behaved like grateful men in confronting ignorance with gold. But their

munificent offerings are but a drop where
rivers are required. I'benghigher education calls. Christian colleges are everywhere needed, with such facilities that
none shall be excluded for lack of means.

presses sharply after conviction; integri-|" ducated mind is

bound

to rule

the

than

tame

year a frightful ‘increase of pauperism
and insanity, and many wonderingly ask
the cause. Intemperance solves the mystery. ‘Yet the terrific scourge goes on,
(he slanghter of victims steadily increasing. To restrain and cure this onsweeping pestilence is one of the great and
difficult problems before us.
It has
entered the realm of politics, controls
nominations and dictates
legislation;
suborns juries, and intimidates judges;
contemns law a, Ei the officers of
justice. Have we strength to handle this
Goliath, or are we chained

to its car, and

ib makes

Christian
We have

,

Regency” pro-

posed a revolution in our Civil Service.
For forty years in our early life as a na-

. Nodding low,
QO'er my darling dead;
And you know
How to pity when I say
Go I must and leave her gra
_Rlsewhere toiling all the day,
That:some sinner 1 may save.
In his fold,
My lamb among the sheep,
by
Years untold,

Tilt angel touch shall free

icliffore,

The white and

rather

than

patriotism;

who would

be

more distinguished for cunning than conscience, and by their skill and craft

would circumvent honest men,
push
statesmen to the rear, set demagogues in
the lead and render elections a farce.
President Jackson accepted and enforced
ibe vicious dogma, * To the victors belong the spoils”,and time has proved that
the worst fears of the statesmen of 28
had valid cause.
Steadily the evil has

grown upon us, until
has

the filth of politics

become proverbial, and

decent

sion of it.. It is no honor to: Christ, it is
no help to the chureb, it is no, motive
to in-

¢

°

duce sinners to come

=

have

*

crystal sea

pre

a

THE GREAT SALVATION.

Re-

sistance has been vigorous from the better elements of the party, battles have

the Egyptians;

and

he ** wrought salvation” by giving them
victory over the Ammonites.
But the
word is to a great extent reserved for the
deliverance wrought out for men by the
atonement of the Lord Jesus Christ.

This is also called a ‘* great salvation;”
and I propose to give sopie reasons why it
is properly so called.

If we look at the objects int:nded to be

Wherein consists this surprising excel

lence? In

its clear cut assertion

of, and

provision to conserve, that liberty, fraternity and equality the Pilgrims consecrattheir lives to plant. It signifies self-goy-

willing captive to Satan:

But in the re-

still remains undecided.

ties Were broken up-in the contest for lib-

and becomes free to do the will of God,
and thus becomes * free indeed.” Man

erty and-eut.of the best elements of each

is in a position of positive and

‘the

party of

moral -jtleas” was formed.

pray that such a laurel

may yet be won.

The reform element once gained

the bat-

tle, in spite of the deepest and shrewdest
scheme ever laid to cheat the people and
grasp the spoils, bat the noble, honest
Garfield fell by a spoilsman’s bullet and

reform was stifled. In sorrow and almost despair, one more tussle has been
ventured;

a flank

movement

has

been

tried. ** Independent Voters” have spokn with an emphasis the most stupid can
nderstand. The day for promises made
> be broken has passed; platforms contructed to please and mislead the upight, only to be ridiculed by those who
ake

them, are no longer trusted;

trick-

danger.

As a sinner

imminent

Moral ideas must goférn the nation, or

it will sweep on to degpotism and a general crash. The consg¢ience of the nation
is aroused.
When we cried out against
slavery, partisans begought us to *f con
quer our prejudices” and let theirs-dear

party live.

We replied, ** Stand. up. for

the right and we stand with the party.”
They compromised with sin and the party perished.
Will present leaders be
more wise?
« Remember Lot's wife.”
The conviction is profound that dealing
out office for party service is wrong and
dangerous.
Any party that
justifies,
or tolerates that

clings:
system

to,
is

while they. praise they also work to render the acclaim practically true. Thus
may the children of

the Pilgrims do, till

the glory of. the Church of God, and our
beloved nation, are perfected and their

against God,

he

is

The price paid for this ‘salvation indicates that it is great. We may accomplish
much by industry and perseverance, but
salvation can not be obtained in this way.

Silver and gold will procure much that is
valuable and desirable, but

procure

salvation.

Aq infidel said : +4 There is one thing
that mars all the pleasure of my life.y
¢ Indeed,” replied his friend, * what is

that?” * He nnswered,
Bible is true.

I am afraid the

If T could

this was unique.
blood
of Christ.”

he

they

can

not

Tarough this, and this

salvation be obtained.

The pecular suitability of thie salvation
to the character and condition of man
shows it to be great. Every man and
woman

has

sinned

numerous

times;

but

know

for cer-

are

distributed

any one may obtain by Raking God

nied known into which it is impossible to translate the Lord's Prayer, and’

that no race of men exists so utterly
titute as to have

no

idea of one

des

or more

gods. The controversy as to whether religion is a universal feature of bumanity
ought to considered as settled in the af
firmative.

It is & sad represser to human ambition
to remember that no sooner is a man dead
than he is forgotten!
Extempore ele.
quence, especially, diés with its
ocoasivns. A man makes a temporary impression on the men of his own generation, and then sinks into the ocean of being, like the crest that lingers

for

a

me:

the pastor,

at

ment on the summit of the wave.
Rev.

Dr.

Alden

was

Marshfield, of Daniel

Webster.

time Mr. Webster said to him;

At one
* When

attend uporithe preaching of the

|

gospel,

I wish to have it made a personal mater,
A

Personal Matter,

A

PERSONAL

Man

TER.” This is the feeling of thinking men
generally, dittd preachers would do well

mortality, and who utters it with the ao
cents of convictions, will not want for
hearers. Literature will no more super
sede public speaking than it will put sa
ead to conversation.
Comjng from
listening to a noted
minister, a gentleman, not a professing
said,

** That

is

the

preaching the people like, and

sort.

of

bis cour

age and downright earnestnes® are largely the secret of his power.
People like
to hear a man talk as though”
he knew he
had the truth and believed in its valwe
and importance. »
EE

AE

HENRY OLAY'S IDEA OF RELIGIOK.
To

Miss Martineau he

once

said:

“I

do not know practically about what the
churches call religion? I wish I did. Bat
I do know of its effects. In the neighbor
hood of my home were two very estimable families who, in years

past, fell

inte

at

his

fray would begin, and it was as likely te

kill the innocent as those in the strife.
The neighbors did everything in thelr
be a great salvation.
‘It makes men ho- power for conciliation; I did everything
ly, for *“if any man be in Christ he is a,bad in my power with the rést; but all was °
new creature.” It makes men happy, in vain. The killing wegt on until one
and nothing else will give solid and last of the denominations, known hére as the
:
ing happiness. It makes men useful; for Baptist, held what they call a ‘J
like Jesus Christ, those who possess it meeting,’ and had what they call a re
live not unto themselves. And it is an ev- vival,’ and these belligerent families were
erlasting salvation. While the best things converted, a8 they say, and they have lived
of earth soon pass away, this endures for- on the best terms ever since, a blessing to
I tell you, Miss
ever. Reader! thissalvation is suited to the whole community.
your circumstances. It meets all the wants Martineau, that whatever will change a
word.

Thé results produced by it

show

it to

and peculiarities of your nature, and amply provides for.them. It is provided for
and is proffered to you. You are a sinner.. Jesus Christ came into the world
to save sinners;

and he says, ‘ Him

cometh to me I will in no wise cast out.”
If you are in possession of this salvation,
be thankful, and show your gratitude by
a devoted and consistent life. But if you

are still unsaved, beware
tinue

how you: ebn-

to neglect it, for *“ how shall

we es-

cape, if we neglect so great salvation P"

REV,

A.

L, GERRISH,

. Some professed Christians make choice

of special dutiestébjoined by the Scriptures and practice them to the exclusion of
others equally important and as plainly
commanded by the Master. The result

is. an unbalanced character and a worth-

less influence in the church and community.
ty.

Confession is to some a favorite duAbout one hundred times every year,

or as often as they meet with their
ren in social meeting, they feel i

breth-

Maistre, ¢* which man can only atts

the spirit of his heart. A good man is of
ten astonished to find persons of great
ability resist proofs which appear clear
to him. These persons are deficient in 8

certain faculty; that is theltrue meaning.
When the cleverest man does not possess
can not

only

not

Again, Sir Humphry Davy said, * Resson is often a dead weight in life,destroying feeling, and substituting for principle e=

only

calculation

and

Smiles.
FE

caution. "—Dr.
4

eee

A 4
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is laziness, and this is as true in religious

as in gdoular life.

The service of a good

many Christians is sadly wanting in that

element necessary to the doing of every

thing ** heartily, as unto the Lord.”

Ii

an,

the

. % who always was tired,

She lived in a house where no help was hired,

And though there the anthems are constantly

Don’ mourn for me now and don’t mourn for me

death is an eternal

the Bible is true I am lost forever.”

were far from

ER
ya

'

the crown.” We claim thatno Christian Her last words on earth were, * Dear friends,
has a right to bear such 4 dying and dead
am going
testimony in the church of Christ. * Con- | Where sweeping ain’t done,ninor churning, 1no*
sewing,
"fess and forsake and ye shall have mer- And everything there will ns to my wishes,
cy” ia the divine promise: but a contin- For where they don’t dat there’s no washing of
{ dishes,
uous confession, with as continuous a lif¥’

sleep, I of disobedience, has no promise from God
To such belong the cnrses
should be happy; my joy would be com- Vhteve.
tain’ that

ol
be

The secret of failure with many people

seems to be a constitutional defect,
which they resemble a certain old wom-

to confess their shortcomings,

ness in the Master's cause, an
of love to him. Nevertheless

ASE

*‘There are truths,” said the Coyf

conquer him, but we have not even the
means of making him understand vs.”

CONFESS AND FORSAKE.
THR

er shor of him could do it.”
A
CF EO aN

a sense of religion, we

4-0

BY

Kentucky feud into a loving fellowship ee
soon and effectively is of God. No pew-

that

and vigilance have held the fort; liberty

fairly endowed,

ee

SELECTED BITS.
ssor Max Miiller says there is ne

embittered pikty met at a “fair or publle
meeting, there was a probability that the

things

and justice have grove‘with our growth,

eolleges

I have respect unto sl} thy com-

to

Maoy

ouncedupon Israel for drawing nigh
plete. Bat here is the thorn that stings)
me, this is the sword that pierces me— if ‘to God with their lips! while their hearts

a few

when - he

be ashamed,

countries, to classes, or to individuals.
Bat this is a common salvation, which

lieveth.

and

for

salmist

shall I not

what is known, as a ‘Kentucky Feud,
which means that as often as any of the

from gis nest of graces| should have half a thousand,” with five
a true Thanksgiving; and “times that Bumber of independent schools

pleasure ; conquest

the

when

The price paid for
Christian
It was ‘‘ the precivus'|

to ** bear the cross” that they may ** wear
T+

of

“Then

exposed to the penalty of thé broken law.
to keppit in tidd.
Bat. when saved through Jesus Christ, hel...
TT
RET
is deliveredsfrom condemnatjor, and is mind is inspired with vivid perceptions
safe; for ** he that believeth on the: Son
of truth relating to. life, death, and imhath everlas lingg lite.”

sters who have flourished by fraud and this is a full salvation, for Jesus Christ
are adepts at deceit will not be tolerated is able to save unto the uttermost. Men
in the lead ; reformers must be placed on & can do nothing to atone for the past, or
guard; reform must come quickly, frankto merit salvation. But it is offered free-.
ly, radically, universally, in high places ly through Jesus Christ. The life’>f man,
and low, or ‘‘the party of moral ideas” will is brief and uncertain, and he thus fails
be treated like * salt that has lost its sa- to obtain many things which he desires.
vor, and is good for nothing but to be trod- But there is no need {of waiting for this,
den under the feet of mdh.”
for it is offéred now to every ane that be-

That subvert-

ing purposes should struggle for the
mastery in our national life might have

‘‘ wise unto salvation.” Main
by sin, and yields himself a

ception of salvation through Jesus Christ,
he is delivered from this hard bondage,

ernment,
exact
justice
and
fairness | mission done.
between man and man, especially in the.

conduct of affairs of state.

may become
is enthralled

been fought, giants have contended, the
party has been convulsed, yet the issue

Two great par-

intent

——

fear to meddle.
Since the great moral question of slav-

those even whg invented the scheme.

mre

said:

Salvation means deliverance from any
difficulty or danger; hence ‘the Lord

men

every

mandments, »
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from

in

let every follower of Christ study to know

>o-®

Israel”

Saviour, te

rising

spiritually ead-omnearly 80.
Let the stumbling blocks’ be removed.

the

Gray, Me., Dec. 1, 82.

saved

to the

members

.

Let the way of the Lorllbe prepared, and
Be »

And the gateway of delight.

|

church

meeting and confessing that they

On that blissful shore so bright,

pay

be

they are ready

to add: forsaking of sin to their confes-

Known as Heaven's borderland,

tions would be ‘controlled by self-appeintwould

“| among the redeemed until

Guide me o'er,
5
And I come with her to stand

uses
convenThey foretold that caucail”
ed. leaders, whose motive

and 50 become positive Christians, or else

they showld be influenced to keep silence

But I know he will keep,

proposed to use the national patronage to
pay for work in caucus, convention and
at the polls. The best and ablest men
there denounced ‘the scheine 2s most coras sure to call sharp, bad
rupting,
men to the front, and convert politics into
a game of trickery, bribery and fraud.

forced to confess its mastery? A true doomed. Glorying over past service will
spirit of thanksgivigg is bound to be con- not suffice; building the sepulchers of
cerned for the crippled and exposed; to fallen heroes will net be accepted for the
rescue the orphan and resist the powers duty of the hour; sneers and epithets
that destroy.
When it throbs in our hurled atthe * Independent craze,” will
bosoms as it ought, a way will be found have no effect. Predicate appointments
or made, to redeem the land from drunk- to office on merit, remove the civil serenness.
vice from the arena of party contest, no
Thanksgiving and politics are near of longer offer a hundred thousand prizes
kin. The service was born ina great for dishonesty and fraud, make politics
religious and political venture. Our nation respectable and fair, so that good men
is the outgrowth of the Christian thought can participate in them without feelthis festival expresses. . Oar constitution ing that they are used as a mere cover
concentrates, enfolds and applies the for trickery, and the ‘party of moral
great principles our Saviour uttered. To “ideas” will have a new lease of life.
preserve and enforce, to apply and ad-4— «tiga good thing to give thanks unto
minister
that sublime creation,
is a the Lord.”
It is a sign and seal of moral
Christian service, unsurpassed in sacredforce, and the more we praise, the better
ness, as it is most fruitful of good. The. we shall work. Gratitude is both joyous
great and wise Gladstone says of that and aggressive, loving and stern, condocument: ‘“ As the British Constitution tented and reformatory, merciful and deis the most subtle organism which has structive of evil, tender and brave. It
proceeded from progressive history, so betokens great thoughts deeply rooted in
the American Constitution js the most the heart, that can not rest day nor night,
wonderful work ever struck off at a given but exultingly ery, ‘ Alleluiah!
the
time by the brain and purpose of man.”
Lord God Omnipotent reigneth,” and

the more stable

dangerous ; learning without
morals, still moresdangerous.

And the fair
Floweret bends its head,

crept into the arena, a serpent’s sting entered the body politic. A combination

knownas the * Albany

almost any church. Pastors and the ljy.
ig members of the church ought to make
such the subjects of special prayers and iq.
duce them to forsake their ‘very wickeqd
ways and come near enough their Saviour,
to feel the invigorating power of his love,

:

The grasses gently wave, *.-

In 1828 ‘a subtle foe:

demanded.

still

ficient to block the wheels of progress in

the spoils. Bad men have always been
Through
alert to grasp advantage,
many perils God has brought us; sacrifice

or

Christ is theif supreme endeavor. Whatever is great and good in the Republic

hos sprung

ation.

send the victims of their trade to insane
retreats.
Commissioners report year by

The more trained men we have "been expectéd. Where the carcass is,
will be our nation, and
the eagles gather. A great nation brings
scheme and deed ; truth is more sought vigorous our churches. Ignorance is [ conspiring greed to its gates, hungry for

ty strikes through them at every angle
and attends them in every purpose,

do

| Christians given to confession only are saf

A. L. MORBY,

She lies in yonder grave,
Over there ~

equal service for those to follow.
We have cur special task. Reform is

Wiil that party survive the contest?
low. Toilisg more days will make emLWillitrid.the
of this vile ulcer,as
PIOy TRE CET By Tess Rb an aun coni- it swept slaverynation
from the land? ‘Millions

gain

better

to

claims

solemn

most

by

THE REV.

accomplished ’ in connection with it, we
shatlbsee it is a great salvation, Man is
ery was settled, even the ‘* party of mor- | naturally igaorant, and he is especially
al ideas,” called into being by the conflict so wit reference to spiritual subjects:
Next to the family, stands the Christian
| for’ liberty, has been coerced into the
but in thé Bible, he is furnished with the
Sabbath.
Experience proves. that the
traffic of spoils, to an extent unequaled by highest and most knowledge, so that hg
body, intellect and soul, need one day in

booming shel! has indeed been hurled at
Utah; a bayonet charge is. needed all
along the lines of eastern life.

creased.

seems

us

binds

BY

‘tion, party politics were not sndgged in
the world, will save us. from withering
selecting men for office, The ** J®gency™
by self indulgence, and develop a wealth

may be mistaken for divine approval, and
success
so craze
the conscience that

be- “are

tween earth and heaven, and the New
Testament still more richly reveals God
with us, and sweeps aside the imaginary

Greeks

task on

Moreover, the happi- | ground of crime, or unyielding
_ ing benediction.
ness of receivingsis greatly enhanced by the civilization God committed’

religion.
That is social, appreciative,
cheerful and loving. Itincludes the tem-

to

and have men to send.
The spiritual
life at hore depends upon doing agener-

possess, subdue, and devote it forever

courtesy to the generous Giver of life,
and assimilate material that seeks our
reason, and the innumerable comforts we
Gratitude builds no Chinese
evjoy.
It is also educative und helplul to | shores.
noble thoughts, refined tastes, grateful wall a'ong our coasts. Yet there may be
Paupers
impulses, tenderness of conscience and | | a limit to our power to mold.
and ctiminals we bave excluded as. too
manly endeavor. « God himself is pleased
tough for our digestive powers.
Morwith expressions of gratitude which come
from the heart, and always adds his lov- mons also might be included, on the

"x

The world is before us; 800,000,000 of
our race sit under the gloom of moral
night. We owe Service to them. We

open field to the thankful, and bade them

stouter men than the Pilgrims could
muster,or the ages could develop.
So
God reserved a continent for man to try a
new probation. ‘There is‘a*God in histo-

train posterity

and rome.
het
Thanksgiving iis aysalient feature of our

Large giving is a means of grace.

of soul more royal than poets dare to
paint.
Consecrated money is the demand of “our age. Our mission is to all
the nations; our .wealth.is given in” trust
to bless the world
;. blessing others we
ennoble ourselves and increase our nation’s
strength and glory. The pulpit and the
pews, by precept and example, have this

ry, and by a clear voice he ceded this

®»., in the West Bide Presbyterian church, of Bufia
io, N.Y. Nov.30.]
-

Ps. 92: 1.

or

conceited to be taught, too dead to be
quickened, by the efforts “of more and

tion,

Oh,

nation,

“to right the wrobgs of the old werld and

* The dross before the gold!
1 bless thee for thie voice of consolation
That speaks in gentlest tones of pardoned sin,
And'biés me strive, through sorrow and tempta-

LITTLE ALLIE,

of lower pon ‘State scho
cannever | and now have a pawerfal root. Blood
do theswork we reed. kg ould not be ‘has fed the tree that covers us, and: heroso well even if they could
Personal en- ic effort - has guarded it from vandal
terprise, room for thank" offerings and biawg. ~The great service done for us.

catastrophe will close our history.
Yet the sublime spirit of the Pilgrims
was not the only factor in the new creation.. An empty continent, room to develop, free from the crushing burdens of
Often had men true and brave attempted

child, was choosing blindly

—

——

"| whatever of good the hire may disclose
Will rise from the same worthy parentage? Thankfulness made, has preserved,

kneeling

1882.
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Jesus, bnt the Jews

would not consent to that. They demanded that he should set free Barabbas, a
robber and murderer, and crucify Jesus.
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TEXT.—From

HY

that time forth

be-

gan Jesus to shew unto his disciples, how
that he must go into Jerusalem, and suffer
many things of the elders and chief priests
and seribes, and be killed, and be raised

again the third day—Matr. 16: 21.

and

is suppused

by

some

to

and

his

have been the father of Lazarus

sisters, Martha and Mary, but this
eertain.
On the occasion referred

‘is not
to, a

woman anointed the Saviour's head’ with

very

costly

ointment,

and when

Ithink it

some

found fault with her, Jesus said, * Let
her ulone ; she hath wrotight a good work
on me; she hath done what she could ;”
and spoke other words of approval,
About this time, Judas began to plot
with the priests for Jesus’ betrayal. This
event took place just before the feast of
the Passover, which continued during
seven days. On the first day, when the
Jamb was to be killed, according to the
law given through Moses, Jesus’ disci-

ples asked him where he wishedheth

to

him

in

derision.

is really

remarkable

all his work, he raanages

After this they led him away to a place
called Golgotha, or Calvary, and cruci-

fied him between two robbers.

amount

his

robp

how

muc

cheapest.

shelves

and

study

which

one should have it,
Whilehe was o
the cross a great
many gathered aro nd and jeéred at him
and made sport of him. They called on
him to come down from the cross that
they might believe on him, and said that

was forn from {op to

bottom,

and

sixty. Would it cost
self-denial to take t
numbering 110 pupils,

other

into

a

new

tomb

directly

to

the priests to complete The” arrangements

for delivering Jesus into their hands.
After Judas had gone out, Jesus made
an address to those remaining, id which
he gave them

** the new

commandnient,”

and told thgm of some things soon to take
place,

announced

to

Peter his

own

fall,

which hé indignantly protested could never
happen, and then fustituted the memorial
service, commonly called the ** Commun-

fon,” or the * Lord's Supper,” in which
he made the bread and wine used at the
Passover,

‘blood.

the

emblems

of his body and

At the close of (his service they

sung a hymn and went out to the

Garden

of Gethsemane, a short distance beyond
the brook Kedron on the Eastern side of
Jerusalem,

pray.

where

Jésus

retired

to

He took with him Peter, James

told them he would,

and

that

he

|
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go into Galilee where they should sce
him. He also told them to go and” teli
the disciples about it.
As Mary Magda-

afterward

appeared to many

different occagfof®

and

in

persons
such

WAL 8,88

to leave no room for doubt as to his heing, indeed, Jesus of Nugareth, who 'was

crucified on Calvary. At his last appearance he told his disciples to go into all
the world and preach the Gospel to every
“ereature,

and

promised

to

at'all times and to bless

be

with

and

them

help

them.

After this he was received up into heaven
and

——

i

A missionary in South Carolina

ized a Sunday-school

organ-

last, April,

and

at

the end of seven months there had been
an. “interesting revival
ot religign and

by himself, where, being

some forty professed their faith in Christ,
of whom thirty-one have been already re-

agouy

and

we

all

Dr.

Bacheler

about

| cH ARGE UNLESS
We reteg

TOOTH,

om

wilh

a great

crowd,

armed

with swords and clubs te take him. Judas bad told them that he would kiss
Jesus and that should be the sign by
which they might know him, and this he
did, as be had said, and they took Jesus,

who

made

Terost
(he people manifestin religion 1s |

spoken of far and near.
GE

Gn

Tie Ch

(}
a

Late October and early November are
times *when many schools are contempliating ¢‘ going into winter quarters.”
‘The

ne resistance, and led him

interest lags, and there is a general air of

away to the high-priest’s palace, where a
great company of priests was gathered
wailing for them. His disciples all for-

and afterwards got Peter into the open
court around which the palace was built.

indifference, as though the work were
all done; but this springs from the indifference of superintendents and teachers rather than that of scholars. The boyg
and girls like to be out. They go to the
day-school and to the post-office in winter
as well a8 in summer.
They do not like

The priests

evidence

to spend the whole

Jesus

becomes a dull and stupid day to many
of them, and then comes a subtle temptation to do secular work or to engage in
games or amusements, Do not close your
Sunday-schools
in the winter.—8. &.
World.

seok him and fled, but John followed
with the crowd and went into the palace,

tried

by whieh they
someicrime,

to

find some

could

condemn

of

but could find nothing better

than the testimony of two false witnesses
whose s¥bries did not agree. In answer
to a direet question from the high-priest
Jesus declared himself'to

be

the

the Son of the Blessed, which
suid,

al once,

was

she council agreed
to death. During
the enclosed court
eused him of being

Christ,

the priest

blasphemy,

and

all

that he ought to be put
this time Peter was in
whers a servant aconeof Jesus’ disciples

and he denied it, just as Jesus had foretold that he would, and this was done

three times, when, as Jesus was crossing

the court to go to another part of thd palace, ke looked Peter

sorrowfully

in the.

eye, and Peter remembered

all that had

been said only a few hours

befere, and

how he had promised never to forsake
his Master, and he was very sorry for his
sin and went away and wept bitterly.
As goon as it was morning the Jews

bound Jesus and led hinyaway to Pilate,
the Roman governor, for

they

-conld

not

put him to death. without his authority.
He examined him and heard what the

, Jews had to say, but found no cause of
“fe death in him,

“were

very

must die.

and

angry

told

them

and

insisted

It was a custom

for

so,

They
that he

the

goy-

ernor to release a prisoner at this feast,
chosen by the people, and Pilate pro-

wl

Sabbath

at home;

Hi

{Hes

AAA

in

its inhabitants ; its elements of personal
influence, and its perils, if he would

blessing to that pupil, and lead
a higher-and betier state.

kim

be

into

so

Md.,

5
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day by day.

for them and for me too.

The lesgon should be made for the class,
instead of the class for the lesson.

»

Street,

Phil adetbhia.,
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READ WHAT THE PUBLIO SAY ABOUT IT.
1 find Pool's Barometer/works as well as one that costs fifty dollars. You can rely on it

every time,
CAPT, CHAS. B, ROGERS, Ship “Twilightg* San Francisco. |
Barometer received In good order, and must say that the Instrument’ gives
rect sat.
isfaction in every respect. Itis neatly made and wonderfully cheap at two dollars,
GEO, B. PARSONS, M. C. R. R. Office, Detroit, Mich,
Pool's Barometer has alrendy saved me many times its cost, in foretelling the weather,

It is a wonderful curiosity and works to perfection. F. J. ROBERTSON, Milwaukee, Wis, ~~ *
BEWARE
OF
WORTHLESS
IMITATIONS.
None genuine
. Poor. on bae™ of Jestrument.
without our Trade Mark, and Signature of J.
a3 below :
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‘Fvery instrument warranted Perfect and Reliable, Size 94 inches ions’
8} wide.
If not satisfied on receiving the Instrument, return it at once and
we will refund yovr money, Pieage state whers rou saw eur advertisemens
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have been cured. Indeed, so stron 2 is my faith inits efiicac:
that I willsend TWO BOTTLES F EE, together with a VAL
UABLE TREATISE on this disease, to ox, sufferer. Giv % Ld
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| thousands of cases of the worst kind and of long standing
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Physicians.
For zale by all leading dealers

er falls to restore the youthful it never
intoxicates,
color and beauty to gray lair,
Hiscox & Cos N.Y.
0c. & $1 sizes at druggists. Large saving buying $i size.

have
a positive remedy
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by a new

arrangement
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construction,
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BLE and PERIPICT F's
TING corset known.
Xs Approved by the Best

Restorer Ever Used

press &P, 0. address. DR. T. A, SLOCUM,
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It cures Rheumatism,. diseases of the
Stomach, Bowels, Liver
Kidneys & Lu ngs, &is
entirely different from:
Bitters, Ginger EssenThe Best,
Cleanest and most
economical hat ir tis ssing. Ney. C€S & other Tonics, as

as

truths,
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sent free,
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Ginger; Buchu Mandrakeand pany of the
best medicines kuo
are combined in
re
ker’s Ginger Tonic, into a medicine of such’

so

to

W. NH. & J. Hi. YEOMAN,

FULLY

Catalogue sent Free.

PRRKER ) GINGER TONIC

on every

now

especially

and to aid, net supplant, the sermon.
We
prepared to loan them at reasonable rates.
pariiculars, address

|
|
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Address Dr. H. (*. ROOT, 183 Pearl 8t., New Yorks |

Are sold by the Trade as low as goods of much
quality

Cent.
Per
Off

To the Pastors of New England.

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,

VANDUZEN

P remot:

Graded Papers and graded Lesson Helps at prices
far below all others.
On trial, for three months, 50
per cent. off. and if not found better, this is refunded.
Over five million circulation.” Send for samples
‘and.full particulars. DAVID C. COOK, 46 Adams
Street, Chicago.

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.
WARRANTED.

CLAY,

SUPPLIES

SAMPLE BY MAIL, 25 CENTS.

Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete.

Emery

“Sunday School
School

f have made the disesSe of PITS, EPILEPSY or FALLING
SICKNESS a life-long sfudy. Iwarrant m remedy to cure
the worst eases.
Because ot ers have failed is no reason for
not pow receiving a cure, Sendat onc: for a treatise and a
Free Bottle of my infallible remedy.
Give Express and Post
Oiidoe, It costs you Sad for a trial, and I will cure you.

GORHAM SPOONS AND FORKS
in

Miss A. 1

(3

BestHealth &Strength

. . .”

pw

Second

“93000 Fine
interior grade

By mail.

‘When I kay cure 1 do nov mean Fl ITS!
to stop
or a
time and thenhs ive then return 2g ain, I mean a radical cure.

Solid Silver Wares

hurry

have scarcely made an fmpressionon the peThe population of three islands is 20,
ple.
798. The Weslevans pave 10,151, leaving Un
Cat holies only 1,642, and it is denied that even
these are ull numbered us Catholics,

to$1 50.

new

of the very best Emery
rich shades and delicate
and m: rino.
Plain 10 to
with oil paintinz 50 etfs.

Grafton Co., N. H.

BLUE!
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Let no buckslider take comfort in
The latest news from the Church mission in
Peter’s sin, for though his sin was great, Uganda, Central Africa, states that there have
been five baptisms and that the trapslation of
his. repentance was speedy and full. the Scriptures is going on rapidly. It would
Peter went out and wept bitterly. How appear that peuce and brodfiery had finally
many in our day deny the blessed (Jesus, come to this severely persecuted mission.
oe
by their words and deeds who never
The Roman Catholics, unfter forty years of
vigorous mission work in the Tonga group,
weep atall!—8. 8. Teacher.
dod

The

ful ornament and made
thoroughly
prepaired. In
tints of gilk, satin, velvet
50 cts.
Embroide red, or

stand

Philadelphia Novelty wT 0o., 821 Cherry St., Fhila., Pa.

Many people
think
atmm——
WmE—
themselves sick and doc0 for kidney or liner troubles, or dyspepsia, while
{f thetruth were known, the real cause is at the heart.
The renowned Dr. Clendinning, startlingly says
“one-third of my subjects show signs of heart disease.”
The. heart weighs about nine ounces, and yet man's

some of my young men ready to ‘take up a part
of this work.
I have some’ very
students and expect much of ‘them,

h

Druggists.

SPECIAL TO LADIES, Du ie Feed.

& CO.
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or
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and Quantity Always
niform, ;
rogers: D. 8. WILTBERGER , Proprie
du

AUTOMATIC FISHER.
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HEART
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SOUND?

little mixed ) The pundits ean teach only the
secular topics. After a while,I hope I sball have

it

Supt.

the Lestl amily Knitever invented.
Will kn t a pair of

BARLOW’S

& CO.

all the rest of it, I conféss that [ nm, some days, a

lives and Hourishes;
agd grows stronger,

the

uy officials of the

IMPROVED
ROOT
BEER
250. package makes 5 gallons of u-de=
Scions wholesome, sparkling Temperance bever=
Askk your druggist. or sent by mail for 25e.
C. Be HIRES, 48 N. Déla. Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

This being professor of exegesis, homiletics,
theology, didactic and pastoral, church hist ry,and

ing for witnesses, either in the realms of
passion,
superstition or science, ‘‘ to
put it to death;” but they find no two
testimony:

.

Postmaster,

GARMOREs

W.H.Schieffelin&Co( 73% 25) N.Y.
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sy

1 am teaching all the religious subjects’yself.

The foes of Christianity, like the old
enemies of Christ, are constantly search-

their

.

make

for handsome Hinstrated

Machine

SOLD BY ALL BRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN MEDICIN®

should be a young man here geiting ready to
take a part of my work.
How would you like
being everything at once? not to speak of other and outside work, pastoral, medical, educutional, ete. Just in this one place of princip:l.

a

O-0-O-&
4-0-4

that can agree in

«

we

minutes. Tt will also knit a great varicty of A
work for which there is always a ready market. Send
for circular and terms to the "Twombly Hnitting
Maehine Co... 163 Tremont Street, Buston, huss.

{ts olaimi. piRECTIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.

Baltimove,

We advise as to
and

%

GARMORE

iN,

Bu]
any.
medical authorities
testify to its delicacy of
taste
and smell. For sale by

res

Hn ngs with HEEL and TOE complete,in

SURE, SIMPLE and CHEAP External Remedy. - A trial entails

A. VOQELER

(hose

AGENTS WANTED FXnreneay, foci

ACHES

I had to attend to"

before Bacheler has to leave it.

U. 8. PaFEES,

than

JOHN

Lo

price; selling
fast; A
Lo verywhere ; Liberal terms.
Scadley, Garretson & €o., 66 N. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

but the comparatively trifling outlay of 50 'CrNTS, and every
one suffering with pain can have'eheap and positive proofof

I find I can not stand a wetting so well as 1
used to. TItis almost sure to bring on fever.
The Stal school inspectors come in here to
me, and I take their account, wind them up
with the proper sum of cash aud the fair dose
of grave talk, then set them running for anether month! But this is a very unsali-factory
way of doing one’s work, I assure you
You
have been & teacher, aad know how nmiuch such
interruptions tend to break up your work.
‘“ Do you think there is much prayer being
offered for the blessing of God on this work in
India? I think if ‘the people prayed for it
more, they would give more freely, and young
men would volunteer for this service more
promptly.
Dantoon is again deserted, because
mother has to help Ida at Balasore, and Nellie
to help Hattie at Jellasore.
We need men for
that important place, and for Bhudruck too. I
very much need a man here with me,
Ie
should come soon and be learning the work

The Sunday-school teacher must know
the world in which each of Wis pupils
lives ;its range of thought; its. ehtirms;

|

ASENTS Wanted 5 Books & Bibles

No Propniich on earth equals 81. JAcons OIL a8 8 SAFE,

things there, bat ‘the storm has kept me back.

it

here~to. the

Lon) 4d

Horie

press business,
Well, this is nothing new, for
it has been so ever since my two colleagues, the
two B's. leftus.
. . . I wasto have gone
out to Bbimpore this morning to look after

ce

14th

13140

Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D.C.
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T-For-sale

for a full quarter of an bour

-Artificial

and

WE OBTAIN PATENT.

C. A. SNOW

EAR

HEADACHE,

feel it exceedingly.

Price List

Ear Drum.

Patent Office
For circular, advice, -terme,’ re
references ty actual clients in your own State or
| county, address

nerd
Bodily Pans,

on account of the sins of the world, he
hick home before he was thoroughly resied.
prayed earnestly and ‘‘ sweat as it were | ceived into the church. Money bas been You would have laughed yesterday, to see how |
my work went-on,
Right fn the midst of my
great drops of blood.”
During this ex- subscrived to build a house of worship,
Bible classes, there came a loud call for med.
and many converts point back to the day
perience an angel came and ministered
cine from my paticots at the other house, so
to him and he returned to his disciples, the Sunday-school was organized as the |
giving my students a writing exercise, I went
who were sleeping on the ground, and day when they first became interested in to making pills, Not many minutes ghad
ealled them to rise up and go with him, their soul's salvation. The settlement, passed before the foreman of the mission
for the one who would betray him was at long noted for wickedness, is now noted press came running over with an important
‘hand. Just at that time Judas came: 10- for its church-going people, and the in- errand. Everything had to be dropped again,
i

of charge;

| Money Order Div., and

in this country, any
schools of natives,
to our houses, and

#hould

Organ

mote from WASHINGTON,
Send MODEL OR DRAWING.

the industrial

this, lest he

HAMELIN

St. , Boston ; 46 E.

! patentabihty free

Nuw:-I must run.
“Sept. 80. The work has been so pressing
that I have not been able to finish this before.
Both Mrs. Bachicler and Mary B. are down
with fever, and 1 assure you my hands are
lull to overtlowing,
Mrs. Bacheler seems better this morning, and I hope the worst is over
with Miiy too.
We bave not said anything to

sat on the right hand of God.

and John and went apart from the others; and then leaving them, went away
in great

ing indeed,

Free.

&

, 154 DN

we can obtain Patents in less time

EARS

able to remain much longer than the present
year without a complete rest—a good long farlough.
He was much broken down before he
went away this tie, and be is slowly picking
up at Nyni Tal in the Himalayss.
He hus
been gone about seven weeks, and we hope he
will be able to stuy away several weeks longer.
During his absence, all of his work falls to me,
of course.
I have to let some of it slide, for it
is quite impossible to keep up his and Burk-4
hoidet’s, with my own, during these trying
days. This rainy season weather is very try-

on

Siar

MA

Obtained; and all other business in the
tent Office attended to for MODERATE

AND

ary, aud it is quite probable that he will not be

lene was hurrying to tell the wonderful
news, she met Jesus himself, who spoke
to her and revealed himself to her.
He

Cents.

L. Guernsey,

introducing

Our office is opposite the U. 8. Patent Office, and:

without help, remains to be seen. There are
days when 1 feel as though I could not hold on
another day. Think of it for 8 moment, Watermun, and see if we have not just cause for
concern.
Dr. Bacheler is” the senior mission-

would

Planos,

25

CONCORD, N. "

Patents

and

'

It is probable that he went

This Compa ny has commence!
the manufacture of Upright
Grand

prepare the passover supper for himself
but after the Sabbath was past, when
and them.
He told them how they
A letter from Dr. J. L. Phillips to Rev. G. C.
Mary and other disciples came to finish
Waterman, commenced Sept. 25, gives another
might finda suitable place and two. of
them, Peter and John, went and made the work of embalming the body, they pen picture of the work at the Midnapore stutwenty-eight pounds of blood passes through it once found that an angel had come down and tion, He says imploringly:—
the necessary preparations. In the bven-in a minute and a-half, resiing not Ady or night !
“Do
call out
loudly
for help for this
rolled away the great stone from the
Surely this subject should have careful attention.
ing Jesus came with the twelve disciples,
mission field? I wish you couldbe here to see
|doorof thehe tomb,
to
the soldiers had, fallen | ot
s
ART
hoc De CGE EEA PE RG PRL GARD ACS REED
Borel
i
meat Bn
TER
REATS OF THIGHS.
0 fact 1s, ily dear] Speco for all heart troubles and kindred disorders.
nounced to them the sad fact that one of dawn, a:as it dead, and the bedy of Jesus fellow, * we are. on our last-legs,’ a8 the boys’
Itis knownas Dr. Graves’ Heart Regulater
was goné from the tomb. An angel sat
and can be obtained at your druggists, $1. per bottle,
-them should betray him.
He indicated there and spoke to them, saying that say. How long we shall be obliged to wait for
six botiles for $5 by express. Send stamp for Dr.
the much needed re-enforcement, or how long
to John who it was, and Judas left the
Graves’ thorough and ‘exhaustive treatise.
(4)]
Jesus had risen from the dead as he had we, who are here, shall be able to hold out | F.E, Thgatss, Sole American Agent, Concord, N, H,
room before the services were ended,

BD.

logne free.

for

Wholesale

red A

rial Hall? When that is furnished, the old
building
"in process of repairing will, for a
time, accommedate the latter.

uever been‘used. The Jews set a guard
over it, so that no one could take it away,

post-paid,

349

d Ca

St.» New York; 149 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

must the former wait for that promised Memo-

that had

By. Mail,

New Illus!

The

miracles were done.
:
The body of Jesus was taken down by teach them to6? Should we not think it was
Joseph, a rich man, who was a diseiple, prosecuting work under difficulties? How long
and was put

; sufficent

Postage Stamps taken.
sent on application.

Plano Co.

the east veranda—the Industrial'school on the
west—Min’s class of women in the dining:
room in the afternoon—and at all odd hours of
the day, James’ children reciting their Eoglih Ihsoris to their mother, or Bengali to their
pundit.”
The Bible-school, including the preachers’

wives, bas fifty members, and

octaves

sacred and'secular music in schools or familes, at
only 822 One hundred other styles at $30,

Xilmstrate

he saved others but could not save himself.
Before
he died, he prayed that
these wicked men might be forgiven;
gave his mother into the care of John;
promised one of the robbers, who was
abrea xt.
Min works as hard as James. Just now,their
penitent for his sing, and believedin him,
that he should be saved with kim, and’ Jhome is a perfect hive. The? “BfHl:kehool on’

gave himself up to God. At the time of
his crucifixion many strange things took
place, evidently done by the power of
God to express his feeling at the wickedness of men.
It was dark for three hours
in the middle of the day; there was a
great earthquake ; the veil of the temple

3%

1883,

READY!

important rmprovemente ; adding to power and.
beauty of tone and durability.
Will not require
$uning one-quarter as muck
as other
08,

tables and

floor are piled

109;

DIRECTORY,

NOW

power, with best quality, for popular

Register

—AND-—

BUSINESS

857. $66, $72, 878,
$108. $114 to $500 and up.
The larger styles arere Wholly unrivalled
by any other or
so for easy payments.

to do an immenie

His

le

compass and

a 2

gtrewn with books and periodicals, and, judging from his marking in them, they all get a
pretty thorough reading. It was an immense
advantage to James to be brought up in India,
for his learning the languages as a'child saved
bim a great amount of labor afterward.
Now
he can preach readily in five languages.
That
makes him quite at home among English, Bengalis, Santals, Oriyas
and
Mohammedans.
This is no triflingsaddition to a man’s influence in a country where 50 many languages
are spoken.
People who begin a language at
my age find about all they can do to learn one,
while all the little fulks in the mission—dJulia’s
baby incladed, whose vocabulary consists of
three or four Santal words, and as many more
Englisb—carry from two to five
langsages

The four

to see

of. reading.

chalrs and

soldiers who took charge of the business,
divided his clothing among. themselves
and cast lots for

Qur lessons during the past quarter
have brought before us the: scenes and
events of the last three or four days of
our Savicur’s life on earth previous to his
crucifixion. In the first lesson the evangelist narrates an incident which occur_ red a few days before, at the house of a
man named Simon, a leper, who lived at
Bethany

and

:

are cartainly best.havingh een
80 Hecreed at every Great
Worlds ndustotar Com-=~
petition A Sixteen Years ; no other Ameri
- organs having been feund equal at any. Algo

then pretended to salute him as King and accomplishes and how - cheerful be f8 . . .
mocked him in many ways and finally whenever there is a lucid interval. In spite of

goLrock him and spit on

GOLDEN

or twigs,

how James and Min (Mrs. Philips’ pet namey
work. James id as regular as the clock, =
every hour inthe day has its appointed

N ew Hampshire

AN:

NEURALGIA,
SCIATICA,
LUMBAGO,.
BACKACHE,

scribed her visit, she says, *¢ You’ have no idea,

put on his head, and put a stick in his
| band, to look like a king's scepter, and

:
pug

REMEDY
RAEUNATEH,

the Jews, gave bis consent, and told
BY MRS. M.Mi H. HILLS.
them to take Jesus.and®do as they chose,
at the same time declaring that he found : Last August, Dr. Nellie Phillips went to
Midnapore to attend a Quarterly Meeting,
nothing wrong in him.
The soldiers and prolonged her stay for a week. In a letter
9 then took him, and put on an old, purple to her sister, Mrs. Dorgin, in which she de.

Papers.

Mason & Hamlin

GREAT GERMAN

PEEPS INTO ONE OF OUR MISSION-

Finally, Pilate, being unwilling to offend
For Questions see Star Quarterly
and °
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posed’ to release

that pur-

of personal

pose. We need at least a week in which to decide
whether we can use contributions of any length.

We have a large corps of paid editorial and special

or the ¢ Star”? This paper is offered to
mew subscribers from now till Jan. 1;
1884, for $2.00
in advance, the usual
price for one year. . Will pastors please;
ngregations
cali the attention of their
ait NC,

tg this liberal offer?
=

a

~

LE:

35~THE REGISTER for 1883.-sx
Send for it af once. Price, twelve cents
each by mail, postpaid. Per dozen, $1.18
postpaid. Per hundred, $7.00. with expressage added... We are now able to fill
orders and hope to receive a great many
of them without delay.
Ti

—

We have received notice of the death, Nov.
15, at Money Creek, Minn.; of Rev. A. C. Corey, aged 87 years. An obituary will soon appear.——#-Rev. James Rand, president of our
Foreign Mission Society, writes a tim#y.communication relative to our foreign work and
the approaching semi-centennial observance ix
Lowell, which” we put ander’ * Correspong-

“ence.”

Let all

read

it.

Let

each, morever,

consider that
the Master is Calling him to
¢¢ take hold” in the gener: lift that is to place
our foreign work on some more subfantial
footing than
the
slough
in
‘which
it is
‘now floundering to our own discreditand the

reproach of Him whose name we bear. - Oa the
the 29th of January, shall we go up te Lowell
to a funeral or to a jubilee, which?———The
eommyuunication from Pres. Cheney relating to
the Lyndon Institute is now before: our readers. How it will be received depends very
much upon what kind of persons we are to

whom it is-addressed.

Certainly, if it depend-

ed solely upon the merits of the

case, we

should very soon witness another such salvation as that of the Pittsfield Institute, over
which our hearts recently grew warm and
which Prof. Fullonton calls the most brilliant
~-4s . effort of the kind he ever witnessed.
Let all
read the concise and forcible statement of Dr.
Ee
a
a
Ee ot
within us as we read.
If they do not, what
manner of persons are we ?——0ur readers may
understand that thenote of special commendation ifeonnection with the Cheapest Book in
the World? advertisement on our seveuth page
i8 mot an editorial gtterance, but a part of the
paid advertisement. We have pothing to say
against the advertisement itself nor the goods it
recommends.———Much valuable matter will
be missed (by those whe wrote it) from the present, as from the last number of the Star.
We

do all that angels could—that is, the: best our
circumstances will allow.
‘We havent
‘the space to do more than call attention to the

artiele by Mr. Fernald relating to the Boston
church.
We are confident tnat our Home
Mission Society and our people in general

ply omit doing in the line

of duty often makes

the saddest count against us.
correspondents must

make

Some of our
their

tions briefer in order that we

communica-

may

do justice

RE
i
Hr
sea

to all; otherwise we shall have to get our long
shears down from the shelf. One writer gives
us full liberty to ‘curtail just behind the caption” his article, and we shall have to do it
this week. Also, sorrowfully, some others.—
~ Dr. Ball's Thanksgiving sermon, on our
second page, will be found good reading.
We were compelled to omit the larger part of

our New

York letter this week, and to consol-

idate two letters received from Washington
since-our last issue.
For some reason the
markets report failed to reach us this week at

the

i

ug

time.

ev. Joseph Cook will de-

liver a
course of twelve Monday ncon: lectures
in the Tremont Temple, beginning January 8,
‘We have arranged to have them reported for
the Star.
Rev. George Harris, in signing
the creed of Andover, seminary, will, with the
alof

the

l

1 of

¥isi

.

14.thi

1

ification:
“I assent to the above creed as containing substantially the system of truth taught
in the holy Scriptures.”
The New York

and Brooklyn Congregational

Association has

"requested Henry Ward Beecher to reconsider
his withdrawal from it. “ It sins against evangelical truth in taking such a step,” says the

Christian Index.
Lord,

revive thy work!

Christians,

are

you praying for a revival? Pastors, are you
preaching and working for it in your
- churches? Remember that your chief business is to labor for the salvation of souls.
“The church that becomes and remains in«different to the condition of the unsaved

ties.

The South was left in a sadly impoverished condition at the close of the war.
Her energies were exhausted, her resources expended, her hope and buoyancy
gone. In the providence of God great

marching

orders

of

your

chief:

‘ Go

into all the world and preach.’

ye

Your duty
~ <ds to march and fight. The responsibility
of success lies with the commander, not

with you.”

Thus did his clear add vigor.

: ous mind sufficiently dispose at once
precious pair

of objections that

are

of a
even

‘yet made to do service against foreign
missions, viz., duty doesn’t require it, and
‘the time and money thus used are thrown

away. -It 1s only wilfulness that can still

urge the first objection, and only ignorance ‘that can even mention the second.
‘The whole progress of Christianity since

the apostles first appealed to the Gentiles
' has been wrought by essentially foreign
mission work. Had it not heen for the

"forelgn missionary spirit, the ‘Christian

religion would never have seen its” second
century. ‘The history of Christian for-

eign missions beglas
Pentecost.

Oy

a8 early as the day of

and

that

not

enough

blood

would

spilled*'to stdin a pocket-handkerchief.”

be

And

to the

South!

Let us

ballot .and a fair count!

,
N

N

President Arthur’s message to Congress elicits and deserves commendation. It is ¢lear,
timely and aggressive. The Executive takes
the most advanced

the work.

question. Senator

position relative to the re-

form of the civil service; advocates the abol-

erate voters, and

these

voters

are

very

surface.

In warmly commending

long pastor-

among our people.

Many

néither to

be

bought, cajoled, nor

millions

of

children

tn

the

-South.| one church

have no opportunities afforded them for an.
education.
Is there to be a new crop of
illiterate voters? Is it not time for pkilan-

thropists to bestir themselves, for the nation to awake to its duty ?

There is another painful fact to which
we must allude. There is altogether tco
little regard for law in the South, and life
bas too little sacredness.
A little dispute
over

some

business

matter,

of small

a social

moment,

trivial

bloodshed.

The Nation successfully maintains that
homicide goes unpunished!
In Texas,
Kentucky and South Carolina there were
734 homicides in 1878 and 522 persons
were wounded ith shots or stabs. That
is simply horrible ; we will not say bar-

barous!

The ' Nation

says

that there

were more homicides in Kentucky that
year than in the 3ix New England States

and Pennsylvania and Minnesota, hE an
aggregate population of 10,000,000. "
Now this criticism is wholesome,
and our

Southern friends will do well if they receive it kindly. ~ Law must have its rightful sanctity, life must become more sacred, every child must have

the

offer

of

an education, and the church must Jift its
spire heavenward from every hamlet and

hillside throughout the South, before we

can cease with earnestness and vigor to
proclaim its needs. It is because the South
is a part of our common country

that we

are eager for its growth in righfeousness
and prosperity equally with the North
and the West.

In no sense are

we

med-

dling with what does not concern us.
recall the grateful

figure

once

To

used

by

Sargeut S. Prentiss, the different parts of
our country are but different parts of - the
same paternal mansion, and in all its
rooms we are at home. May ‘God pity
the whole land for it® iniquities, and
grant speedily to all sections the reforms
and blessings we so greatly need.

that runs back before the earliest
recollection of persons now
by no means
young, had formed a rash and willful purpose
to stay, when settled, but he doubtless thoroughly surveyed the ground, calculated the
possibilities of the church, carefully estimated
his own ability to do the service required,
and
then, on a broad plan of operation, settled

down to solid work

for Christ and

the cause.

It is te be fearea "that too many pastors hastily
enter into fields of labor, and without counting
the cost, and so are constantly trying experiments in order to gain success. “They calculate
that if they succeed and like they will stay, éth-

erwise they will be up and off and try again.
The result generally is that they do not Suc
ceed, and so pass on.

paper,

called

be led by demagogues on

by giving

tion.

to; murder

the one hand, and

officials, and to kill off en-

tire families which+in any way become obnoxious to them.
Could a true account of crime
in Ireland be obtained we should find a_long
‘list of black deeds chargeable to the commands
of these secret societies.
How long the new
outbreak of lawlessness in Dublin will continue, we can not say. The city has been placed
under the old Curfew law which gives the aunthorities the right to arrest persons found on
the streets one hour after sunset or one hour
before sunrise,
Only. suspicious persons will
be arrested.
But it will put back Ireland’s
better day at least one point farther.
4
President Arthur wisely calls the attention
of Congress to the fact that the “ eensus returns disclose an alarming state of illiteracy in
certain portions of the country, where the provision for schools is grossly inadequate,” and
inquires¢* whether immediate and substantial
aid should not be extended by the general government” for supplementing other efforts i

behalf of the education of the people.

The fact

that a large proportion of the voters in several

grave

question

affixed

whether

or write is in
it becomes a

there should

not be

to the elective franchise an educational

limit. - We heartily approve of the proposition

Primary

Lesson

Paper makes an

The
espec-

ially attractive appearance and can not
fail, we think, to be popular with the chil-

dren. ‘We now publish three grades of
lesson papers, us many as are issued from
any other house, and our people have no

need to go elsewhere for Sunday-school

supplies. Will pastors and superintendents and teachers ‘and pupils all unite in
using their own S. S. supplies? We are
confident that, for them, they are the best
to be had. Let the orders come crowding in. Prices for the papers (the Little
Star and Myrtle) : single copies of either
paper, 35 cents per year; ten, or mdre,
copies to one address, 25 cents ‘each, al-

ways in advance.

Price of the Senior Les-

son Paper, $5.00 per hundréd copies for
the year. Price of the Junior Lesson Pa.
per, sane as that of the Senior Paper.
Price of the Primary Paper, 7 1-2 cents
per year, sold in packages of ten or more
copies.
NOTES.

-

b

The decision of the Goverpgment to press the

election trials in South Carolina is not pleasing to
the people of that state. The Charleston News,
which

we quoted

ora 1h

recently with approval, says

¥

Prof. Whitsitt, of Louisville, has recently
been giving lectures before the Baptist pastors
of that city on Mormonism.
In a recent lect
ure, he shows thal the book of Mormon cone

tains some doctrif¥s held and taught by the
Disciples=—~whom he calls Campbellites—and
therefore
concludes that Mormonism took
its rise in Campbellism! The editor of the
Christian

Standard,

ant pen, riddles
mercilessly, chops

who

wields

blows it away with the breath of hot indignation. He shows that Rigdon, whe carried

these doctrines

into Mormonism, came

from

the Baptists to the Disciples with these precise

doctrines on his way Mormon-ward, and tri-

umphantly

concludes,

that" if the Disciple

church is the mother; the Baptist church is the
grandmother of the Mormon fanaticism! We
apprehend, from this safe distance—otherwise
we should not dare moralize—that Prof. Whitsitt

has very successfully

scientifically loaded

discharged

from his

catapult a tremendously

In relatiod to the attempted suppression of
polygamy

in Utah

and

adjacent

territories,

President Artbar speaks very hopefully. “$e
congratulates Congress ‘“ that the commission
ers, under whose supervision these laws have

the canvassers a warm

word of

welcome,

commenda-

We have aimed to secure

the pas-

not only help the Star, it will be a blessing
to those members of their congregations
whom they may influence to take and read
it.
No Free Baptist family can really
afford to miss the Star's bright visits, and
no Free Baptist. pastor can afford to miss

from his corgregation the information and

intelligence which the Star imparts® in its
weekly visits.

'.

hs

:

E. N. FERNALD, Chairman Ez. Com.
BE

‘perior abilities and

oh

a

vy

Last Monday evening there was a meeting
bere of friends of the: Free Baptist school of
learning here located at which, on invitation, I
was present.
Lyndon is a beautiful and enterprising town of some three thousand: inhabitants in the valley of the Passumpsic.
The

Lyn-

virtually one

—a village “nestled among the hills.” as the
publisher of the Star used to say of New
Han)pton—has

babitants.

Death

some

five

In this

or six

village ona

hundred

high

is a brick one, on a campus of twenty acres,
and about the size of the Maine Central Institute. I do no injustice to the living when I
say that the founding of Lyndon Institute is

society bave issued The Chronicle, a bright
little sheet which we are glad to know hag
proved helpful.
The labors of * the priest

(So the Chroumicles

in a good degree due to the brain and heart of
the late Rev. L. B. Tasker.
It was incorporated by the Vermont Legislature Nov. 20; 1867. .
The grade of the school is that of the highest
graded seminaries in New England—that of
New Hampton Institution, Maine Central Institute and other schools that might be men”
tioned. This appears from an examivation of
the courses of study established and adhered to
in the Institute, as well as from the fact that
by the charter the Trustees are empowered to
confer collegiate degrees upon women.
The Institute started without an endowment.
So the financial result may be known before it
is told. Suffice it to say that by reason of a
large debt the school was suspended a yeur

have :it)

have been greatly blessed to the good people of
North Berwick.
Their remodeled
house of
worship will soon be completed.
Two lessons seem very Bard to Tearn, though
many deaths occur from
the neglect
of
them every year: first, never draw loaded firearms out of a carriage by the muzzles; second,
never snap even unloaded fire-arms in the face
and eyes of other people.

@oxrespondence.

ago - last June, and

parts of our field.

|

CANVASS...

and

be able

to

secure

an

immediate

somewhat larger remuneration for their work, and

weekly re-

Attention is called
from Mr. Fernald,

chairman of the Ex. Com. of the Board of Corpora-

tors. One of our general agents writes: ‘“ My.
work
as general agent is practically done. Wiil
send account and close up next week.” Now for
returns from the local canvassers appointed! We
report the following list of new subscribers for a
year secured by the special
canvass for the week

Hancock, (Sent

by

Charles

Baptist failure!”

Nickerson)

gin) Mrs. Amos

Hobson,

Charles

E.

Robertson,

Marden,— West Buxton, (Sent by Mrs.

“There

is a

fine school

Now, where Is the pastor to be found able
to
stand up against such an influence as this—a
dead school of learning frightening him every
time he walks the street? I do not know

K.

Woodcock) Capt. George W. BelnsklerSpringoale,
Sent by Mra. Lord) Moses Littlefiell— Swanville,
Sent by Fred

Entering the house of the

house with no school in it!”

MAINE. Biddeford, (Sent by Mrs. Elliott) Arthur L. Small—Brooks, (Sent by Fred Nickersou
B. Ellis—South

church

to his pulpit from Sabpasses the closed doors

Lord he sees no young men and women before him as the representatives of the school
established here fifteen years ago. On the campus week days he hears no merry talk of happy
boys and girls. He sees no smiling faces there.
All is ag silent as the village graveyard.
Then
a friend of his in riding from St. Johnsbury to
Lyndonville may have heard one gentleman
sitting before him say to another as he points
from the car window on the left, ‘‘ There is a

pends mainly upon the intersst and help of our
pastors. We hope that when the general agent
reaches them, they will at once accept commigsion as canvassers.
Thus they will receive a

W.

Institute.

where.
The true man must say, [ can not
work under this state of things.
I have no
heart to work.
My courage is gone.
This reproach must
be first removed from myself,
from my flock, from my denomination,

Wig.

WW, McCorrison,

VERMONT.
Lyndon, (Sent by Rev. E. Owen)
Mrs. J, E. Simpson— Lyndonville, (Sent by Rev. E.
Owen) Mrs. Susan Watson.
MASSACHUSETTS. Lawrence, (Sent by Mrs. W.
We all know what Bro. Owen is trying to do.
W. Hatch) Mrs. C. L. Bounds.
4
We all know that his work has come to a
NEW YORK.
German, (Sent by Rev. 0. Cooper)
Willlam Burnap— Parish, (Sent by Rev. Z. F.
“stand still,” Shall wé help him # We must
Griflin; Prof. E. Newell— Pharsalia, Sent by Rev.
help him,or everything so far as we can see
0. Cooper) Pudiey B. Morgun— Sherburne, (Sent
by Rev. G. L. White) Linus 8. Breeze— Syracuse,
will soon be lost, It is now in our power as
(Sent by Rev. Z. F. Griffin) Mrs. M. R. Grant—
a
Christian people to establish on aw=permanent
Willett, (Sent by Rev. O, Cooper) Mrs. O. G. Murray, Elbert Salisbury, Edward Covey,
|
basis another
> Oo

The Star Canvass.
In
such
tors,
| and

to the Morning Star.
Several General Agents have been appointed over territory varying in extent
from a single Quarterly Meeting to a
whole state—in a few instances two states
are covered
by one agency—and these
general agents have appointed, and are ap-,
pointing local canvassers, whose work is
sometimes conflned to a single church,

sometimes extends over several churches,
and in a few instances covers one or more
Quarterly Meetings.
Fr

first class denominational

school

in New England, a school that shall’lbe a feeder to our New England college and Theological
school.

accordance with a long félt need of
A year ago, lesy.or more, Hon. Sumner 8.
a movement, the Board of Corpora.
Thompson of Lyndon offered to give the Instiat its last annual meeting, authorized, n| tute $20,000,
and Dudley P. Hall, Esq., of Lyn.
its Executive Committee have since don, President of the Board

instituted, a thorough canvass of the denomination, East and West for subscribers

fered

to

give

$10,000

on

of Trustees, ofcondition $15,000

should be raised for the school within a certain

time. "I need not say this time expired some
months since with

raised.

but 308.0

the $15,000

Monday evening

last, these

I am happy to say, however, that at

the interview on

gentlemen extended the time for tuking sub-

scriptions until the first day of June next; and

Iam told this morning that their offer on \he
condition named will' at onee be put in writing.

I am also happy to say that Bro. Owen will

very soon enter upon the work of raising
$4,000 in Lyndon and vicinity, and that in the

opinion of some of the best friends of the school

~
.

.

the

\

"3

:
have asked me to uy

their cause before the public through the Star ;

and this I now do, with the request that
all
persons who desire to help them on the condition stated—namely, that $45,000 shall be subscribed by the first day of © une 1883—send me
the sums for which they will be responsible.
1 purpose to do something for the school myself on the above condition and I am confident

others will belp a cause so worthy.

I went’ to Sutton yesterday and may send s | 3

word or two to the Star about my visit there,

0.B.C.

Furnishment of Rooms, eto.
Since the last report, the work of furnishing
the rooms in the Bates Theological building
has made

progress as follows:

The

Wolfbore

Quarterly Meeting,N. H., through the agendy

of the Rev. H. T. Barnard, bas furnis
roem No. 19; the Sebec Quarterly Meeting, by
Mrs; E.;D.

Wade,

has

added

to their

room,

No. 40, several nice articles; the ladies of the
Chepaghet church, R. I., have furnished a box
bed-clothing;

the

Ladies”

Me.,

Mrs,

Missionary Soei-

a package

D. J.

ig

| Smithy

of clothing;

»

Haynes: “Mrs.

D.

PNR VIR

STIPE

Uo

TV.

The presents of Miss Walker,
Whe

nice quilt.

is in her 80th- year, deserve more than a pass-

ing notice.

The boxes of articles she sent In-

cluded, among other things, six quilts, eaeh
containing 4,709 pieces, artistically and beaut!
fully arranged both as to fizure and color.
There are still several rooms unfurnished.
It
is desirable that a part of these, at least, shoald
be supplied before the opening of the coming
fall term, August next, ¥ev=
.

I meant to ‘notice, in my recent artiek
the Pittsfield Institute, of the exemplary

on

economy

done,

by which

the work

Prof. Bachelder

of

saving

it was

only

about

was out

two months, so that the expense was comparstively small, though tie be paid, as he certainly
should be, a good round salary. Bro. Pen-

vey’s bill must have been smaller still aside:
from traveling expenses, for
gratuitously supplied during

his pulpit wxs
his absence by

the faculty of Bates College. This is not sa
ingonsiderable item in this signally successful .
effort, inasmuch

as expense of agency

is what

| helps est up a good many subscriptions.
The

Bates

theological

students will

supply

for the vacation as follows: R. W. Churchill,
at Richmond, Me.; RB. Minard, at Gardiner,
Me.;
G. N. Musgrove, probably in New
Hampshire, whither he has gone; E. Crowell,
Halifux, N. B.;

F. E. Freese, New Gloucester,

-

Me.; T. F. Millett, Orr's Island, Me.; JL:
Smith,

South

Lewiston,

Me.;

A.

E.

Cox,

Brownfield, Me.; Messrs. Lowden and Hayden went Sabbath, Nov. 26, the former to

Iisbon Falls and’ the latter to Brunswick, and

will

probably supply

not all the tigge.

those churches a part, if

Four of the students have

gone to Kentucky to canvass for books;
Curtis, Rideout,

Mason

have gone

the

to

then another graduate of Bates will be placed
at its head,
Our friends in Lyndon

doubtless find work

of

back

In case the schoo! shall be saved, Prof.
Brown will be invited to take charge of it as
Principal of President. Should he decline,

of Chemistry in Doane College at Crete, Neb.,
struggled under the debt for nine years; bat

Rev. E. Owen is the pastor of our

and

ed

twenty-five thousand doilars.

J. S. Brown, the last Principal, now Professor

here; and in going
bath to Sabbath, he

- their pulpits and sending
good lists of new subscribers.
Our hope for the future of the Star de-

will have the results of it appear in the

has
Prof.

the risk of highealth, he resigned ip June 1881.

thorough canvass. We are glad that so many of
our pastors, in advance of the work of the general
agents, are speaking good words for the Star from

port which we are publishing.
to the communication below,

property

of the Trustees.

unable to carry the burden longer

We announce that Rev. J. 8. Harrington will
act, in the special canvass for the Star, as general
agent for the N. Y, and Pa, Yearly Meeting. We
commend him to the brethren in that territory,
and hope that he will receive much encouragement

its entire

passed out of the hands

A¥~ In addition
to the usual denominational
matter, this department is open to brief and otherwise unobjectionable communications from all

gfgunds, building, li

e

Trusteés;-4td it will bave 4 Permanent fund of

in-

ground

has removed another of the most brilliant and - takes in the White Mountains with the naked
eye, stands the school building.
The building:
promisingof the Bates alumni. .

called. Bradeen”

apparatus,

lowss from

vidy

Center are

womenof Lyg-

Miss Lycinda
Walker, Norridgewock, Me.,
two boxes of clothing, including a pair of pii-

oh

. LYNDONVILLE, Nov. 29, 188],

gow rly

Mr. Hutchin-

amiable character.

Its debt will be paid, the

brary,

of

The Lyndon Institute.

The

has fifteen

One

If, then, $43,000 shall be raised for the Insti.

ety, Litchfield,

commanding a view of a large part ofthe town,
a mile or two of the railroad running from
Boston te Montreal, and an horizon which

We knew

to the good men and
td
See oa

vass or not, their earnest co-operation will

sen in college and can bear testimony to his su-

a trench-

the professor’s argument
it fine as mince-meat, and

and

A. R. Savage, Esq.

and write.
feared.

ignorant voter may well be
;

enterprise

village where the school is located—for

C. C.

The

the

‘donville and Lyndon

ending Dec. 5.

mands that every child shall learn how to read

convictions,

The November Bates Student possesses an
added interest owing to the clear and accurate
portrait of the late Hon. L. H. Hutchinson
which serves as frontispiece, and the appreciative and well-written biographical sketch by

We believe in making the offer of the school to
every child; we also believe in compelling him
to accept the offer, The perpetuity of our
form of government—to
say the least—de-

effective—~boomerang !

I
d

to render substantial aid to those sections of
our country that are unable to afford .adequate educational facilities to all the children,

the

pages.

THE

of the states are unable to read
itself a national menace; and

it.- It

enter upon

tors’ services as canvassers when practica“ble. But whether actively engaged in the can-

The ladies of the North Berwick church and

secret societies'on the other. This latter evil 1s
her greatest foe. In the city of Dublin there are
organized bands of men bound together by the
most terrible oaths, whose only purpose seems

to be

to those who conduct

the

and the Star a hearty

be sent to any pastor or superintendent on application to Rev. D. C. Easton, pastor of the
church.
The paper is a credit to’ the school

and

will then

the persistency of the canvassers.
The
present readers of the Star, especially the
pastors, can also rénder very eflicient aid

Alaska Indian affair with commendable asper-

a handsome

of them

finish their agency.

The success. of this effort to increase the

bullied.”

found a Christin institut
of learning
ion!]

thingis now proved—and this is, that i
Lyndon Institution shall fail,the blame will net

not more |

circulation of the Star,and so to multiply the
blessings it carries wherever.it goes, will
depend upon several things—very largely,
of course, upon the wisdom, energy, and
fidelity of the general agents in selecting,
instructing and aiding the canvassers; and

Tribune comments upon that wretched

R. I, issues

the sum of SEVENTY THOUSAND DOLLARg
raised on a territory of a few mil square tg

can- |

work of canvassing.

ty. The occasion of the difficulty was the killing of ‘a medicine man by the explosion of a
bomb-lance on board a’steam launch.
The
Indians demanded compensation threatening
damaging things if the demand was not complied with; whereupon the commander of the
U. 8. revenue cutter * Corwin”, being informed of these threats, sent an extravagant
counter-demand, to which the Indians found it
impossible to comply, and were compelled to
submit to a destructive bombardment of their
settlements.
The imagination need not dwell
long upon a people hutless, blanketless, bootless and provisionless during an Arctic night
to feel the force of their situation, nor are the

!

No-amount of legislation can possibly bring
peace and prosperity to Ireland, until she rises
above seeking the assassin’s aid and refuses to

a few

upon
The

school fifteén years igo, and how much they

tute by the first day of June next—that ja,
$41,000 in Lyndon and vicinity, and $4,000 In
other places, its condition
be simply this:

enter the canvass—in this next year—will be
the liquor-tax, the tariff and Civil Service reform, and puts himself squarely on record as
strongly opposed to dropping the liquor ques-

an element very hard to munage, as they are

in doing what

work of the general agents in the appointment of ¢anvassers, &c., will, therefore, be
pushed to completion rapidly, few,if any of
them, requiring’ more than two or three
weeks to

Connecticut, also

succeed

Belong
on.

than

Jewell, of

and if they

in the land is suffering a serious igss every
week it remains without the paper. The

says that the three great questions which will

brings “this great question to the front. He
:says, * The great bulk of the temperance people are in the républican party, and they form

:

they purpose to do—that is, in ruising $4,009
more, they will have raised for the present
wants of the Institute $41,000! How mush
they paid on what ras réquired to start the

'vass should be made in as short a time as,
possible,
For we feel convinced, more:
than ever, that every Free Baptist family

Blair, of New

>

have paid op current expenses from year to
year since that time I do not know. It mast be
It has been our aim to 4 some $30,000. Calling it $29,000, and we have

the most ‘of them

Ex-Gov.

by them;

into

It is not yet'time to look for

months, and

tion.

in our

entered

80 arrange the work’ that the present

well tske’

Valley Fulls Echo.
The December number
ates, he said that when he came to Haverhill
numerous in the southern states. A recent IEC
IRE
SB Fel DN
Oddi RO bert
BEM peo SQRLRINS 8 beautiful and elaborate Christmas
WHET SAyS (hat one-thirdof Lhe Voters
Concert Exercise, by Edmund Clark, entitled,
posed that a man of Dr. Seeley’s pulpit talent,
in Kentucky can neither read nor write ! and of pastoral success for a period of time in “ The Star in the East.” Sample copies will

AAwo

have

will be prosecuted with vigor until there
shall be a cheering increase of~ Star. light

Hampshire, a well-known advocate of .temperance reform, was quoted, in a late issue of this
paper,as saying that this was one of the great
moral issues of to-day... Gov. Foster, of Ohio,

have a pure.

:

may

and success

elsewhere

large results in the =hape of long lists of
new subscribers.
But the friends of the
Star may rest assured that the canvass

.

friends of prohibition

this great

we may add that the danger is by pe. jeans
confined

pulpits and

many sections of the South there is neither molasses, silk and woolen goods. The presia ‘‘ free vote” nor a * fair count.” If any dent’s argument for the removal of the burone is skeptical we would respectfully dens of taxation is strengthened by the fact
that the annual receipts of the government exrefer him to Mr. Chalmers of Mississippi ! ceed the expenditures by more than $145,000,We care very little which way majorities 000,
fting in an overflowing treasu.y and
80, provided they are legitimaté and in- thie fapid extinguishment of the public debt—
telligent; but wedo most earnestly pro- a eondition of things which the president wise: ordinary instincts of humanity severely taxed
test against intimidation, or bribery, or ly deplores.
to characterize the whole proceeding as a wanfraud, at the ballot-box, or a false canton and shameless act of worse than savage
There is a siguificancé in Dr. Seeley’s revass of the returns,in whatever part of the
mark at the jubilation in Haverhill the other
barbarity.
:
country. There is great peril to the na- night over such a curiosity as a debtless
tion in the fact that we have so many illit- church, which possibly does not appear on the
The Baptist Sunday-school in Valley Falls,

was given in an editorial last week.

* In the presence of the Duke of Wellington, some officers once spoke slightingly
of Christian missions. The old Iron Duke
wag mightily stirred.
¢ When the chief
‘Issues marching orders,” he demanded,
““¢ what are you, the inferior officers of the
army, to do?”
“ We are to march,” was
¢ Well, then, take the
the omly reply.

war,

- The

reh of large experience

courage.
Three prominent public men have
recenfly given hopeful utterances relative to

| ishment of all internal revenue taxes save that
upon distilled spirits; argues for the reduction
problems were presented to her for solu- of the half-ounce letter postage from three to
tion. Some of them she has nobly solved ; two cents; advises Cobgress to encourage
ship-building and the revival of our<commerce
upon others she is now resolutely at on“the ocean; favors a national bankrupt law
work ; while still others have been weakand national aid in education; and unequivoly pushed out of the way and bidden to cably condemns: the political
assessmepts
wait.
We admire her courage, her faith,
which disgraced the republicans in the last
her buoyancy,
her resiliency. How campaign. The present Congress has already
evinced a determination to regulate and abate
quickly has she recovered all and more
than she lost! But theré still remains. the tariff, and “the president has sounded: the
key note in recommending the enlargement of
much to be done. The most disinterested the
free list, a simplification of the complex
friends of the South are disappointed “Schedule of duties on iron, steel and eotton and
view of its present political status. In a substantial reduction of the duties on sugar,
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or third chapter of The Revelation.

is an almost omnipotent force.
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Star Quarterly and, Lesof Christ. He has a message to such a son Papers published
by our Printing
church, and it may be found in the second’| g
stablishment. A full description of these
may, indeed,

people of this country than ballot cheating.
The rights and liberties of all citizens are involved, and those who speak lightly of the
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South, and only use these terms because
of their convenience in designating locali-

under the blaze of public opinion.
Our readers will remember that the odiuin attaching to
the Oneida community was thus overcome.
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sentiments: ‘‘ No greater danger menaces the
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od real way, we know neither North nor

things, are likely to result in

not do a better thing for the Master just now
than to make sure, at whatever cost, of what
i{s now offered us in Boston. What we sim-
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In Mississippi, there is marked improvement in
the tone of public sentiment relative to election frauds.” This change is said to be largely

course, 2 grave question, whether resort shall
be had to ‘‘ radical measures,” or the present
laws—and
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of
like .import—
and
public
opinion
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allowed
slowly to work out a reformation.
While in
our heart of hearts, we believe in the ** heroic”
treatment, nevertheless we shall profoundly
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compelled to it by a stern sense of duty”; but
with animation added, she * somehow felt as
though she wanted to go to India to help the

cause.” . This is what we want
80 abroad, and

in these who

in those who are sent

to fields

of Christian labor at home, More hesrt and
less poetry, more desire ** to ‘spend and be
spent for you” and less experimenting. Another point insisted upon was her purposed
Whether she felt a * want to
stay in India.
£0” to help over the present emergency, or for
Something was incidently sald
» life work,

about India as a good place for burial, if the
Lord so will it, I think Pres. C. was, the
most persistent on this point as the college has
been pretty sharply arraigned for the compsrative few missionaries it has sent out. Firm-

ness of

character, deliberate and

persistent

purpose, soul love for the lost, ‘I count not my

life dear unto myself”, is what Orissa wants a$

this hour in its new recruits.
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The New England Free Baptist Ohurob, |
Does Free Baptist New England need a
church in Boston?
Or, taking the higher
view,—Does the caise of Christ, as repre-

sented by the Free Baptists of New king-

land, need a Free Baptist church
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of
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churches. It is a center of religious influence on a broad scale. It is the established home of-grand religious institutions
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makes possible,

and the patron and life of numerous benéfl-
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which

must have a finan-

cial, as well as a religious basis. It has,
moreover, a name in all the world for culture, and refinement, and for that degree of

healthy civilization
‘manding influence,

which

confers

com-

Now, do the Free Baptists of New Eug-

land—does Christ’s cause in their hands—
need
a Free Baptist church in this great

center of religious life and

power?
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complete | another

and
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| build 8 place of worship....Bro.
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to put
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Home 3 Mission

very loyal members in the West, a lady writes
us about membership from Barry Co., Michi-
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Society

outside of Bosin the fieldta to raise $10,000
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nally moving to Boston.

have in this
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ed assurance of
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tered localities to different pursuits.
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other.
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ment will stand or fall with the success or
Mission Society to
failure of the Home

find no church of their own faith here that
is convenient
and
congepial — considerations often made tev prodinent, ‘doubt-

pledges toward this
The
raise $10,000.
sum now amount to something over $2,700.
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to convenience
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of sure

them succeed,

and bécome—¥tinnch supporters of the with the ability to do it, who will stand unchurches they join.
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need
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feel
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deal of rust requires a rough file.
great
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for themselves
made evangelical
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in other
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And,
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in person

When mine {8 touched with gloom, *
But like the violet, seeks to cheer
The midnight with-perfume.
5

throne”

¢ - Gommgndme (o that generous heart
Wplifis the same vunvarying brow
To every change of sky;

But like the winter’s ity crown,

Looks greener through the sow.
He ilies not with the flitting stork
That seeks a southern sky,
Bat lingers where the wounded bird
Hath laid him down to die.

When one tifat holds communion with the skies
is ¢’en ad if an angel shook his wings;
That tells us whence these treastifes are supplied.
— William Cowper.

FOR BOYS.

>

Sr

I

wish

1

been

little

I said, Alexius

the crusading

ap-

barons

Aunt Ellis, as she looked up from her
magazine, and noticed -the boy's impatient face.
5

«All of them that I ever read about did
I was one this minute, and

had

I wish
a crown,

and wore a purple velvet jacket.”
“Your

knowledge

of pripces,

L fear,

derived

ehiefly from fairy books tnd

Arabian

Nights,” said

* Princes in real

his aunt,

is

the’

gravely.

life have a harder time

than any of their subjects.”
* Why, aunt Ellis!” and Carl regarded her with an expression of doubt in his

“Don’t
princes
become
“blue. : eyes.
kings, and don’t they always haye lots of

péople
to wait upon them?

What can be

stantinople.

There

beford fitim. rose the

palaces and

churches of

the

Jimperial city, with their gilded domes
and towering spires, which had been so
familiar to hin
in his boyhood. But his

palace.

Then,

too, there

bristled

mst

with

be

the

glittering

horses, gaily

galleys,

gold

their foes with

aged.

Dandolo

Clad

in a complete

mented

of St.

led

on

The

his

armor richly

men.

orna-

displayed

form

was

combatants.

hefire

him, his

¢ nspicuous

‘Pressing

smong

on, shoulder

to shoulder, the glant 0 d Venetian and
his Feench rivals in aims son were in
possession of the ram arts.
The usurp-

lot is not one to be envied.”
:
- I thought that princes always were
happy,” persisted Carl. * They wear
velvet and gold and jewels, and have ponies to ride like Jack .Belmont's, and

ev-

erybody is ready and, willing to help
them.”
y
“Velvet and diamonds do not make
‘the heart easy, and many a little prince
has found to his sorrow that a crown did

',..:mot- bring

happiness.

Prince

Alexius

found there were few joys in a kingly
palace.”
*“ Who was Prince Alexius, auntie?”
asked Carl.
:
*¢ Alexius~ was a little Greek prince,
who lived far back in the dark ages.
His father was emperor of Constantinople, reigning grandly in that imperial
city, by the name of Isaac Angelus.
Young Alexius’s woes began in bis very
childhood, and he was scdrcély twelve
years old when a frightful political

revo-

lation dashed all the bloom from his
young life. After a reign of ten years

the father was deposed “by ‘an ambitious

soldiers

fled

in

all

directions,

to an obscure harbor in Bulgaria.

“I.aac

wus now

brought

iy

in particular, received many atHis beauty and wonderful adventures endeared him togvery heart,and
he was solemnly crowned with his father
in thé church of St. Sophia.”

eh

jis.

* And did not ‘Alexius live to reign
alone as emperor?” eagerly inquired Carl.
‘“ Alas, no! From the first he was
doomed

to

misfortune.

- His

the crusaders;

and

they

in

turn,

they could show nothing,

and the fierce

warriors rose at last in a murderous

Fearful combats took

he

‘was allowed his liberty, the ustrper kgpt
him under a strict surveillance, and hard-

Jy ever let him go out of his sight.
“¢ Alexius was ill at ease in his gilded
shralldom. Young as he was he wus old
enough to realize that his uncle might

still have in reserve for -Him the fate
which

had

befallen his father.

But for

several years thé vigilance with which be
was watched prevented any attempt to
escape.
When he was fifteen, however,

he took advantage of. a favorable opportunity, and leaving the palace in the disguiseof a sailor boy, he found means to

-reach Italy.
©
Sa
s¢« Western Europe was in a blaze of ex@itementat the time the princely fugitive
‘rived in the land where his ancestors,
the old Roman emperors, had formerly
reigned. Fulco of Neuilly, an eloquent

French priest, was preaching a fourth
erusade, and the nobles and knights of
Christendom were respondihg

to his call.

‘A great army was collected, and

the

leaders began to look around them for
: vain
to the Holy

Land

#0n the nofthern shore of the Adriatic
was Venice, at thi time the most power-

resent-

ing the ingratitude of the miserable emperor who owed everything to them, became restless and mutinous. For all
their loss of time and blood and gmoney,

soldiers and the citizens, und

But though

the

perfidious Isaac, refused to abide by the
terms agreed upon between Alexins and

monarch

not fare quite so badly.

father,

place between
sword

1iot.

Other than mine.

One who has known m

;

the

false

alarm

that

the

guards had been overpowered and "that
the crusaders were thronging the lower
courts of the palace in search of him. Not
doubting his word, and fright-ned af the
prospect of a long

and

cruel

captivity,

Alexius followed the traitor from the
chamber and fled by a secret passage that
led to the Bosphorus,
In this passage
Mourtzouphlus had some assassins lying
in wait, who when the prince approached,
threw themselves upon him and dispatched hip with their daggers.
They then
penetrated to the chamber of Isaac, and
stabbed the helpless oli-man in his sleep.
While his robes were yet stained with the
blood of his victims, their murderer proclaimed himself emperor.”

“ How terrible I" exelsimed Carl, with

a shudder.
“‘I hope that
was punished.”

(Y
1,

rip

great

difference

‘

mother? «| will =
make strong coffee, ahid#upply them with

The giddy thought on mischief bent;

it while they are at work, and at the cloge
of the day give one shillingto each of the

Tne evening hour, in folly spent—

All these within this jug appear,
Thrice happy he, who,

forty employed.” Sir, I carried iout the
c flee, and that day all hands were on.
tent, and not abad word was used, Fa
ther gave mother permission to pall ont

in the rear!

early tanght

ne er this polson sought,

He with toe purling +t eam content,

| ae tap, and let the liquor run away.

The beveraze quails that NATURE meant;
In Reaso.’s scule his acgions weighed,
His spirit want vo foreign aid—

and

“The sentiment in tavor of prohibition ig

gaiving ground; for ‘even The Chicage
Times has the following:
It is a popular ery, if a delusion ;
No

A suring that never yet grew siale;
Such virtud ics in Abam’s Ale!

—Laadoa Str for June, 1799.

or
of

woman in
the house

tomb of Amplias. Says Paul in Romans

shines, and

THE TOMB OF AMPLIAS,

The archaeological researches in Rome
of recent years have thrown much light
upon the life of the early Christians in
that city ; but no discovery has produted
such interest as that just announced of the
in

was Amplias? Who
Why was he buriedin
The

he

whispers

to

himself,

* ¢ At

home I shall find rest.” .So day’ by day
she literaily renews his steéngth and epergy, and if you kuow a man with a beaming face, a kind heart, and a prosperous
business, in nine cases out of ten youn will

answers“to

these questions are furnished by the dis-

covery of his tomb; and a flood of light
let in upon the times ot the early Roman |’ find he has a wie of this kind.— Pascagoul
Christians.
The tomb standsin one “of
the catacombs excavated in the time of

Domitian, on the ground
to Flavia

Domitilla,

then

his

Roman.

history preserves the fact that Flavia
came a Christian,
Paul,

must have

Star.

be-

en an a

become

a

The golden

beams

of

truth

and

silken cords of love, twisted
will draw men on with a sweet

distinguished

cost of

Kis

family,

ot by the early Christiaus of Rome? The
questions may be answered, for the investigations are not yet concluded.
All that
we know at present is that there is no
tomb in the cataconibs that equals it for
the beauty of its adornments and the variety of pistorial illustrations. The frescoes in the golden house of Nero, and the,

together,
violence,

sunshine and shadows

was

I am composed of 5 letters.
I was invented, by man,in the

age.

And then the midnight kistes with which

she routed 80 many had dreams, as she
leaned above your restless pillow, have’
all been on interest these long, long
years. Of course, she is not so pretty
and kissable as you are, but .if you

had doné your share of work during the

fully

resisted

:
way,

snd

overcome

in any

bloody, fatile conflict. — Nat.

-

Behead me, and I am a part of the body.
Behead again, und I am a fish.
.
; te

*

No. 13,

indulz ein

in this assembly

strong

third is in earth, but not in sky;
fourth is in laugh, but not in cry;
fifth is in boat, but not in ship;
sixth is in run, but not in skip;
seventh is in sand, but not in clay;
whole is an island, far away.

he ever did completély
mer power

criminate

to speak

;

he recovered,

if

regover, his fore

the truth, and

This utter overthrow
Is especially marked
frequently been my
most solemnly by an
ed lady that she had
drink that day, when
ing with the odor of

It is a significant

to

C. Jd.
No. 16.

of the truthful sense
in women.
It has
lot to be assured
atiidated, snd refinnot tasted a drop of
her breath was reekbrandy.— Selected.

P.C. A,
(Answers in two weeks.)
ANSWERS,
Assassination,

Star, tar, rat, at, t.
dd
Under the mosses in woodland shade
Under the net-work the old tree made
With runbeams glancing through;

golden worth-

Hayes

a

Only the Great an st knew,

i

this honorable

judge, this brave knight of the saloon interests of lows, reserved his decision until the eve of the late

before

election, gi which

the people as the
re-election,

and,

too, in that section of the state which gave
a large majority against the amendment,
and which now sends an enemy of the
amendment to Congress.
Let no one fear for Iowa. In this time
of political independence and party enfranchisement the people of Iowa will not
see their sovereign will set aside, either by
partisan caprice or by judicial Sefrorism,
sumes more wine

»

gave this unae

It is also significant that

Alt the world

A dainty violet grew;

concludes as fol-

fact that the case up-

democratic nominee for

An extinet bird,
A perfume.
A girl’s name.
By word of mouth.

Court of the State

action.

he himself was

PROGRESSIVE WORD SQUARE.

knows that Franoe

oon-

than it ‘produces,

and

that nevertheless it exports large quanti-

ties: Howis that possible?
French

government

Well, if the

dectiments oan be

trusted, it is alldone by sugar or alcohol ;

only, the government would like to know

NOVEMBER—DECEMBER

Sea

PRIZE.

last ten yedra the contrast would not have
“The Rival’ Crusoes”, by Agnes Strickland,
Mourtzouphlus been so marked. Her face has more is offered for the best lists of answers to puzzlcs for November and December, sent from
;
| wrinkles than yours, far more ; aud yet
if | week to week as the puzzles appear.

Pictures,.

AND PeNCiL.
By JAMES
MACAULAY,
Author of ** The Leisure Hour, ?
Imperial Svo, cloth, gilt, illustrated.
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TO

Russian
I0AL AND

F.

RG.

“Central

which method is the cheapet for its producers. M. Leon Say has, submited the

question to a great chemist,
mas,

whose report is

author

Afric,”

et

* Lake

A,

$31.9,

Hs

By JOHN

of

@RDHIN,

Regions

12m, cloth, bevel d, with maps.

By

M.

Empire:

DESCRIPTIVE.

8,

.

PENGILSERIES.
Drawn win Pex

a

ia

oN

WITH SIMPLY
SHAKESPEAR
E $PORIES
TOLD,”

CHARLES

beveled.

HENRY

With

Flaxman

HANSON,

illustrations

from

12mo,

cloth,

de~igus

and other eminent artists, each,

hb
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Homer's Stories Simply Told
Story

of the

Days

of

King

Arthur.
The Story of the Iliad

and

the Odyssey.

dig-

countable decision was beiwren a brewer
on the one side, and a saloonkeeper on
the other, both of them anxious to defeat
the amendment.
The case was triedr on
an agreed statement of facts, which gave
Judge Hayes ostensible ground for his

tes

And of its birth and

liar.

between the false and the true.

on which Judge

1. Curtail a metal and leave a meadow.
2. Curtail a fine cloth and leave a decree,
3. Curtail a level surface
and
leave
scheme.

8.
9.

into an unblushing

will set it aside. She
lows:
:

CURTAILMENT.

T.

NELSON'S
4

liquors,

The

it is that of untrathfulness.

hints that the Supreme

No. 14,

1.
2.
3.
4,

body of discipline, requiring all memb
rs
hil, 5.
b> abstain from thi Yee af intoxicating

i

yer, criticises severely, but justly, Judge
Hayes’s recent decision concerning the adoption of the prohibitory ‘amendment of,
Iowa. In reviewing the case, she shows
the cause of bis.decisign.as far as legality
is concerned is groundless, and broadly

My second is in fire, but not in hent; +

v

>

Advo-

Oe.

CROSS-WORD ENIGMA.
My first is in ice, but not in sleet ;

My
My
My
My
My
My

before him, the victim goes on,

Four German churches in Cleveland,
Ohio, have a prohibitory clause in their

got

Mrs. Judith Ellen Foster, herself a law-

is a castle.
untruth,
an aquatic animal.
a covering for the foot.
is my whole, you’!l find; one
rough way bear it in mind.
il J

blood

dark, titful river.

into a

Temp.

er

No. 12,

ENIGMA.

the

till too Kite to stop his passage over the

UNTRUTHFULNESS
OF INEBRIATES.
This perversion «ffucts also the higher
fuoelings.
If there is one feature which

er, it would be 1 mg era
prehistoric

count;

11 letters,
3,9, 10, 11
1,2, 4 is an
8, 5, 7, 8 is
6, 8, 9, 4 is
A saying
On life’s

examples

other

spe
preciptated

and a stile was

Habitual excessive

I vary in size ffonr many feet to the fraction
of an inch, but always retain my peculiar
form,
I have no inherent power, but scarcely any
machinery is run without me.
1 have probably traveled more miles than
any other thing on earth, and though I am often tired I am never allowed to rest on that ac-

ready to cure, by the magic of a mother's
injured in those . first
the rough old world.

-

to luughing at him, and Toombs carried | NEW
PUBLICATIONS
it by storm.
Thus did alcohol master a strong man
whose arguments could not bz as success- NEW VOLUME OF THE PEN AND

dipsomanizc,

RIDDLE.

always

kiss, the little, dirty,chubby hands when-

convention

Nor is this all. If he were to forswear
his cups and become a eonsistent abs ain-

Away back when

she

jhe

No. 11,

.

Ybu were not as attractive then as you
are now. And through these years of

tozether,

drivk would turn the most trathful persion

ai

owe her a kiss or two.

Ape

flows, eyes start from sockets, brain reels
and tongue leadens, yet wiih all these

more than another is ch ricterisiio of the | UNIFORM

.

ENIGMATIO GEMS."

the Palatine are not to be compared, so
it is repofted, with the symbo. lic
illustrations of tije tomb of Amplias, the teacher
of Flavia, the beloved of Paul. —Christian
Chronicle.

you were a little girl, she kissed you
when no one else was tempted by your
fever-tainted breath and swollen face.

ran

(Everything relating to this department of the Siar
should be marked “ For Eunlanatie Gems,” snd adressed to W. H. Eastman, East Sumner, Me.)

adornments of the house of GGermanicus in

KISSES ON INTEREST.

words

the

3

wealth could have constructed so remark-

Was it erected at the

any

still

Away with the still!

ep

crushes, until the bones crack,

cate:

Sa

Amplias, the friend of | whether they will or not.— Cudworth.

able a resting-place. Was this the work
of Flavia, niece of the great Domitian ?

ever they were
skirmishes with

;
JR

belonging |

niece.

——————

Milledgeville ponventicn, which was the
noblest effortof his lite.
We fclt the tem-

xvi. 8,

)

re

plage?

makes drunkards.

our state when he could get fully enlist
ed and stirred up.
He msde a speech
that day in January, 1861, betore the

ple of our creation filling around our
heads.
It became necessary to break up
like
a little piece of sunsfiny weather.
the line ot thattremendous speech, and we
The magnetism of her smiles and the proposed an adjournment, conceding that
electrical brightness of her looks and Johnson should go on after dinner.
It
movements infect every one.
The chil- was then resolved to give him a dram that
would break his command ever histop'e
dren go to school with a sense of someJbere was some old brandy at the hotel,
thing great to be achieved, her husband ‘and
[ made a toddy of it with ut water,
goes into the {world in a conqueror's
very palatable. very tremendovs.y Ie
spirit. No matter how people annoy and drank it, and when we met again he could
worry him all day, far off her presence not go on. His memory was weak, This

this particular

this snbject, and it will refuse to see
remedy but the drastic. one.
The

at Milledgeville, called to couvsider secession, Herschel V. Johnson was against it,

WOMAN.

shine of prosperity. Such a
the darkest hours. brightens

=Dean Alfora.

the Lord.” Who
were his filends?

in which
into full

possession of his senses, would join. It.
is the prayer of women.
It would delight
even a-father who drinks to know that
the doors of no saloon were open to tempt
his grogying son. Temperance is possi
ble with the traffic in full play. Temperance would be more general, perhaps, if
strict license laws, rather than prohibitory
laws, were passed; but let the emotional
side of the human mind be fully stirred on

| and was making a powerful effort to carry

human kindness does not sour in the sun-

my "beloved

more drunkeupess!”
It is one
the drunkard, if he could come

in

8afe to the land! Bafe’to the land!

* Greet Amplias,

She

quickly did so, praying
all the time,

Long ile is his, in vicor passed,
Existence welcome to the last—

:

elepcons

she thought me

then Pi + Well,” sil

The images of gloomy jails;

By NATURE,

rE

no, doubt,

aslecp, I heard he¥say, * Iam gettin
very uneasy. about our only son earrying
the liquor to" the work
pe
la Father
made answer:
“What 8 all we.
do,’

in

spirits are not affected by wet days,
little disappointments, or whose milk

Sn

The end is this;
bai
And then with him go hand ir hand.
Far into blies.
oy

nigat when,

~..4 the convention for the Union side.” Mr.. ~ The serpent of appetite does not begin
to bart until it has wound itself around
What a blessing to a household is a Lamar says:
its victim, then it tightens, strangles, and
merry,
cheerful
woman—one
whose
He was the most powerful speaker
A SUNSHINY

If sharp, tis short; if long, ’tis light—

truckle bed in my hoy

reside

the hangmsnp,

French

When I was alittle boy, sir, I

Wi

Revénge, that ne'er was satisfled ;
The tree that bears the deadly fruit’
Of maiming, murder, and dispute?
Assault, that innocence assails;

it is

>

lire devastated for miny days the imA father talking to his careless daughperial city of Constantine.
[In the gen- ter,said:
1 want Lo speak to you of your
eral anarchy, one of*the .«flicers of the mother. lemay be that you have noticed
palace, named Mouvizouphlus, a dark, 4 vareworn look upon her face lately. Of
fierce man with black and shaggy eye-. course, it has not been brought there by
brows that met each other on his forehead, any act of yours, still it is your duty to
deeming it a suitable opportunity to ele: chase it away.
I want you to get up tovate himself to the throne, laid a plot to morrow morning and get breakfast
; ‘and
murder both the ‘treacherous I-ane and when your mother comes and begins to
the innocent Alexius. His plans were express her surprise, go right up to her
successfully executed.
In the darkness and kiss her. You can’t imagine how it
of the night he awakened the yousg will brighten her poor face. Besides you
prince, with

a

iy

Here only by a cork controlled,

Aund—Jack,

about

\ August, 1878, referred tg an important de.
eision by his parents
lows:

Destructive fiends of hateful shape

Even now are planning an escape:
:

5

true question

tigen, is whether they are made of

Bishop Bowman, in an address at : ’
great temperance meeting during the seg.
sion of the British-Wesleyan Conference,

Confip’d within, a thousand more

In all their pomp of d2ath,

do}.

sugar or alco.—hol
Boston Advertiser,

-

Forever fasten’d be this door—

caster

improvement are deductions.— Selected.

He holds me when the billows smite;
I shall not fall.
He tempers all.

and

yes, living, for without it enjoyment

sims to sail,

:
1 have on board?
}
Abeve the roaring of the gale
I bear my Lord.

|.

bear a tax of only five

he

wines;

DRINK AND THE REBELLION.
affairs, in short it pu's them under a feelnnd wars strong
ing of obligation, and
I know from expe- “In political revotutivus
rience, seems as if we've disturbed , the drink has often played an important part.
whole household element, and in Some. The late war of the rebellion in this counway are responsible for it. Otherwise try was vo exception. The secretary of
the ¢ Confedi rate Congress,” Mr, Albert
when the table is set there seems nothing
to do but to eat, chat and laugh. Order Lamar, in a journalistic interview, gives
is heaven’s first law and it reaches the a bit of * inside history ” concerning the
In the_oopvention
highest and lowest point in civilization, secession of Georgia.

MY BARK IS WAFTED.

the
and

they are causing

blood and

man. - Becanse he was buried in Flavia's
the revolution, and the young prince has- cemetery
we judge
they were
peitened to throw himself into his father’s sohally acquainted.
By Pauls greetarms. Great were the rejoicings and ir g, we imagine he
was a minister of the
spléndid ‘the parades in honor of the re- New Word. Then the tomb is of a
char‘sioration
ol the
royal family.
Prince acter that only the possessor
of great

stead.

prived of his eyesight, and imprisoned in
one of the loathsome dungeqis undermeath the palace. Prince Aléxius did

from

seat upon the throne. A message from
the imperial palace apprised Alexius of

the throne in his
was de-

forth

confinement by the Greek pobles, and,
clad once more in his imperial robes, the
blind and wretched monarch took his

relative, who mounted
The dethroned

and,

and

My bark is wafted on the strand
:
By breath divine;
“
And on the helm there rests a hand,

and

with gold, and the great standard

Mark

venerable

the

himself

teiror.

to

duty

(

ing toa company, but particularly bad
manners, besides exhibiting one’s lack of
lorethought, planning and execution.
It gives visitors "the impression that

kingly rank could not save him from misfortune. :

silver armor of the warriors, the waving
of banners and pennons, intused the besiegers with
a vigor amdwehthusiasm

which filled

of

Prince Alexius whose - royal

praucing

caparisoned, the

tempted

| lars.

The nose with iiimonds glowing red,
The bloated eye, tlie broken head.

The ddges

salt-cellars

wine should

lars per hectolitre, or 26 1.2 g Ions,
while the ordinary tax is over thirty! do).

Within these prison walls repose
by seeds of many a bloody nose,
The fist for fighting nothing loath,

not necessary for somebody
to jump up
from the table every few minutes to supply some need.
This is nct only anuoy-

contentment by recalling the story of poor

countless

the

when

spoons,

mischiefs, here united, dwell,

+A ud slénder walls of earthen mold,

full of salt, vinegar and pepper, so

who wears purple.”

gles, be brought to a sense

weapons of the usurper’s defenders. But
the hearts of the crusaders were fearless,
and they shrank not from the encounter.’
“The spectacle presented was magvificent when they moved to the attack.

The

the table,

complain of his humble lot or hardy strug-

hard

collecting bis treasures of gold and jewels and royal ornaments, the cowardly
emperor fled at night, escaping in safety

been very few. huppy princes, and their

as well as

re

..The chattering tongue, the horrid oath,

of the dishes free from daubs of the food
they contain, and all required articles, on

And I hope Carl wil! always remember
and

~

to the soul ; it lets ip somethingto - chéer

lot, Catl, and you will be nobler than any

words,

.

TABLE.

in tea and coffee pot bright.

3

OF WHISKY.

And more diseases haunt this cell,
Than ever plagued the Egyptian flocks,
Or ever cursed Pandora’s box,

appetite what clean,polished windows are

to

Pringes are well enough in

royal prince

More

|

A clefin, tastefully laid’ table is to the

of them, while it needs a great many boys
like you. Learn to be satisfied with.your

his aunt's

“Jt was arhappy day for Alexius when
the proud fieet that bore him anchored in
the Golden Horn before the walls of Con-

There are énly a very few of them
that live as happily as you represent
them. Some of the poor things do not
kings at all; they are mur-

"SETTING THE

said

wish

their way; but the world needs only a few

His youth and no--

er’s

even become

more,”

would

to his native country.

easier.than that.”

dered, or perhaps are forced to wander
as exiles in foreign lands. There have

-* Whe

WG

:

4-0

I care

Alexius did.

ramparts

:

honestly.

be your duty to strive to do

and

in the lonesome prison vaults of the royal

* Princes do nov have 80 easy a time as
you think they do, perhaps,” observed

think

besought their assistance in restoring him

a

to do that when other

don't

late.”— Selected.

before

As

run to do this and

to, anyway.

in the

——;

a

—

bulletin of the Societe d" Agriculture (1533

Withip these earthen walls confinid

closed. and those sad, tired eyes will bave
opened in eternity, and then you will appreciate your mother, but it will be too

the Theodosian

peared

of

fighting before he could hope to see the
blind Isaac restored to his throue, for the

jast as they wanted

from

He

T

No.5).
M. Dumas decides in fayir of
cs#ne sugar, while the minister himself
has shown a decided preference for a]qg.
hol; as he proposed on February 28, 1882
that spirits 4 sed for the manufacture of¢

The rain lurks of human kind;

breast. Those neglected lips that gave
you your first baby kiss will .be forever-

palace, Carl,” replied his aunt, ‘“it wou'd

name

brooke, as he threw his book with a slam
upon the parlor floor; ‘then I could do
just as I pleased, and shouldn’t have to

people told ie to.”

headlong

To

her

princes.

ancient

HW est-

born

Carl

lifted from her shoulders, will break

and after being deprived of his sight was

cast

Temperance:

down.
Those rough, hard bands that
have done so many necessary things for
you, will'be crossed upon her lifeless

zantine

the

heart saddened as he thought of his aged
father, then sitting in his cruel captivity

MONTAGUE.

had

exclaimed

unpro-

emperors are often spoken
of as the By-

towers and

Ah

PRINCE ALEXIUS.

“Oh,

his

Sean
-

of those wrinkles would seem to be bright
wavelets of sunshine jchasing each other
over the dear face. She .will leave you
one of these days, The bnrdeps, if not

at

have theic eyes put out, or be shat,up in
and strengthen.
How much ‘better water
prison all their life
*
|
tastes
from
a
clean,
polished glass. The
“If you had been born in “a royal

was

and avenge the injuries he had endured,

Jmomcrtal fragrance fills the circuit wide,

prince!”

own

| bad lost. The murderer, Mourtzouphlus,
was brought a prisover/ to their camp,

about being a prince -afy

and the sorrow he expressed for his imprisoned father, touched the bearts of
those men of war, and they all volunteered to a man to help the exiled prince,

Has filled his urn where those pure waters rise
Aad once more mingles with us meaner things,

CLINTON

his

to seize
Constantinople and punish the_pusarper.
The stern warriors succeeded in their object, and a line of French kings wielded
J for sixty years the scepter which Alexius

Carl,

ble bearing, the wrongs he had sustained

He is in truth,

Whate’er bis lot may be,
A rainbow on the sterm of life,
An anchor on ils sea.

BY

and

variance, and exasperated by

« Well, auntie; I

Constantinople, and: in. history the Greek

When wintry tempegts blow,’

A STORY

father

column, a pillar of white marble

a

« Byzantinm

friendship does not fade away

PE
SI
VR

(his warlike expe-

* What do you méan by Byzantine?”
inquired Carl.
;

Which, like the pine on-high,

Oh, such a fiiend!

his

young. Alexius came .to Venice to solicit heity, one hundred and forty-seven feet in
the ajd of the assembled chivalry for the hight. Thus were * the cruel wrongs of
restoration of his father tothe Byzantine the noble Alexios most terribly avenged.”

ra
fle can not wear a sm iling face

Whose

the fleet on

dition...
=
:
:
“They were nearly ready to sail when

when the task is dpne,

kee freely gives me all I ask}*
A sigh for every one.

|

of

hearty, generous ways were strangely

government agreed to trangpfirt-hy sea to
Palestine the great war chiefs and all
“their followers and equipagesi The ven’| erable Dandolo himself wasto command

4

=~
—

but fetained all the valor and activity of voked murder they determined

He hears me connt my sorrows oer,
-

obstinacy

his earlier ) afd.
The crusaders appealed to him for aid, snd the Venetian

Ana give His heart to me.:

13, 1883.

:

Garden, the Woods, and

The
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a

doge.
The doge who-rnled then was
named Henry Dandolo. He was nearly
an hundred years old and almost blind,

Fhe following poem wis a great favorite with

the lamented Garfield, and was often quoted by
Bim. Its authors!
uuknown, but it will be
Seasu red hereafter
Lincoln’s favorite Jose,
Why should the Spiritof Mortal be Proud ?”]
+ Commend me to the friend that comes
When I am sad and lone,
And makes the anguish of my heart
The suffering of his own;
* Who ooldly shuns the glittering throng
At pleasure’s gay levee,
=
And comes to gild a somber hour

pa

ST

/

aaa

U

POEM.

STAR, DECEMBER

:

‘Indeed he was.
The-traitor and as- you were sick that face would appear more
ful maritim® city in Europe. It was rich
in palaces.,and shops of tradé,Jand’ its sassin did not long enjoy bis illy acquired "beautiful than an angel's as it hovered
ships traded with every part ofthe known honors. The crusaders had ever cherish- over you, watching every opportunity to
world. ' Its chief magistrate was called a ed a great love for Alexius; the wilful minister to your comfort, and every one

Se Family Cigle.
~' _ GARFIELD'S FAVORITE

MORNING

:

Offer!

Now 1s the time to subseribéfor the Bates Stu-

dent, a Monthly Magazine
dents of Batos College.

TERMS:

published

by

the dtu

TERN

}

7

$1.00 Per Year in Advance.

To all new subseribers for 1843, we will send the
BTUDENT
FREE

for the remain de

beginning with the October nwnber,

“of this your,
Address

tm

THE

:

M. J.B: Dus;
| Businoss Manager Bates Student for 1883.

published
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This work is every whit worthy of the strik-

Jetters for the newspapers, “all of which were

That she was

Weddworth © Cozzens.

» remarkable character, in many respects, this

kill, ‘this ‘volume

and much

literary

sufficiently indicates.

It

was mot written for the public; yet it is all the
potter for that, * It is permitted to go into.

them

print,” she wrote in the preface,“ especially
ted by it towards those ancestors from whoms
they have gotten much of the good which is in
‘Very

reminiscences,

delightful

taking

me

have

been

back

days and much good company.”

Young

Trail

the roving adventures of

two

boys in

search of a silver mine in, the country of the
Apaches, and the story is one of the sort that
is usually designatéd as Indian stories. Since
Captain Mayne Reid and a large numberof
dime-novel Amitators established this kind of
romance, the supply has always found a ready

for three children (her own), with hope that
their curiosity and affections may be stimula.

them.”

(The

Hunters series.)
lllustrated,
Cloth.
16
mo. pp. 343, Bostgn:
Lee and Shepard.
RBrice $1.00.
T
It is the main purpose of the author of this
volume to interest his readers by narrating to

introduction by Gail Hamilton clearly shows.

these

to bygone

market.

Thrilling

Incidents, perilous experi-

¢ Some. old-

hin,

ST GA

ET

et

A

ences, plenty of ungrammatical speech, and a
time country livers,” caught by the title of the spirited, running style are the stock in trade
book, ‘‘ may run over its’ pages, recegnize
necessary for such a book—each and all - of
familiar things, and be quickened by them into
which the writer possesses and makes liberal
pleasant memories.” * The contents, superbly use of in the present instance. We do not
{llnstrated by weliskfiown artists, run as fol- wish to seem over-fastidious; but whenever
lows: Etchings; The Farm; The Farm-house;
we read a book like this, we can not help com=
Spring-time and Hayiog; The Visit; Little paring it with the lajer style of books for the
Benny; The Burial Place; Hannah and Jona.
Junius
Ys Amira, Mr. Scudder,
shan; The Weekly Routine; Neighbors; SunC. A. Stepb®ns, Hezekiah Butterworth, and
day; Old Trees; The District School; The
some
othet
writers
protduce—and
asking
Country Blore; After the Summer;
Winter
whetheror not it is not a much better style
Pleasures.
Here are pictures of the New
and mord preferable? Indian fighting and hairEogland countryside, drawn from the life, | breadth escapes are, perhaps, amusing to read
and drawn With such consummate knowl- about; but while life’isishort and time js fleetedge, discernment, tact and power, that the | inggis it not wiser to teach the young idea how
very pages seem filled with the moving forms | to obtain pleasure from narratives alittle more
of lile; the open sky is above us; the scent of refined and elevating?
new-mown hay isin the air about us; we hear
a
as
the voices of men, women and children, catPrang’s
Prize
Christmas
Cards for this year
tle, bens, and the various sounds of planting

snd of harvest time.

are of rare beanty.

Not even

grateful illusion

more perfectly,on the whole, than any other
book that we are acquainted with,
The book |
is a!l the better because it is descriptive of par- |
sicular scenes and personages and experiences,
|

IN

THE

BIBLE.

By

Henrietta |

Author of ** The Stratford Gal |
Lee Palmer,
tery.” - Edited by John Williamson Palwgr,
|
8. 8 vo. Cloth elegant, gilt edges,
pp. 428.
220 illustrations,
Price
$4.00.
Boston:
{
Jumes I. Osgood & Co.
1831.
|
This book is agreeably disappointing,
We |
opened ity expecting, for some undefined rea- |
son, to find another of those many
volumes |
{
which, illustrative of themes derived from sa-

@

the two first

duced Mr. Prang to make an offer last autumn
of another series of prizes. This time, however, he doubled the total amount offered, dividing the sum equally - between two series of
prizes, each series consisting of four prizes of
$1,000, $500, $300 and $200 respectively.
Ove
series of prizes was awarded by a jury composed of all the well-known artists of New
York, Boston and Philadelphia, and the other
by the votes of the general public visiting the
exhibition.
The First Prize Card, which received the liberal amount of $2,000 in prizes,
was designed by Miss Dora Wheeler, of New
York,3 who had 1 gained
the second prize in the
ga
The leading thought,
previous
exhibition,
symbolically
rendered, is that of the. light
‘of
the
world
risiog
to
dissipate
the
darkness which encompasses poverty-stricken
mankind.
A desolate Woman, and two thinly
elad children, standing on the globe and lean-

than

this. The book is redolent’iof the New Eng.
land country life, and embodies its peculiar
spirit, so dear to ail who have grown up in it, |

HoME-LEFE

success of

Washington | prize exhibitions of Christmas eard designs in.

Irving or Harriet Beechér Stowe could produee a more perfect and

The

ing against

‘a

barren,

snow-laden

tree, gazes

intently in an agony of expectation towards a
vision
in the clouds of the Virgin with the
The contrast beChrist Cbild in her arms.
tween these groups produces a most striking
ered sourgee, are written rather with reduneffect, The card no doubt will receive as
dance of geal than with abundance of knowl- | hearty a welcome outside of the exhibition ball
the com. | #8 it did there before the jury of artists and
edge, and are designed to enfighte
| the public. The reverse side reproduces the
{
paratively illiterate mind chiefly in cons
ly effect of the visioh, and contains verses
Jelia Thaxter appropriate to the
tion of the money which is asked for them,
ecstacy of its conception.
The Second and
But we misjudged a really meritorious work.
Third Artists’ Prize Cards were both designed
Ite purpose and scope -will best appear From
by Miss L. B. Humphrey, of Boston. The fore
the following topics that are treated, relative
mer represents a little girl in her night-dress,
kneeling before the open chimney, and apparto the domestic life of Bible times:
Habitaently praying for a full share ef Santa. Claus’s
tions and Homes; Furniture and Utensils;
favors. It is a sweet, rich and poetical - card.
Murriage, Widowhood,
and Divorce; CbilMrs. Thaxter has embodied the underlying
thoughtof the artist in beautiful verses. The
dren: Their Training and Schooling; The
Higher Edueation;
Employments and Ser- other design lays more emphusis on the religjous character of Christmas,
showing the
vanis; Larder, Kitchen, and Table; Dress and
Christmas angel poised on the crescent moon,
Ornaments;
The Toilet and the Bath; Domes- “holding an olive-branch in one hand, and sending forth from the other & dove as a messenger
tle and Public Worship; Music: Sacred and
of peace and good-will.
The reverse, repeatBeeular; Alms and Hogpitalities; Seedtime
ing the olive-branch as a decorative motif,
and Harvest; Flocks and Herds; Sickness and i contains another original poem from the pen of
The Fourth Artists’ Prize
death; Burial and Mourning.
The book is | Mrs. Thaxter.
and | Card, by Alfred Fredericks. of New York,
prepared
with
painstaking
study
| shows a little boy in bed, awaking en Christthoroughness, and so far as we can see, from | mas morning, and with a happy smile perour hasty examination of it, may be. regarded | ceiging the various tovs deposited om his cova3 a complete and reliiible compendium of the i erlet. A rich frame-like border of gold, into
| which holly and mistletoe, a dove and buttersubject presented.
It has the generous and | flies, are happily introduced, completes the dehearty endorsement of many eminent clergysign.
In this design, the great illustrator
men, and can not fail to be of decided use to touches the never-to-be-forgotten experiences
of every individual, young or old. An ornathe clergyman, the Sunday-school teacher, stu| mental mistletoe design on the reverse turdents in general of the Bible and its times. | rounds suitable verses by Mrs. E. 8. Forman.
It gecupies a particular place in the literature
The Second~Popular Prize was awarded to
Walter Satterlee, of New York.
His design
of Bible themes, and fills it satisfactorily.
The
shows the window of a cottage viewed from
style, if not especially vivacious, is clear snd | the outside, through which cager little children
vigorous and graceful.
J are peering, listening to a carol sung by otber
children outside, while a number of cherubs
hover near, attracted by the singing of the in' PokM8 OF LIFE AND NATURE.
By Mary nocents. A touching sentiment by Mrs. E. 8.
Qemmer.
8 vo. pp. 279. Bosten : James R.
Forman, on a field in the corner, completes the
Osgood & Co. 1833.
design. The reverse bas’ a moonlight” winter
|
scene.
The Third Popular Prize Card, by
No woman of the day has won a more wideFred Dielman, of New York, is a handsome
spread and deserved recognition as a writer
composition, with children singing under their
than Mary Clemmer.
Her Washington corChristmas tree in the centre, surrounded by a
rustic border with holly and mistletoe, stars,
regpondence has been for many years eagerly
cherubs,
and birds in the ‘snow, and suitable
read by a host of people, and may safely be
legends,
The Fourth
Popular Prize
wus
said to have materially affected the currents of awarded to Miss Florence Tabér;of New -York.
popular thought particularly as regards cer- The design shows a young girl with two chiltain political did social questions und the pub- dren, in quaint old-fashioned attire, returning
home from gathering holly in a snow-storm.
lie character of leading statesmen. One would
The
Prize
Cards are sold in three forms:
know that Mary Clemmer could write good
plain, with silk fringe, cord and tassels, and on
poetry by reading her prose. Her mind is in heavy gilt-edged mounts, at prices# varying
50 cents to $1.50. Address T. Prang &
quiek sympathy with natural things, is re- from
Co., Boston.
markably susceptible of delicate impressions,
I SAA
a
REA
grasps at once the finest avalogies, is full of
PAMPHLETS,
MAGAZINES,
&o.
graceful and tender fancies, and wants not the
ability ter express itself fluently, accurately and
From 8S. W. Tilton and Co., of Boston, our
brilliantly.
Ifany one doubts her command
table receives a
pamphlet of 66 pp., entitled
Introductory
Lessons
in
Drawing
and
of elegant and eloquent verse, let him con
Painting in Water-Colors, by Marion Kemthese fair and inviting pages and be convinced,
ble.
Self-instructive.
It is the first step of a
We think the poems of Nature the finest in self-instructive system of art education under
the
form
of
amusement.
Six simple lessons in
the book. There is an undertone of sadness
Sepia are given at the end of the book. Price,
and of yearning that is too uniformly charac.
50 cents. From the same house comes also a
teristic of the poems of Life and Love, howcopy of Mother Goose's Melodies, being a
ever exquisitely nppearing, to be altogether
good sized pamphlet containing four and twenty
pleasing.
The poems of Religion are fair, full-page outline pictures illustrative of Mother
Goose, with complete directions to beginners
Some of the sonnets are remarkably geod.
in water-color painting for coloring them by
We had marked some lines for quotation, but hand.
The illustrations are designéd with
much spirit and artistic skill ; they are 6x6 1.2
our space forbids.
inches in size; and are accompanied each by
its sppIopHate verses. A pleasant gift would
Tap
Lire AND LETTERS OF
ELIZABETH, this book be to any young person fond of dabPRENTISS.
Author of ** Stepping Heaven«
bling in colors, and a real” help to progress in
ward.” pp. 573. New York:“Anson D, F.
acceptable palnting.
Price 60 cents.
The
Randolph & Co.
Vos
National Temperance Almanac for 1883 will

|

It has been

thought probable

that

no ficti-

tious autobiography of a religious character
was ever more successful than ‘Stepping

Heaven ward.” The character of the author
a8 unfolded in the handsome volume before us,
seems no less remarkable than her most famous
book. The daughter of Dr. Edward Payson,
of precious memory,

possessing

so

much

of

her father’s rare nature, deep piety, amd brillant talahty has lived a life whose record, as

given us by her husband,

makes

ond ‘ef the

choicest pieces of religious biography that ive

be found to be a very convenient

to have.

publication

It is surprisingto see how much

portant information is crowded

im-

into these 72

pages.
Illustrated.
Price
10 cents single
copies; $1 per dozen; $7 per hundred ; $60 per
thousand.
Sent by mail on receipt of retail
and dozen price, New York: National Temperance Society.
The North American

Review commands

attention no

eminence of its contributors
ue and timeliness of its table
there is a symposium on
American Women,” by Dr.

less

by the

than by the valof contents. First,
*‘ The Health of
Dio Lewis; Mrs,

Elizabeth Cady Stanton points out the
injurious

influences

of social

many

environment;

mind.

The Sunday Magazine

erof such men as Edward

Payson, of whom

4 very fine portrait ind account are given, SarA

)

church and its ministry is to-day greater than
of old." Finally, there is a symposium upon

the conditions of ** Buocess on the Stage,”

contributors being six prominent

actors,

the

LA

is among

VERMIFUGE

between

four

“DOBYNS
peuny,”

Rin

my urs truly,

CONSTIPATION.

No other disease is so provalent in this coun-

try as Constipation,

Mr. C. W. Livermore introduced to the notice of the public tbe first Stylographic Pen ever put on the market, and invented and applied the word *¢stylographic ” to this elass of
writing instrument, . For years
the people
were content to pay $3.00 for a genuine Livermore Pen, and the sume pens are yet doing
good service.
The success of these pens led
urs:rupulous persons to get up inferior imitations, which they offered at such low prices
that many persons, uot unglerstanding the dif- |
ference, were induced to buy them,
The Livermore Company, therefore, cut down
the
price of bio sive ver Stylographic
Pens to
$2.00 each \to give everybody a chance to have
the best article of the kind. They can be
bought by remitting the amount to the Stylographic Pen Co., 290 Washington Street, Boston; the pen together with a package of superior ink will be sent by return mail, aud the
money willbe at once refunded it they do not
prove to be perfect and: satisfactory in every
respect.
There
“i¥ nothing more appropriate
than a Stylograph, as a gift to a lady or gentleman.”
The Stylographic Pen. Co. is the largest concern of the kind in the world, with
raiencs at New York, Chicago, and London,
ing.

strengthens

usa“ Dobyns’

isfled with

increasing

my

appetite

and

the

ing me from taking cold.”
Our Treatize on Compound Oxygen, its nature, action, and results,
with reports of cases and full information, seut
free.
Dis. STARKEY & PALEN, 1109 and
1111

ists Se

4

and it acted like a charm.
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A Bright and- Amusing

Christmas

Ea

Cant

ata

By H. Butterworth and Geo. F. Root.

Merry Dia logue!

New Music!

they

int.

“Rev. T. P. CHILDS. Troy, 0

Price, 83 per dogen by express, c'1arges netipre: i
paid. Single specimen copy, 25 cis. by
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NEW YORK OFFICE,
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16 pages, in-

Authors.

Catching Kriss

the only known means of per=

ll

Popular

mail, post-paid.

or Bronchitis ho earnestly
desire relief, | can furnich a
BD meansof Permanent
and Posjt itive Cure. A Home Treatment.
No charge for consultation by
mail. Valuable Treatise Free.

Readings

Most

Prepared hy W. F, Sherwin.
press, charges not prepaid,

i Toany suffering win Gators)

rected,

the

..

CHARMING:

Responsive

ONE D
I=
Ask your Druggist, or address all orders
Dobyns& Mitchell, Sungei

INPALLIBLE if

' BRIGHT,

cluding a Beautiful

where, (Elder)Joel
T. Helmsee,Gseenfield, Mo, 1]
-g
‘We have 70,000 others of the same kind. Onl
OLLAR Per BOX.
-
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For Sunday-Schools.,

My son and daughter
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~* CHRISTHAS GARDLS. -
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had Catarrh of eight and nine years standing. It jes
has cured them.
am_recommendingds every-

FE

ron
ta
: u SIC

as

“

NEW,

money.
Wecan't sav more.
** My wife used your “Sure Cure * for neuralgia, []
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and Recitations!

CHOICE SELECTIONS
0)

|

| NOW READY.

Something

New

to recite, should

get

wanted for the immensel

ilar book,

| AGENTS:
ofall the ProstienesoltheU 5. poh
of
Tin enélarge elegant illustrated volume, The fastest selling book
in America. Immense profits toagents. Every intelligent pes
soil wants it, Any one can hecome a successful agent,
Liberal

>=

| terms free.

Address HALLETT Book Co.. Portland, Maine.

For Sale
One Grocery
Rooms

the

wholeset. Club ratesand full list of contents free.
P. GARRETT & CO,, 708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Let.

Tenement

of 7

Inqure of
Park
J.C. WHITE, Lewiston, Me.
Ur

at Ccean

June

or To

Stove and Ove

7, 1882,
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THE WORLD.
CHEAPEST BOOK INerican
Price only
Dictio
The
New
TheNewAm
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81.00,
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Costs only 00.
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postpaid;

coples fcr $5,705.

xtraordinary Offer. Prem
ss
Stem Winding Watch

ants’ Solid Gold Hunting caso
Yora
C|
wo will sond froo,
of
Senda Do
at& once for a eamplo copy. You can easily socurd oud
our leisure time eveninga,
watches in aday or two or during
%

WORLD

Seiatiea, Backache,

| fj mmm Frosted Feet andf

J erses are inadmissible.

One

merits.

Howard.—Died
April 28, in the city of
Boston, Mrs. Mary E. Howard, aged 45 years.
Her remains were brought to Auburn, Me.,
and funeral services held in the Court Street
Frée Baptist church.
Sister Howard became
a member of the KF. B. church, Auburn, Oct.
28, 1866, and at once became an active worker
for the church’s prosperity.
She remained
thus: until her removal to Boston where she
soon found the pegple of ber denominational.
choice and worship®d with them until the time
of ber death. The funeral services at the Auburn chiarch were especially impressive and
the floral display exceedingly choice.
Her remains were carried to Canton, Me., where
they were interred beside those of her husband.
She leaves one son, George L. Howard
of Minnesota, who has the sympathy and
pravers of many friends.
Chaney.—Mrs. Amy A., wife of Rev. John
Chaney of Auburn, Me,, passed away August
13, in ber 606th year. Sister Chaney in early life
found the preciousness of Christ as a Saviour
and friend, and in her 18th year wus baptized
and joined the KF. B. denomination.
Twentysix years ago she became the wife of our es-

WATCH

|

FREE to Any Pergon
‘Who will send us an order for

Scratches,

trial will prove

15 AtNew ONEAmerican
Dictionaries.
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up a club of FIFTEEN.
how easy you can
If Oe
club yourself will yom
whom you think woul®
kindly band this to som e
like to got the watch.
FREE. Send money by Registered Letter or
Order, Bend all ordersto

Every bottle warranted to
ve satisfaction.
Send adress for pamphlet, free, giv-

ing full directions for the
treatment of above diseases.
Price25 cts. and 50 cts. per
bottle. Sold everywhere.
Henry, Johnson & Lord, Proprietors,

hier Soop

WORLD:

MANUFACTURING C0.,

442 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORE,
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orins sin,
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MONEY, youcan
0 80.
Send ONE DOLLAR fur a Sanble copy
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THIS SPLER
Coin Silver; Hunting Case

1tis a sefe, sure, andj
effectual Remedy for

Sores, &¢., on
HORSES.

Co., inthis oe.

MAN UFACT URING CO, 122 Nassau Cireet New Yorks

Ears, and all other
Pains and Aches.
(alls, Strains,

Watdlr.

of theesm

iebility, we can refer to tho pubishers of this paper, the com

As to ourre!

eroial agencies or any express

Burnsand Scalds,

Obituaries must be brief.
and for the public.
For the excess over one hundred words, and for those sent by persons who donot patronize the Star, it is expected that cash
will accompany the copy at the rate of four cents

. CORISTIAN UNIONw

2 we will send FREE as a premium the Américan Waterbury
. Fora
Tub of 15 wo will send free a Solid Silver Hunting Case Watci.
Fora
Club of 3) wo send free, & Lad 's Solld Goa Hunting Caso Watch.
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brother, Rev. John Chafley, and

quickly
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per line of eight words.

weakened partsand

Cure,”
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prevends

Girard S{reet, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bure

na
This number is uniform
—with the Series, and.contains another HUNDRED splendid
lamations and Readings, combining SentiPrice,
ment, Oratory, Pathos, Hiomor, Fun.
Every boy
30cts., mailed free, Sold by Booksellers,
who speaks pieces. every member of a Iyceum who

remedy has ever

PRICE 81. SET| |

very ‘éflicacious.
A patient writes:
* Have not
had a cold this winter,
waich is perfectly wonder
tal for me.”
Another says:
** No return of hem.
orrhage, hoarseness gradually wearing off, less
tendency to take cold, and whea I do take cold, it
is more easily cootroiled under the use of OXygen.”
Another: “I fecl thatit has been a great
to me,

no

cures all kinds of Piles even when physicians
and modicines have before failed.
4% [Z7rIf you have eithor of these troubles

* Ness Tendency to Take Cold.
Aga protection from eold Comnound @xygen is

heneit

and

equalled -the celebrated Kidney-Wort as a
eure. Whatever the canse, howaver obstinate
the cose, this remedy will overcome it.
PILES
THIS distressing com8 plaint is very apts to bo
mplicated with constipation. Kldney-Wort)

i

through its

Saven!
floates of Cures, to
the sufferer from Catarrh,
Neuralgic and
ervons
Heaflache.
We say emphatically

[MG BROS.. Pittsburgh, Pa.’

STYLOGRAPHIC PENS.

fr

RURE CURE” is no “ catch.

but in thunder tones speaks

JOHN PIPER.

o|FOR THE PERMANENT -CURE OF

8
;

+

of ny

las from cover to cover, is a very beautiful
holiday issue. Its cover design and colored
frontispiece are: - particularly
pleasing.
Biglow& Main (81 Rand Pb 8t., Chicago)
publish Glory to God, a Christmas service, by
i
Be—
Rev. Robert Lowry; by mail 5 cents each,
dpa,
t
3:
©
en
$4.00 per hundred copies. . Also Blood
& | "Thé
genuine DR. C. McLANE'S VEEMI.
Main's Christmas Annual, new Carols for
FUGE is manufactured only by
.
Sunday-school festivities; -by mail, 4 cents
Fleming
Bros.,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.,
each; $4.00 per hundred
copies.
— We
have received from E. G. Rideout & Co., 10
and bear the signatures of C. McLane and
Barclay 8t., N. Y., the first two numbers of
Fleming Bros. It is never made in St. Loui}
The Golden Argosy, a new illustrated weekly “or. Wheeling.
Price, 25 cent}
get the genuine.
Be sure ou
paper for the
young, which promises to
a bottle. you
gy
become one of the very best of its class, It is
printed on heavy, cream-colored, calendered
paper. The best of ink is used, and the pres it brings out, the ilthe whole paper
OR
B
a perfect gem in
ngatness and beanty. The
bert of writers for the young are secured for
iis columns.
Oaly $1.75 a year.
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children, their
as follows: Alice,
ars ; Charley, years;
ma, 6 years; John,
D years. Now comies
the result:
Alice and Emma came
ont all right, but Charley
fortyfive
and Johnny
about sixty worms, The result
was 80 gratifying that I spent wo days in showing the wonderful effect of your Vermifuge
around Utica, and now
ve the worms on
exhibition in
store.
-

Place, N. Y.).——The Christmas St. Nicho-

399
-

Se

|
{

app
ce that
nny did nine years ago.
So I thought it must be Worms, and went to
Yok
once with a
bottle of PR. C. Mc»

the first publications.
of its kind in its wealth
of interesting and’ profitable matter, and its
eye-capturing pictures (Frank Leslie,
53 Park

|

{san Bucytopmin f useful knowiThe New
most complaste,
It ist
edge, worth its weight in gold to’'all classes.
If we could indice
' | the most usefurand entertaining book ever issued.
every one. of our readersto buy one we s

BISEASES.

VERO

a benefls onthems
fered

wow sary the adver

iat

When you order aD

with

much affection walked with him toward ‘the
Celestial City until tbe Master’s eall came.
She loved the people of her choice, and was
deeply interested in the welfare of tbe church
with which she worshiped. Funéral services
were conducted
by her pastor, the undersigned.
Bister Chaney has gone to her rest
and reward; her husband io his advanced life
is sustained by the presence of that Saviour
whom he has faithfully served for so many
years,
J. J. HALL.
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Brann.—Dea. William Brann died at his
home in Whitefield, Me.. Oct. 2, aged 75 years.
Bro. B. was-eonverted 50 years ago and for 40
years was deacht
f the North Whitefiell &
Jefferson. F.
BY
arch, He was an earnest,

devoted Christian and a constant reader of the

Star, beloved not only by his brothers and: sis-

KIDNEYAno LIVER MEDICINE

ters in Christ, but by all that knew him. "His
house was always a pilgrims’ tavern where the
soldiers of the Cross found a ready welcome.
His last sickness was borne with cheerfulness
and holy resignation, humbly submittingsto
the will of the Lord.
He looked forward with
unclouded faith for the call of the Master to
leave this tabernacle of clay and to dwell in
that house not made with hands, eternal and
in the heavens.
He leaves a wife and ene
child to meurn their loss.
F.C., JR.

Marden.—Samuel

B. Marden

NEVER ENOWN

“ My physician

one side.

speedily cured.”

M. GOODSPEED.

“Ihave

been greatly

me.

I was

finally

Hunts Remedy.”

“1
ease;

completely

«ured

hy

have suffered extremely with kidney dis.
after using Hunt's Remedy two days, I was

GRO, F. CLARK.

“1 sold in two Joan (33,120) thirty-three thoueand one hundred’
and twenty bottles of Hunt's

Remedy.

to be~

medicine

for kidney

W. B. BLANDING.

One trial will convince you.
For sale
by all Druggists.
Send for pamphletto

HUNT'S REMEDY 00., Providence, R. I.
Prices,

Sabbath found him at his post in the house of
God. He loved the Sabbath school and served
it both as superintendent and teacher, He
was socially a faithful witness and worker for
the Master and will be greatly missed and
mourned by those who stood shoulder to

[J]

It is a valuable

diseases,”

come & member of the IF. B. church of Epsom,
to which place he returned at the opening of
the civil war.
Here he was & loved
brother
aud faithful worker in the Lord’s vineyard.
Bro. M. was indeed a “church goer,” and a
true worshiper of the Lord’s Christ. Every

75 cents

Ghoicest
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=
:

o

and

$1.25.

1y26eow

Food
WORLD.
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Selected grain, all hulls,

1

cockle and Impurities reoved. Steam cooked and

By

. La

its main

Salle,

ing money.

Saving fuel.’

Saving
time.
Saving
waste.
Saving
health,
Easy to
t, being thoroughly cooked, Beware of
imitations,

A.B.C. YE WHEAT.
WHITE OATS.
._ A.B. C.
tien.
BARLE
( MAIZ
2 Gereal Milk, for Lntants. Cereal Cream for i
Pric
Sor
ue , For sale by all grocers.
CO.
a B. ai ig
a & CEREALS MEG

line and

Ceneseo,

Moline

branches
and

It reaches

Rock

Island,

!
ort
are all of the principal lines

Chicago,

in

illinois;

Joliat,

ye

JH

’

Peoria,

Davenport,

Ottawa,

Muscatine,

Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville, Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Des Moines; Wect Liberty,
towa City, Atlantie, Avoca, Audubon, Harlan, Guthrie Q@onter and Council Bluffs,
in lowa; Gallatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, in Miseourl, and Leaven=
worth and Atchison in Kansas, and the hundreds of cities, villages and towns
intermediate. The
1

“CREAT ROCK IS AND ROUTE,”

As [t is familiarly called, offers to travelers fan the advantages and comforts
incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at all connecting poin
Faet Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WELL VENTILATED, W
HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELECANT DAY COACHES; a line of the
NMIOBT MACNIFICENT HORTON RECLINING CHAIR CARS ever built ; PULLMAN'S
latest designed and handsomest PALACE SLEEPING CARS, and DINING CARS
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEET RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and In which superior meals are served to travelersat

the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS EACH.
THRE
TRAINS each way between CHICACO.
RAINS each way between CHICAGO and
TWO
via the famous

ALBERT

esiccated, Patented. Pre-

pared,as wanted, for the
table,in ten minutes. Sav.

| AE &

Scuthoeast, and the West, Northwest and Southwest.
It is literally and strictly true, that Its connections
of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific.

using

"RANK R DICKSON,

enable to resume business?

‘N., A. AVERY,

:

SULLIVAN FENNER.
benefited by the use of

A..D. NICKERSON.
“1 can testify to the virtue of Hunt’s Remedy in
kidney diseascs from actusl trial, having been
much benefited thereby.”
REV. E.G. TAYLOR.
AT was unable to rise from bed from an attack
of kidney disease. The doctors could not relieve

In

looked to the great hereafter were these: ‘‘ All
is well, all is well.” May
these words be ours
when life’s toil shall end and we stand face to

S

‘Hunt's Remedy.
For diseases of the kidneys and
urinary organs there is nothing Superioy

again united by letter with the 1st Congregational church of that place, He remained with
this church a faithful and loved disciple of Je-

I

case Bright’s Dislive only forty-eight
Remedy
and
was

“ Having suffered twenty years with kidney disease, and employed various physicians without being relieved, I was thengured by Hunt's Remedy.”

and in ’44 returned to Concord where in ’46 he

i acer with eternity.

paralyzed on

Hunt's Remedy.”

STEPHEN G. MASON.

“ My doctor pronounced my
ease, and told me that I could
hours.
I then took
Huns

1841, he united by
letter with the Congregational Siren in
Wentworth, N. H.
1In’43, he
was married to Eleanor 5. Young of Epsom,

sus until 1864, when he was dismissed

thought that I was

1 was terribly afilicted with rheumatism

from 1869 to 1830. Iwas cured by

died at bis

the 1st Congregational church of Concord.

TO FAIL,

I had suff'red twenty years with severe disease of the kidneys: before using Hunt's Remedy
two days I was relieved, and am now well.”
.
.
JOSHUA TUTHILL.

residence in Epsom, N. H., Nov. 11, aged 62
years, b months, 27 days. He leaves a gvife
and six ehildren, most of whom are Christians, who deeply mourn their loss. Bro. M.
was u native of Epsom, N. H. He became a
Christian at the age of 15, and has since been a
faithful steward of bis Lord and! Master.
At
the age of 16 he went to Concord, N. H.,
where he learned the. cabinetmakeir’s trade.
In 1838, he took a letter from the '‘Congregitional church in Chichester and united with

1
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I het/ achfld
GENTS: ~About nine years
two years old and -almost dead. The loctor I
bad ‘attending
her could not tell what ailed
her.” 1 asked
him if he did not think it was
worms.
He said no.
However, this did nct
satisfy me, as I felt: convinced in my own
mind that
she had: I obtained
a bottle of DR.
C. MeLANIDS CELEBRATED VERMIFUGE
(genuine).
I gave her a teaspoonful in the
morning and another at nigh -after which she
seventy-two worms
‘was awell child.
ice then I have nevef
, without it in
my family.
The health of
my children
remained so good that I had neglécted watching

and Dr. Jame
Read Chadwick -sets forth the
have read for a long time. Perhaps the great effects of ediication, climate and food. Gov.
est eharm about it lies in the fact that it-ie “Buren R. Sherman, Iowa, writes of the ¢ Con- shoulder with him in the conflict for the right.
itutional Prohibition” of the liquor traflic in Truly a good man has fallen and the people
80 fully a record of home life, and bright and
State. Gen. Grant states the facts of Geen, mourn, but not as thoséd who have no hope.
Joyous friendships, all, centering in this case, that
Fitz John Porter’s case. Richard A. Proctor In his hope we hope to meet him in that glorihowever, about a character of wonderful puri- writes of The Influence of Food on Civiliza- ous world of light where peace and purity
where
parting and
sorrow never
ty, freshness and wholesomeness. The bpok tion.” Prof. Fisher, in defining the causes of dwell;
come.
Bro. Marden loved the words of
of Clerical Authority,” holds
may be too full of details, correspondence, &c., | ¢thatThethisDecline
decline, which affects the status of the 23d Psalm, especially the last clause of’ the
for general reading, but it assuredly can not church and minister only as a part or function
4th Yyerse, “ Thy rod and thy staff they comfort:
be 80 for the friends and acquaintances of Mrs, of the secular State, ['by
Among:
the last utterances of our lovedd]
no means to be reme.
e
brother, on taking leave of his frien
Prentiss.
To varlous classes of persons will gretted, and the spiritual influence of the

this volume have_ deep interest: to the admir-

|
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:
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+
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Ham®

* ingly ornate and tasteful shape in which it now
appears. Its author died last year in Philadelpkia, much lamented by those. who knew
her. She was born in Wakefield,N. H., in 1831.
For many years she was a Writer of occasional

That she bad, a fine genius

ith

of the question: * Is Fingal’s Cave Artificial?”
—un illustrated paper.
The Editor has some‘and friends; to all lovers of good biographical hithing to say concerning Herbert Spencer's impressions
of
America.The
Christmas
literature; and, finally, to all hearts that can
Wide Awake, this year, is an event in holiday
derive strength from the recorded experiences magazine literature; a mammoth. number as:
of a saint in all the common
walks of life.
to size, with a new cover of exquisite design
Mrs, Prentiss walked with God, and did it in in many colors, an almost endless picture gallery of beautiful engravings, snd
representing such spirit as won even the youngest and merin its serials, stories, articles, esiegind poeriest to her. The work contains much infortry, the people’s favorite authors at home and
abroad.
Probably the largest and finest sinmation relating to the *‘ Susy Books,” *¢ Stepping Heavenward, and the other writings of gle number of a voung folks’ mugazine ever
published.—
—s Wilford's
Microcosm
(23
thé lamented author.
Park Row. N. .Y.) is full,as nsual, of short
weighty discussions of interest to the. reTHR YOUNG SILVER SEEKERS. By Sanibel but
ligious, the philosophical, and the scientific

ilton. Size of cover Tx9 3-4 inches. pp. 243.
Philadelphia: J, B. Lippincott & Co. $5.00.

widely read and well received.”

Monthi

1882.

—

-

.
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H. B, Smith,.and Mrs, Prentiss herself asan
author; to a wide circle of personal relatives

enlarged

edition,

and illustrated.” Introduction by Gail

Science

paper sy Mr. Golawin Smith oh + The! Data
of Ethies.’” ~ There i3 an interesting discussio¥s

;
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H. Rolling).
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brother-in-law. of Mrs. Prentiss, the neon
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the MISSOURI RIVER.
INNEAPOLIS and ST. PAU

ROUTE.

January 1, 1882, a new line will be opened, via Seneca and Kankakee, between
Newport News, Richmond, Cinginnati, Indianapolis and La Fayette, and Council
Bluffs, 8t. Paul, Minneapolis and intermediate points.
:

.

All Through Passengers carried on Fast Express Trains.

For more detailed information, see Maps and Folders, which may be obtained,
well as Tickets, at all principal Ticket Offices in the United 8tates and Canada, or of

R. R. CABLE,

E. ST. JOHN,

:

Vico-Pres't & Qen’'l Manager,
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There are over 180 students in school
Wis term.
Our church will be practically
mew as soon as the improvements, now
well advanced, are completed.
Judging

sior was run down by a tug in Hampton
Roads last night and sunk; the passengers
were rexcued.—~The property loss on the cot-

from the large number of applications for

ton compress

eatalogues, the

Sunday

present year will show

no

k=

Pike

M.

on the transit of Venus are pretty generally
successful ir this country.——The boiler of the

C.

Seminary.

success.

A large number of

attend the
and their
ingly for
their care,

Prof. and Mrs. Barrus,
school.
associate teachers labor untirthe highest good of all under
and are worthy of the love and

young people

eonfidence they have won from pupils and

pargp#a interested
in
Pike
Seminary.
‘The Pike church does much to make all

who come there welcome.
is well

The

students’

attended,

mission-

ary meetings full of interest, and some
kappy conversions during the term. The
pr ¥ esd

Con.

The tenth annual Catalogue of the Uni-

still

work

of

retains

the

a university,

old

name of “¢ College.”
advantages is best,
special
studies, in

vantages of a German

university.

Shawnee

College, néar

Adelbert

g

Au-

Ind.,

College,

resolutions

to quit the college unless the junior class,
expelled for misconduct, be re-instated.

The Government Indian

School

at Car-

lisle, Pa., has representatives among the
students of nearly all the tribes in the eastern part of the Indian Territory. The Sioux,
Pawnees,
Kiowas, Cheyennes,
Apaches,
Comanches, Wichitas, Arapahoes, Navajos,
Modocs, Caddoes, and Delawares have sent
the sons and daughters of many of their
best families. The course of study is for
ty

five years and alarge proportion of the students will complete the whole! it.

SEE

One of the most interesting experiments
in connection with the Indian school at
Carlisle, ‘Pa., in charge of Captain Pratt

of the army,.is that of
out at service.

placed

out,

Both

and the

they go, are:sclected

placing
the

the

pupils

children

families

to

into

with care.

be

which

The boys”

are placed chiefly with farmers, and the
girls go into families to learn domestic
work.

Captain

Pratt’s idea is that

this

is

the true and sure way to civilize the young
Indians after they have spent a proper
time at the government school.
It is required that the persons with whom the
youth are placed shall make a report of
their conduct.
Of
77 who
were thus
placed out for the long summér vacation,
the reports received state that 33 were industrious, 21 very industrious, 17 gener-

.ally industrious, 3 fairly industrious, and
but
3 idle.
Seventy-six were reported to
be quick and apt at learning,—equal or superior to persons of ether races.
The re-

marks magle by the employers of these lately savages are very encouraging, and the
whole report touching this experiment is
«ane which will go far to shake the opinion

«of those who have been accustomed to
abink all Indians are incorrigibly idle, stupid. and

vicious.—DBoston
Art

Franklin
finished at
model for
ton fer the
ok

»

Advertiser.

Sizomons, the sculptor,
has
his studio in Rome the clay
the statue of Oliver Perry MorMorton Monument Association

far Jadvenged 5 to warrant a consideration
ns

for

the proposed

terrace.at

its

base.
Mr. Edward Clark, Architect of the
Capitol, bas drawn two designs, ome.of
which contemplates a single terrace 220
feet square with wide flights of steps, and
the other a double terrace.
The four
plag
esigned by Mr. Larkin Mead are
proyidefl
with places oy the four sides of
the terrace in both designs. The original
idea was to place these plaques on the
monument itself near its base, but objection is made that they would destroy the

design of a solid, unbroken shaft.

Mr. Millais has recently completed a new
, “Pomona,” which is said to be
one of
most perfeet representations of

_

childhood.

The subject is a dainty

en of eight

years,

with rosy

che ks

maid-

and

golden hair, in a mob-cap, white dress and
ue sash.
Tao her little wagon she has

been wheeling a load of ruddy apples, and
. has stopped to rest at the moment Hosen
by the artist.
#

No men knows what a ministering

angel bi 8

pot bh gud), he comes Some one Hrd of ring

readful cold and
ha ppens w huve a
Burs (Gough Syrup io the house;

bottle of Dr.

DEC.

many

wrecks

r

on the

Eng-

SATURDAY, DEC. 9.——The Tiber threatens to inundate a portion of Rome. ——The
American bark Robinson Crusoe is wreeked.
MoNDAY, DEC. 11.—Turkey has decided
to adopt American torpedoes for the defense of

the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus.——The

It was the writer's good fortune

That

While the cook was basting the gobbler, mine
took

host

is one of two or three recently

which

house,

apple

to the

visit

his guestsona

the impoligy of the continued
change.

coinage

people refuse to use have

of

silver

undergone no

Of the desirability of prompt

action

to

reduce the revenues, now so greatly in excess’
of
the neerd of the Government, the President is ar-

gent that something should be done and done
quickly, and he indicates what in bis judgment
may wisely be attempted now.
He goes further
than last year in recommending the removal of
internal revenue taxes, and suggests that unless.

the probable

éxpenses

of the Government

have

been underestimated, all these taxes but those on
distilled spirits may
be
prudently
abrogated.
With regard to the tariff, he thinks it clear that if
the tax on spirits is retained, there can be a large
reduction of the duties on imports, but he does
not favor an indiscriminate reduction ‘that will
pay no regardto the condition and needs of Amer-

ican industry and labor. He
recommends 8pecifically an enlargement of the free-list, a simpilfication of the complex and inconsistent schedule
of duties on manufactures, particularly those of
cotton, iron and steel, a substantial reduction of
the tariff on these articles, and on sugar, molasses,
silk and woolen goods.
Attention to the needs of
our coast defences, and some revision of the militia laws and the army retirement bill, passed at
the last session, are suggested.
He expresses a

strocg hope that no general river and
will be

passed

this

session,

and

harbor bill

clearly.

shows

that there is no necessity for any, The President
favors a continuance of the policy begun last sesgion looking to the increase of our naval establishmeat by building better vessels having better armament.
The closing part of the message discuss-

es the question of civil-service reform and political assessments in a way that will give great satistaetion to the friends of the former and the enewies of the latter.
He refers to the bills before the
Senate with favor, and expresses the hope that
some measure of thie kind will be passed at this
session, promising his cordial codperation.
He
declares that political assessments on office-hold-

ers should

be prohibited by law.

put up in this state.
We found in this building four thousand
bushels of apples, which had been raised on the

Peaches can be kept here till Christmas; grapes,
barvest apples, sweet bows and maiden blush

till March; baldwins and russets till summer;
and fresh meat can be preserved in good condition for ninety days. All this is made possible
from the fact that the building is so constructed
as to admit of such a system of ventilation
that, whatever the weather without, the temperature within is kept between thirty and forty

degrees, Fahrébhéit.
The buildingin

question

is sixty

was read

in both hou-

Tbe Senate adjonined early

as a mark of respect to the memory of Senator Hiil
of Ga.
Ater scveral bills were introduced, the
House adjourned in respect to the memory of con.
gressmen Lowe und Updegrafl deceased.——Tuesday. ~The Senate continued the comiltees
of
last term.
Mr. Beck offered a preamble and reso.
lution in relation to political assessments.
W.
Barrow was sworn as the successor of the late
Senator Hull of Georgia.
In the House a bill to

abolish the interpal revenue tax ob tobacco, snuff,

cigars and cigaret'es wus reported irom the'Com.
on Ways and Means; a bill was passed to repeal
‘Wnd amend certain acts pertainiog to the shipment

and discharge of seamen.—Wednesday.~In the
Senate there wus a debate on the bill to establish
a uniform bankruptcy, and a bill was introduced
to prohibit the use of the Capitol for other than
its legitimate purposes. The report of the National Board of Health was received and refe
A
resolution was adopted in the House, authorizing
the Committee on
pprobations tn embody in the
Post Office Approprition bill a clause reducing letter portageto two cents; and a bill was passed
reiunding to the State ot Georgia the sum of $35,
000, expended by that State for the common defence in 1777,~—Thursday.—In the House the Indian Approtation bill was passed; the bill to

establish a home for indigent soldiers and sailors
in Erie, Penn., was defeated.——Friday.— Mr.
Beck’s political asséssments resolution was de-

bated in the senate, Messrs. Hale, Beck, Hawley,

Allison, Edmunds ahd Hoar participating, In the
House bills were reported, among which there
was one for reducing letter-postage to two cents.
May it
pass.—asatupday.—~In the
Senate Mr.
Hawley in roduced a bill Lo
prevent officers of the
United States from collectify
shbEcriptions or assessments from one another.
The
House called

on the Sec’y of War to specify items in the last
river and harbor bill
which were not” in the interi o Sonor,
‘he Sousular appropriation
ssed and a
was introduced to

he civil service.

{

|
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prove

Downs’

Elixir,

warms

words ol’ praise ftom us, so well and. favorably
koown is it. It is the standard
edy for coughs,
colds and all throat troubles, with great

numbuers

of our people, and their continued
gse
licited

‘recommendation ot

favor.— Burlington,

it speak v

Vi., Free

and. unso.
es in its

Press,

|

January 26,

slat-panels,

contact

i. e. laths,

with

to keep

the

melting frost and

walls of “the upper

story

fruit from

sweat.

and the

The

ceiling

are

packed with sawdust, ten inches thick in the
former, and eighteen in the latter. Besides

slats to admit Of the contact of the air.
Beneath the lower floor, between it and the
ground, is an air space two feet deep. Into this
space enter twelve eight inch air tubes, three
on each side of the building.
These tubes are
provided with caps on the outside, to put on
and off, according to the weather, and with
screens to keep out the rats; for the samereason

the floor of the air-space beneath

cents a bottle.

ten feet

in length,

and as

5

Speak only the

iruth, aug.even

QUERTU’S

COD

LIVER

Price 20
52t21

secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the lianid
not re’ect
TRULX,
v9

During the Late War

it.

Anger is like a ruin,
what i falls.

which

that Dr.

and

by one of our

itselt

sufferer

imposed

something

Massachusgits

ex-

Brown’s

FAVORITE

medicine

for

REMEDY

these

/

Ocean.

* Admirableto

tion of the Bowels.

Tiyit.

Your druggist

continues

FAVORITE

the practice of his

fines himself excluzive’'y

office

hat

MINSTREL

on

size, and filled with the very best selected musie
of its class, all permanently valuable, and all neat

an elegant books.

Iron and lead have been
County, Wis.

many

discovered in

Elegance and Parity.
Ladies who apureciale elegance and
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or Soft

Hot or Cold
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Menogeries, and others

Water,

everywhere,

hut

beware

of

NERV
HUN QS DEBILITY
109 Fulton Sireet, New ¥

JAMES

PYLE,

New

York,

tration
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‘Can you AFFORD

from over work or
is radically

cured by it

No,

and

Pasent post-free on re
* Homeo, Me".

Fulton Btw bo ©
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** NO TENSION" SEWING MACHINE.
The only Sewing Machine that can be
USED
WITH
SAFETY
TO
HEALTH.

\\

7

to be without it!

Willcox & Gibbs S. M. Co., 658 Broedway, N.Y
or 33

West

Street, Boston,

Mass.

PIANOFORTES.

Tone, Touch, Workmanship and Durability.

be

POWDER
Absolutely

: Guns,

Pure.

and whel
More
ical than the ord 1
ary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the

competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER Co.
106 Wall St.,
York

\\W//bot
\LL/

on

Pistols,

WANTED

JOHN

147

P. LOVELL

Washington

&

Street,

AGENTS

at

YOUNG
ven

SONS,

Boston,

.

ME

WANTED

particulars,

3

refunded if not satisfactory.

i

Oberlin

months’

use,

Send

money with

TY

Telegraph

Cx.

300.000
ACRES.
Easy Payments. Long
Time. id Rate of Inter't

Lansing, Mich.

ese svioanpe
pew at Oe 0

Price, $3.00, boii sent by return mail.

I
SIX

to learn Teleg-

0.

BARNES,

or

11

raphy.
Written
guaranice
to furnish good situations the year round.

rite for

Mass.

LUT PRILES = ot mn

elegant

a

Buy are our Michigan Lands,
SOIL RICH,
CLIMATE
HEALTHFUL,
and
the best
Markets in the world almost at your door. 4&3

Former

for our

Boston, Mass.

$10,

BEST LANDS
FAYMErS Ca,.Sions
br 1552 Tremenda,

Li. 7 Yd

once

nw book, “DAUGHTERS OF AMERICA.” It
takes wonderfully. B. B, RUSSELL, Publisher,

$2.Send Stamp for Catalogue.

multitude of low test, short Jeight.alumn or phosphnte
owders.
Sold only incans.
vAL Baking Powpes
;0., 106 Wall St.. New York.
This powder never varies.
A marvel of purity,
strength
and wholesomeness.
More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold iu

-

Rifles,

SKATES AND AIR-GUNS,
BALLARD'S
RIFLES only

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength

New

Parties will also receive a sufficient quantity of guperior

LOT

mn for deserintive éirentar, /Pens lly

RA PIIC

oney

warrant. d

David C. Cook’s line of Holiday Goods this sea80n is larger than ever.
Ifany are contemplating

buyiug anything in the shape of Bibles,
Holiday
Books, Banver
ecorations of any kind, they
will probably find jus
at they want in his

:

“It.is much
gHough

to

easier to find a score of men

drepi £hough, in the face of opposition;
up for it.
:
Deservedly

THE

wise

truth than te fipd one

Je

ny

because invalids

———

burden

are

other

and

the crown and the throne,
A

Delicious

Odor

is imparted

by

Ws

Youth

is everywhere

in place.

Age requires

ROUGH ON RATS.
Clears out rats, mice, roaches, flies, ants, bed.
bugs, skunks, chipmunks,
gephers. ’ 15. "Drug.
hv

The ornament of a house is the friends who frequent it.
y

CATARKH OF THE BLADDER.

Stinging irritation, Inflammation, all

and

rinary Complaints, cured gion,

Kid

oll Kidney

ren

that SYRUP oF
€!

1.00 per Bottle. = pod} )

Proverb.

fully edited or that contains so much that is real.
ly useful and interesting.
7
:

fit surroundings.

Sonvincegon
a

4
:
0
Concerning Wide
Hake,
the brilliant illustrated
magazine, the Transcript
says:
* The re is no jue
ay
venile magazine published in this country so care.

FINEST

Edward

|

%e

Elegant New Cover in Colors.

is
nd

12 pesutital Christmas Cards
receipt
25 cts.,by
return
Less than
oaeheit
cout ofelsowhers.
WILLIAM
ALDSON they4700.will113Main
Btn Oinsinnat,
Ohio. M.~ DON~
Colors, sent on

iN

VESTORS

!
000,000 R

3

get full information

about

our

mort.

7 per cent, farm

g
12
years experience ;
«Je B-Watkins
Be
Sok a Jolla ho
& Coe

PER

NT.

NET.

Security three to’ six times the loan,
without the Dyildingt, Interest semi-an.
nual, TWENTY-EIGHTH year of residence,
and EIGHTH in the buginess.
Nothin,
ever been lost. Best of References.’ Sen
for particulars if you have money to loan,
N. B; Costs advanced, interest kept up, and prin.
cipaljguaran
in case of foreclosure. Address
D, 8. BY
JOHNSON & SON., St. Paul, Minn,
i Negotiators of Mortgage Loans.
:

Mention ‘this paper.

~1y88

the new volume.

PICTORIAL

Quarto

Pages

Contribute

EVER

ISSUED.

Celebrated Artists who Contrilnite

TO THIS NUMBER.

Hale, Susan

MAGAZINE
Only 25 Cts.

100 BEAUTIFUL

St. John Ha

ILLUSTRATIONS
TO

THIS

NO.

Geo. F A Raxngs, Jessie
Jeon BrodCurt!

Coolidge, Arthur Gilman,

rs, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Fred A. Ober, Mrs.
artwell Cartherwood, Christian Rosetti, Mary F'
Sobinson, Phiip Rourks Mars'on, Mrs, Mulock
avers of rank also contribute to make .
raik,
Mary kK.
‘ns, Dr. Felix
p number notable; and the printing will be of the
Sargent, Marion Harlaod.
Deval, Fret highest class on the finest paper.
I

TAR
Conte

E.

i

E,

K

Mrs. A. D. T, Whitney, * HI. H.” Mrs. R
Perry Cooke, Elliott Mcuormick, John Cor oll.
‘ftose Kingsley, Margaret Sidney, Mrs. Craigin,
reorge Car,
glvstom, klizabeih Stuart Phelps,

A Fair Trial

Floreston

no matter

The heart is the onl thing that ie better by be-

ing broken.— Persian

et

\OF BLOOD AND CONSUMPTION

light,

how strong and beautiful must be the scepter and

Cologne. And it is always refreshing,
bow freely used.

AND

Famous Authors who

J)

CURES COUGHS,COLDS, SPITTING

~

easy

“a

# DRTOPLIFF'S # |
SYRUP OF TAR

Unless it had great merit Parker's Ginger Tonic
could not be so popular, Its sale has spread re-

If the yoke and the

LARGEST

144 Large

Popular.

markably all over this country,

AWA

in-

to stand

find it gives them new lite and vigor when
medicines fail entirely.— Ohio Farmer.

E

Grand Holiday Number.

Beginning

.

discover the

! D

w

stock. Mr. Cook’s long experience in this line
enables him to furnish just what is needed.
He
will send a full illustrated catalogue on applica-

on.

:

WILLIAM KNARBE & CO.
Nos. 204 and 206 West Baltimore Street,
Baltimore.
No. 112 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

»

are

down—jump

Hard

el

a

I

OR

sence of ginger, when, in fact,it is made from many
valuable medicines which act beneficially on evewhen

oR

3

AUTOMATIC

A Varied Performance. ’
Many wonder how Parker’s Ginger Tonic can
perform such varied cures, thinking it simply es

‘

SHEEF,P, bo DOGS, HOG 8,

HORSES,CATTLE

Big Pay to sell our Rubber Printing Stamps
Samples efree.
TAYLOR BROS. & Cu. Cleve. 98eow
lami, O

weighty responsibilities keenly felt.

kick a man

DISEASES oy

CURE OF ALL

TOR TIE

=

ms BEST THING KNOWN ™*
Ey lamprey, Momee:
WASHING ao BLEACHING FR
Wtiseow

{

See other column.

|
R
VETERLNATS
(

3

alway 8 bears the above svinbaol, and name of

As the sweetest wines are the fruit of the press,
80 are men's noblest deeds often the result of

ry diseased organ.

and

YS
HRE
UMP
a
S
I
H
MEOPAT

sold by Grocers

using Parker’s
Hair Balsam.
It i3 the best article
sold for restoring gray hair to its original color,

beauly and lustre.

our at‘ractive

Any book mailed for the retail price,

ireitati ns well desizned tronislead,
PEARLINK is the only sal: Inhor Raving compound, and

Jackson

purity

4

Lists describing

OLIN VER DITSON & C0., Boston.

4

1

In

years.

®

Ole

SAVES LABOR, TIME, and SOAP AMAZ-~
INGLY,
nud
gives
universal satisfaction.
No
family, rich or poor, should be withont it.

For Throat Diseases, Colds
BRONCHIAL TROCHES have

of

- Price of each, plain, $3.00; in

cloth, $2.50; gilt, $3.00.

nseful Books of Musical
Literature, (il to
$?), our collections of classical music, as Sonatas
of Mozart or Beethoven ($3 per vol.), &c., &a

treats all diseases, and perf rus all the minor and
capital operat ons of surgery.

fore the recent election, while discussing politics:
*¢ General, I'm afraid you are getting into bad
company.” “Jh, no.” was the reply:
*Inever
change my politics;
I change my party friends,
sometimes.”

by a test

Ld

The above aré types of about thirty
volumes,
each containing more than 200 pages, shect music

Send for

If open punishment were now inflicted for every
sin, it would be supposed that nothing- would be
reserved till the last judgment, * Again, if God
now did not openly punish any sin, it would be
presumed that there wasno divine providence.—
Augustine.

efficacy

New.

Bull bes: Inferpresed, and costs $2.50 plain, $3.00

The late Matt. Carpenter suffered for years with
disease of the heurt.
Sv, too, did Fernando
Wood.
These men were iniellectual giants, and
also- splendid specimens of manly physical proportions.
A few bottles ot Dr. Graves’ Heart Rezulator would have cured them of heart troubles,
and have saved them for many long years yet to
come.
Get at druzgists.
Pe

Tested by Time.
and Coughs, BROWN'S

Old and

Runie rhymes, such a8 Longfellow loved, and

Iron

Butler, just

SONGS.

The most popular melodies in the world.
FRANZ'S ALBUM OF SONGS.
Unequaled array of German gems.
BEAUTIES OF SACRED SONG.
Large numbers of the best songs.

in cloth, $4.00 gilt.

A little Swedisn girl, while walking with her
fatheron a starry night, absorbed in contemplation of the skies, being asked of what she was
thinking, replied:
+I was thinking if the wrong
Sieeo/ heaven is so glorious svhat must the right
e.
:

B. ¥.

5

CHRISTMAS.

THE NORWAY MUSIC ALBUM is a splandid and unique book, filled with Norse music and

)

Said a friend to General

yo

young

GEMS OF ENGLISH SON®.
The newest and best general collection.
MUSICAL FAVORITE.
The newest collection of the best Piano muaie,

has it

practce.

of a

ald

FOR

Baltimore, Md.

he pull

profession,

to

Next

Musical , Gifts

recom-

The Incky man

REMEDY;

Su

men.

Handsome 12mo., $1.50.
Mailed, postpaid, on
receipt of price.
JAMES H. EARLE, Publisher, Boston.

by the Brown Chemical Co.

is he who puts this advice in practice
Dot for.
get the name and address, Dr. David Kennedy,
Rondout, N. Y,..The Doctor would have it under
stood that, while he is engaged in the introduction

of his medicine,

Winning

place in the bands

man.”
— Zion's

Kiduey and Biadderdisea
es, it is cqually valu
ble in cases of Bilious Disorders and Constipw

and its cost is one dollar a bottle.

:

“ Full of practical wisdom."
Religious Heral
iL of donod common sense."
Congregation.
alist.
* A young man could scarcely have a better book
for a leisure hour's reading.”—Chicago Inter

is a

complaints.

on

cess ever written for young
to the Bible. -

EDY is used a great deal by the machinists in the
U. 8. Armory here” :
While FAVORITE REMEDY
is a specific in

=

found ia

Bitters.

proved their
rice 25 cts.

One of the Best Books

most cordially recommend ig@or I am acquainted
with its worth. Dr. Kennedy's FAVORITE REM-

upon

Knickerbocker.)

ABANDONED.

Kennedy's

| most excellent

breaks

(Albany, N. Y., Daily Press

tated dyspeptic

be

~

impure

and indoors. “As a result, I've suffered considera.
bly from indigestion and biliousness, bat
I find

THIS AND THAT. °

We perceive

the

mended as “just as good.”
The genuine is made only

Springfield, Mass.— What Mr. David
many inches in diameter...
These pipes are
provided with dampers so as to be closed tight |
Clark, Inspector U. S. Armory
I'd
s
in cold weather.
;
s
There Recommends.
The bins are arranged on each side of a cenYour reporter found Inspector Clark at his of
tral aisle, for nearly all apples, except rusfice on, the Armory
grounds busily examining
sets, keep about as well in bins as in barrels.
The cost of the Louse was $1200, but that is « receivers’ for the regulation army riflas. However, he was as willing to say a word for the mermore than covered by a single year's profit on
its of health and strength restoratives as to prove
therfrait. Mr. Ames’s apples, by the way, are
the merits of implements of death. Ie said: ** My
all brought to the house in byshel baskets, and’
business keeps me closely ¢ nfined to the Armory
ON Spring wagons.

Don’t

with

The Government made its Best Armsat J

4

81 Randolph Street, Chicago.
SEE
4
*.* A presentation of the conditions
desirable success in life.*—Church =

Beware
of imitations,
Ask for BRowN's Iron BitTERS, and #zsist on having

HY

Ask your bookseller for it, or send twenty-five cents with order to

a

D. LOTHROP & C0., 33 Franklin 8t., Boston.

THE

PANSY,
u

A

ts changed to an 8 age quarto, giving 416
t is the Sheapesy pletorial de
for ned
vember num

d by Mrs. G. R. ALDEN)
Edite
[Weekly]AUTHO
R OF THE PANSY BOOKS,
>

tion price only 75 cents per yea rd

8
3
ce per year. Subs

he volume

begins with the NO;

OUR LITTLE MEN AND WOMEN.
A delightful magazine containing just the pleasurable variety of reading ruited to
Rquiring, restless childhood.

(BABYLAND.
50 Cents a Year.

Pd

BICLOW
& MAIN,
76 East Ninth Street, New Yar

Gentlemen : 1 take pleasure in stating that I have used
Brown's Iron Bitters for malaria and nervous troubles,
caused by overwork, with
excellent results.

consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit

oa

A full line of -Chvistmas Anthems, Carols, Sreic.
.
A.4 Catalogue sent on request.

(1881:

JELLY"

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular

oil, and the most delicate stomach will
For sale by all druggists, and E. B
208 Paarl St.,
New York.

from

i. 6

HRISTMAS ANNUAL NO. 13.—Beauti
i+ Curols by favorite authors,
$3 per 10;
ots. each by mail,

H. S. Berlin, Esg., of the
well-known firm of H. S.
Berlin & Co., Attorneys, Le
Droit Building, Washington, D. C., writes, Dec. sth,

your. enemies

OIL

danger

a

God. Appropriate Scripture Selec og
New Music by Lowry. $4 per 100; & cts. hy hid

water and miasmatic air,
and it prevents Consumption, Kidney and Liver Disease, &c.

will believe every word you say.

is cemented.

through the attic and out of the roof, are three

pipes,

the

has come, it

fealth to the child it rests the motifer.

through

willbe Pleased with Them.
i

MMANUEL.—New Cantatas by Doane
“attractive. Price, $90 per 100;3 Cts. by nel
HRISTMAS SERVICE, NO. 5.—
Glow

changing seasons, it disarms

Forty Years’ Experience of an Old Nurs.e
MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYkUP is the pre:
scription of one of the best female physicians and
narses in the United States, and has been used
for forty years with never failing success by milIt relieves the
_lions of mothers fur their children.
child from pain. cures Yyseuicry and diarrhea,
iping in the Howels and wind colic. Bv giving

Extending from the ceiling of the second story,

ventilating

fect - health

foil'stone di-

Death, the great reconciler,

You
©

in the

IRON! BITTERS ensures per-

Barclay Street,’

amonds. The firm enjoys a first-class reputation
for fair dealing, and as such we place their advertisement betore our readers.
When

the system;

keeping the system in perfect condition.
BROWNS

As there is nothing in the world great but man,
there is nothing truly great in man but character.
W. Everts.
.
=
New York, advertise a new art'efe’in

MUSIC and SERVICES,

In no way can disease be
so surely prevented as by

satisfaction. Nothing can be fairer.
Read their
“adv” and patronize them. Yow will not regret it.

E. G. Ridéout & Co., of Noji¥)

Christmas

Spring it enriches the blood
and conquersdisease; in the
Summer it gives tone te the
nerves and digestive organs;
in the Fall it enables the
system to stand the shock
of sudden changes.

severity.— George Eliot.

The

two feet thick and lined on the northside with
a four inch brick wall. On the inside ofthe wall
an air space of two inches is left and-then come

“Business men, it is’ reported,
are leaving Dub-

lin on account of the recent outrages there.
There 1s a deficit of 81,000,000 fori
n
h rian budgét for 1883,
, EF)
OnBs in She Aus:

remedy,

is never our tenderness that we repent of; but our

by twenty

feet, built of boards and unclapboarded.

Wail

Congress,

established

2
farm. The price put upon these is four dollars 1882.
a barrel, for the bulk of them will be kept till
CATARRH.—* Dobyns’
Sure
Cure”
Messrs,
then in as. sound Dobyns & Mitchell, Covington, Ky., claim to have,
spring and * packed out”
fd
offer
to
show,
over
70,000
certificates
of
cures,
and marketable. condition as when first stored.
esides pledge to refund all maney in case of dis-

im.

The President's message

old

still more than holds its own in the public estima.
tion, despite sharp and active competitton. -Itis a
“home remedv,)! and in this locality needs no

S

MAIN

]

Bl

is given by using Brown's
IrRoN BiTTERs.
In . the
“Winter it strengthens and

TN

BUCHUPAIBA.
Quick, complete cure, all annoying Kidney, Bladder and Urinary Diseases. $1. Druggists.

Mich.

farmer of Hudson,

a substantial

remem

»

.
to :Try

aLi 0!Ww “

i

-

‘New Life

Set down nothing that Sp

at

to assist

changes that Dr. Lorenzo Waite, of Westlivld, an
eminent physician of Berkshire Co., strongly en
French government proposes to ask a grant of
dorses St.
Jacobs Oil.
With it he cured a case of
9,000,000 francs for an expedition to Tonquin.
Sciatica that resisted all
regular professional
|
treatment,
and
that
had,
in faci, been abandoned
»
as incurable.
The President’s Message.
A man’s character is like 8 fence—it can not be
The first part of the President's message relates
strengthened by whitewash.
to our foreign relations.
Regret is expressed
&%~ Feathers, ribbons, velvet can all be colorthat Chili has not in her negotiations
with Peru
ed to match that new hat by using the Diamond
followed the counsels of this government, but he
Dyes.
10 cents for any color.
says plainly that we can go no further than we
Counsel is given by the wise, the remedy by the
have gore in the matter unless we are ready to
rich.
?
employ force and
assume a protectorate over
South American States. The Presiient’s views of
Reliable help for the weak, nervous, and debili-

i

) ar

in the

7. — A great fire in

ses Monday, Dec. 4.

Notes.

of Imdiana.
The statue will be cast in
bronze at Munich, and unveiled in Indianapolis am the next Decoration Day.
The Washington Monument is now so
0

by a collision

exile for life.——A -sewere snow-

which thé

All the students at

Allan Line steam-

reach the center of Paris.
A large number
of buildings in the city are flooded.”
The gov.
ernment asks the chamber of deputies for u
grant of 1,000,000 francs for the relief of the
sufferers in the inundated districts.

bas been burned.

Cleveland;
O., Dec. 7, adopted

5.—The

Two acres were burned over.——The floods in
the Seine river
increase, -and the waters

Commence-

Bedford,

to

8.

lost by severe

1

mental labor.

the post mortem examination of a thanksgiving turkey at the home of Bishop H. Ames,
Esq.,

which are axways

the phosphates

this, an air space of two inches is left on the inside of the sawqust, The floors are made of

FRIDAY, DEC. 8.—The loss. from yesterday’s fire in London is estimated at $15,000,000.

Dr. J."M. Buckley, Editor of The Chrisian Advoeate, New York city, will preach
the Baccalaureate sermon and Dr. J: T.

“\.

11,—A large deficiency in

MONDAY, DEC.

lish coast.

In the

Seminary,

strange horse disease appears in Troy, N. Y.

storm in England:

“graduate instruction 41, under-graduates
611, Sheffield Scientific School, 206, School
of Fine Arts, 40. Deducting the names inserted twice there is a total of 10986.

Duryea, of Boston deliver the

the Marrietta and

muted

department of theology there are 106 students; in the department of medicine, 30;
in law, 85; in philosophy and the arts,—

ment Address at Lassell
burndale, next June.

Railroad. —A

Cincionati

London, the entire fire department at work.
——Four of the leaders of the late Egyptian re‘volt sentenced to death, the septence com-

which it has able instructors, and in grad:
it has nearly thes

DEC. 9.——Robert Garrett buys

SATURDAY,

BY

It supplies

fbr professional men.

is very vaiuable

ceilur wall, however, is of stone, ten feet high,

field board of audit.

THURSDAY,

it

. The supericrity of its.
perhaps, realized in
aate studies, for which

the Gar-

by

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 6.——M.
Louis Blanc
and Anthony Trollope are dead.— The rivers
in Germany are again rising.——The observers at Greenwich are
prevented by bad
weather from viewing the transit of Venus.

stu-

though

him for his professional services

Mersey.

*" dents of Yale College for 1882-83 is on our
This old, popular institution is de“table.
ing the

with all on board.——A fire in the Saginaw
Barrel Co.'s works st Saginaw City, Mich.,
destroys property valued at $175,000.—— There
‘have been 190 failures throughout the country
during the past seven days.——Dr. Bliss has

er Peruvian is damaged

many older institutions.
and

FRIDAY, DC. 8.—The steam-yacht Idlehour and the tug George W. Childs, from Philadelphis, are seen‘to sink off Cape Hatteras

TUESDAY, DEC

its state, and bids fair ‘to equal or excel
the officers

tendered P. M. Gen. Howe at Hartford, Conn.

ABROAD.

and the mechanic arts, are in operation.
The colleges of law, of medicine, and of
the fine arts have not yet been organized.
The higher classes are yet small, but there
gre special students, and a two years’ preparatory course and twenty-six in the Industrial Department.
Including
these,
there is a total of 284 enrolled during the
year counting none twice.
This University, comparatively young, is growing with

of

are badly
?
;
:
THURSDAY, DEC. 7.—The weather in the
Northwest is very severe.——A reception is
six

snd

drowned

are

right, eight
scalded.

Louisville, Ky.——A collision of freight trains
on the N. Y. and N. England Railroad.

the Industrial College, embracing agricultwre, practical science,
civil engineering

Catalogue

persons are killed out-

Plantation, La., three

the funds of the tax collector's departniént at

versity of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb., is rescived.
When complete, the University
is to have five departments.
The College
of Literature, Science, and the Arts, and

The

propeller (Mdfnlng Star explodes at Bellaire

finally concluded to take the $6,600 awarded

Fall term closed with an entertainment by
the Ladies’ Society for the benefit of their
reading-room, and $30.00 were received.
There isno better nor safer rplace to send
a son or daughter than Pike Seminary.

4%

6.—=~The observations

DEC.

: WEDNESDAY,

The Fall term of Pike Seminary’ has
been one of earnest work, and cheering

prayer-meeting

i“

of electionby the govérnor of La.

and it is not improbable that a considerable increase may be shown.
J.

$500,000.—Con-

reach

will

gressman-elect Kellogg is given his certifigyte

decrease jn attendance upon the school,

s

at Houston, Texas, on

burned

night,
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Ten cents a number;

A Grand

Holiday

joyous, 101

$1.00

a year.

Nnmber.

With a Beauliful Chromo Cover.
Only 6

Cents.

Ask your Newgdealer for it, or send with order to

D. LOTHROP

& C0., Bosto

